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'Pieta' Means Pity -Few have had t he opportunity for so
close a look at Michelangelo's magnificent marble Pieta as this photo affords.
The 500-year-old study of Mary's grief as she cradles the lifeless Body of her
Son was photographed at the Vatican Pavilion of the World's Fair by Frank
Menthe of the Carlton Herald, New Orleans. For more of his telling pictures,
see Page 7.
It ’s Father Ernest Beck:
His Son
,
13
,
Looks On
MAINZ, Germany Ern-
est Adam Peek, the former
pastor of a North Bergen, N.J
Lutheran Church, married and
the father of two, was ordained
a Catholic priest by Bishop
Herman Volk in the seminary
chapel here.
Michael Beck, 13, looked on
as his 39-year-old father be-
came the first married Amer-
ican Latin Rite priest.
HIS WIFE, the former Dor-
othy Marie Gollin of Tcaneck,
and daughter, Monica. 9, were
in Oklahoma City. Father Beck
is expected to return there to
wind up his affairs in the U.S.
Then he will join six other
married priests working in the
Mainz Diocese.
Two priests who were Instru-
mental in helping Father Beck
Msgr. Martin B. Hcllriegcl
of St. Louis and Msgr. Ger-
hard Fittkau of the diocesan
seminary in Essen were
present at the ceremonies. '
Also there were Rev. Rudolf
Goethe, 80, the first married
cx Lutheran minister to be or-
dained in the Mainz Diocese;
Leo Clooney of St. Louis,
Father Beck’s sponsor when he
was received into the Church
10 years ago; Prof. Ray Bronk,
a former Anglican minister
from Philadelphia now study-
ing for the priesthood In Rot-
tenburg Diocese, and Auxiliary
Bishop Joseph Reuss of Mainz.
AT THE ordination Mass,
Michael Beck, representing his
family, carried a candle to his
father at the altar, and Father
Beck then symbolically offered
it to the Bishop.
Bishop Volk in his brief or-
dination address called the dis-
pensation granted to the new
priest a special recognition of
his steadfastness in pursuing
his coal as a true witness
to the high calling of the min-
istry of Christ.
Msgr. Hcllricgel preached
tbe sermon at Father Beck’s
first Mass. He praised the late
Pope Pius XII for having open-
ed the door lo (he ordination
of married former Protestant
ministers. He paid special
tribute to Father Beck’s wife
for having stood by her hus-
band for so many years, pa-
tiently bearing many sacri-
fices to enable him to become
a priest.
Msgr. Hcllriegcl voiced deep
appreciation to Bishop Reuss,
who as seminary rector had
helped Father Beck attain his
goal.
He also thanked the new
priest’s many friends in
America for supporting him
with their prayers.
AI A BREAKFAST follow-
ing the Mass, Msgr. Fettkau
in turn gave credit to Msgr
Hellriegel. The St. Louis priest
had a decisive influence in
bringing about Father Beck’s
conversion, he said.
Father Beck first met Msgr
llellrcigel while he was still
a student at the Lutheran Con-
cordia Seminary in St. Louis
Seminarian Beck was in-
terested in |earning about
Catholic liturgical movements
and Msgr. Hcllreigel. presiden
oi the National Liturgical Con-
ference in 1949, was the man
to see about that.
Their friendship continued
even after Beck's ordination as
a minister in 1948.
The Rev. Beck was married
while pastor of a church in
Tulia, Tex., in 1949. The next
year, the couple moved to
North Bergen, N.J., where the
Rev. Beck was pastor of Holy
Trinity Lutheran Church.
The Becks professed their
Faith to Msgr. Heilrcigcl in St.
Louis on the Vigil of Easter,
1954, and Michael was re-
ceived into the Church Easter
Sunday. Monica was born a
Catholic.
Beck worked for Catholic Re-
lief Services NCWC in St
Louis until 1958, when he was
admitted as a private student
at the Mainz seminary. He
completed studies at Immacu-
late Conception Seminary in
Conception, Mo.
Religion, Race
Unit Organizes
JERSEY CITY - The Hud-
son County Conference on Re-
ligion and Human Rights
formed as a permanent organ-
ization during a four-hour
meeting at Monumental Bap-
tist Church here June 25, with
Msgr. Eugene J. Reilly, ad-
ministrator of Christ the King
elected as chairman.
THE GROUP invited all
members .of recognized re-
ligious bodies, both clerical
and lay, within the county, to
join.
It adopted an eight-sec-
tion constitution which stated
its aim to continue a program
of education in the field of
race relations.
Chosen with Msgr. Reilly
were Rev. Clarence M. Savoy,
pastor of Calvary Christian
Methodist Episcopal Church,
Jersey City; Rev. Bertil Ander-
son, pastor of Bethany Luther-
an Church, Jersey City; Rev.
Lyman Lundeen, pastor of
Lebanon Lutheran Church,
West New York; Rev. Edward
,J. MeGUnchy, S.J., of St.
Peter’s College, and Rabbi
Morris Tosk of Temple Beth-
Am, Bayonne.
A good part of the afternoon
was devoted to workshops and
panel sessions, one of which
was conducted by laymen who
pointed out methods whereby
the clergy could give effective
leadership to their congrega-
tions.
More on Race, Page 6
Comment, Page 4
Polish Reds Intensify Spying on Priests
BERLIN (NC) Surveil-
lance of priests in parts of
Poland has reached the point
where every home visit they
make is recorded by Commu-
nist officials in state-supplied
notebook, according to a re-
port received here.
THE NOTEBOOKS, which
carry the seal of the national
religious bureau, are intended
to furnish a picture of the in-
fluence each priest has in his
community —and to pinpoint
the contacts through whom he
exercises that influence on
the people.
A description of the tactic
is contained in a report of a
meeting at which town council
chairmen in the Poznan dis-
trict were addressed by the
chief of the religious cults of-
fice and the religious affairs
director of the Polish United
Workers’ Party, the official
name of the Communist Party
In Poland.
THE COUNCIL chairmen
were instructed to call in the
priests in their communities
for personal Interviews, rather
than allowing them to submit
written reports. Strict compli-
ance with tax deadlines and
with account keeping by the
Church units was another
recommendation made by the
council.
Rigid enforcement of regula-
tions on public meetings and
processions was also urged. On
the other hand, priests were to
be specifically invited to all
gatherings of the
,#
peace"
campaigns.,
THE RELIGIOUS office
chief told the Poznan group
that the position of the priests
could be undermined by con-
tinually emphasizing to them
the "negative” nature of their
actions, by spreading stories
about the personal life of
priests, particularly the young-
er ones, and by direct denun-
ciation of the clergy.
Another recommended tactic
was to enter into discussions
with priests at various com-
munity meetings and show
them how their personal posi-
tions could be improved it they
cooperated with the regime.
Special inducements should be
offered to any priests who are
known to have had misunder-
standings with their superiors,
it was urged.
New Trial Is Ordered
In Dispute on Zoning
TRENTON The New Jer-
sey Supreme Court said its
first but not its last word in
the Hohokus zoning case last
week when it declared that a
1963 New Jersey statute does
not exempt public or parochial
schools from local zoning or-
dinances.
In a 6-1 decision, the court
ordered the case remanded to
the Superior Court for retrial
on tlie issue of arbitrariness of
the zoning ordinance under at-
tack. At the same time, it con-
firmed again the constitution-
ality of a recent state law for-
bidding discrimination be-
tween public and parochial
schools in zoning regulations.
TIIE HOHOKUS case stems
from a 1961 amendment to the
borough ordinance which bans
all schools (fexccpt church
Sunday schools) from the R-l
district. The amendment was
adopted shortly after the New-
ark Archdiocese announced
plans to build a regional boys'
high school on a 20 1/2-acre
plot at the northeast corner of
the borough, formerly the site
of a riding stable.
The archdiocese sued to in-
validate the amendment on the
basis that it was “selective
and spot zoning,’’ was confis-
catory of the property without
due process, was not passed in
accordance with New Jersey
statutes and discriminated be-
tween public and private
schools.
In 1962 the New Jersey Leg-
islature passed the bill bar-
ring discrimination. It was
signed into law by Gov. Robert
B. Mcyncr in January, 1963,
and became a factor in the
case.
SUPERIOR COURT Judge
Charles W. Broadhurst, since
retired, heard arguments on
the case in January, 1963, and
gave his decision a month la-
ter.
It was based solely on the
new anti-discrimination law
and held that, since municipal-
ities had no right to prohibit
the location of a public school
where the local board of edu-
cation or school district au-
thority wanted to place one, it
could not zone against non
profit private schools. To do
so, he said, would be discrim-
ination.
It is this argument which the
Supreme Court rejected. At
the same time it held the door
open for rehearings (or at
least reassessment) of the
question of arbitrariness. The
court also said the archdiocese
might ask for a variance from
the borough and, if denied,
"litigate the validityof the ac-
tion along with the attack on
Uie ordinance itself."
IN AN OPINION delivered
by Chief Justice Joseph Wein-
traub, the court held that the
legislature’s action in 1962-1963
was not intended to- exempt
public schools (and thus pri-
vate schols) from all zoning
restrictions. He • said the
statute was “obviously drawn
on the thesis that a municipal-
ity may zone as to public
schools and upon that premise
sought to insure equality of
zoning treatment for private
schools."
The court indicated that it
felt it was possible for a mun-
icipal body and a school board
to come to an agreement on
the location of schools, be-
cause there is “a community
of interest which augurs for
good relations between them."
It later said that "while
undoubtedly the public in-
terest could be left with the
school board, it would be poor
policy to permit private
schools to locate anywhere at
all and to be unrestrained as
to size of plot, sideyards, etc."
IN HIS DISSENTING opin
ion, Judge John J. Francis
said that the courts of the state
had never been called upon to
decide the specific question of
municipal zoning authority
over a public school and that
"in my judgment, no such
authority exists and the Hoho-
kus ordinance is invalid."
He pointed out the various
powers which school boards
have independent of the mun-
icipal body, including the right
of condemnation of property.
He cited a Missouri case in
which land was condemned in
an area zoned exclusively for
residential use • and noted a
1911 New Jersey law which
gives the state school board
the right to veto a site chosen
locally for a secondary (high)
school.
THE ARCHDIOCESE has
until next week to ask for a re-
hearing before the Supreme
Court. If it docs not ask for a
rehearing the case will re-
turn to Superior Court. The
archdiocese may then decide
to go ahead with that phase of
the suit or ask for the variance
and hold the litigation until the
borough has a chance to ait
on the request.
This the second jease U>
go ta* the> . Supreme Codh jjt
which the constitutionality of
the 1963 law was questioned.
It was upheld earlier in a case
involving St. Cassian’s, Upper
Montclair, which, however,
lost its plea for exemption
from a rule regarding size of
its playground because the
court found the nearby public
school was required to meet
the same standards.
Comment, Page 4
Favors Statement
on Jews
Israel Bishop Seeks
Friends, Not Converts
By ED GRANT
NEWARK It is better to
have good relations than con-
versions in the land of Israel,
according to Archbishop
Georges Hakim of Acre, the
only resident Bishop in that
nation.
Archbishop Hakim visited
NewarkJune 25-27 before leav-
ing for the North American
Melkite Convention in Akron,
Ohio, where he will represent
his Patriarch, Maximos IV
Saigk. While in North Jersey,
he was received by Archbishop
Boland, celebrated Mass at
St. Ann’s, Paterson, and also
visited the cloistered Domini-
can Nuns in this city.
THERE ARE 23,000 Mclkitcs
among the 55,000 Christians
who live in Israel, a nation of
2.5 million people. "We are
a
very small minority in the
Holy Land,” he said, “and we
need both the moral and finan-
cial support of the entire Chris-
tian world. Most of all we need
the personal contact that
comes from pilgrimages to the
holy places. It would be a
pity if this Christian remnant
were to disappear.”
In contrast, there are some
75,000 Melkites on the North
American continent, a good
number of them centered in
the New England and Middle
Atlantic States, though some
are found as far away as Cali-
fornia or Georgia. There is no
resident Bishop of this rite,
but Archbishop Hakim said
that he hopes one will be
named "in the near future."
As Israel’s only Bishop, he
finds no religious discrimina-
tion in that country, but ad-
mits that, as Arabs, the Chris-
tians do suffer some political
disability. "Israel is, after all,
a country at war, even if it is
only a cold war, and it is the
Arab nations that surround it.”
THE KEY TO peaceful set-
tlement of the Arab-Israeli
question, he feels, lies in the
refugee problem. "The United
Nations said that these people,
a million in number, should be
either repatriated or compen-
sated for what they have lost.
I do not see many returning,
but compensation is possible,
tlie money should be found."
The Archbishop said it was
advisable for the Vatican Coun-
cil to pass the resolution on
Christian - Jewish relations
though possibly not in the con-
text originally presented. He
said objections from Melkite
Bishops, notably the Patriarch
himself, have centered on the
VISITOR FROM ISRAEL -Archbishop Georges Hakim of Acre, Israel, talks with Arch-
bishop Boland June 26 at the Chancery Office. Archbishop Hakim Is in this country to
preside at the North American Melkite convention this week in Akron, Ohio.
‘Unreached’ Vocations
Abound, Study Reveals
PEORIA, 111. (NC) - Many
potential religious vocations
may be going unreached and
unrealized in U.S. dioceses,
findings from a sociological
survey conducted here last
spring indicate.
The preliminary findings
were reported by Rev. Joseph
H. Fichtcr, S.J., sociologist at
Loyola University, New Or-
leans, to Rev. Eugene L. Fin-
ncll, assistant vocations di-
rector for the Peoria Diocese,
and made public by Father
Finnell.
THE SURVEY was conduct-
ed in mid-March by the Dio-
cesan Council of Catholic Men.
Usable questionnaires on at-
titudes toward vocations were
returned by 8,689 Catholic fam-
ilies with children below the
age of 21. Those responding
live in 48 parishes of the
Peoria Diocese in rural areas,
small towns and cities.
Among the "first interpreta-
tions" reported by Father
Fichter, a prominent sociolo-
gist and author of several
books, are these:
• Much confusion exists on
what the parents’ role should
be in fostering religious vo-
cations.
• There is confusion about
the obligation an individual
has to follow a vocation which
he might have to the priest-
hood or religious life as a
Brother or Sister.
• Parents favor vocation
talks to elementary school
children.
• Parents agree that per-
sonal contact with clergy and
religious is the biggest factor
in fostering vocations, but in
12 parishes with a Catholic
school, 25% of the respondents
had not talked to a nun in the
past year.
FATHER FICHTER com-
mented that “there seem to
be a lot of ‘unrcached’ voca-
tions in the diocese, that is,
people who would have been
potential clergy or religious.”
The large number of laymen
who at one time thought seri-
ously of a religious vocation,
he said, suggests that “there
are right now large numbers
of youngsters in the diocese
who are seriously considering
a vocation and ought to be
reached and helped to make
a decision.”
Other findings from the sur-
vey included the attitude of
laymen toward nuns and
toward efforts to update re-
ligious communities. "It is said
that the Sisters themselves
resist this clothing change (to
more modern dress). The re-
sponses here show that the
laity is not in favor of the
change."
THE GENERAL attitude of
laymen toward nuns is favor-
able, the socialist said in his
report.
"Catholic parents do have
complaints about specific Sis-
ters, but the majority of them
tend to describe the nuns in
positive and complimentary
terms,” he said.
At the same time, he noted,
there were some complaints
that "restrictions" on the ac-
tivities of nuns are "old-fash-
ioned and useless in modern
society."
"The Catholic parents ob-
viously feel that Sisters should
keep themselves up to date by
at least reading the papers
and watching television," he
said."Well over half of them
agree that Sisters should also
be allowed a yearly vacation
at home, attend athletic and
cultural events In the evening,
accept dinner invitations and
eat in public restaurants.”
HISTORIC NOTE -There's a permanent reminder of In-
dependence Day in Queen of Peace Church, North Arling-
ton, In this stained glass window, one of a number with
historic themes. It shows Charles Carroll of Carroltown,
lone Catholic signer of the Declaration of Independence,
after affixing his name to the document. At the bottom
is a scene from Volley Forge next to the quotation from
the Bill of Rights guaranteeing religious freedom. Also
shown are the Liberty Bell, Independence Hall and the
coat of arms of Bishop John Carroll, first Bishop of
Baltimore. (See Story, Page 17).
(Continued on Page 2)
text being Included in the
schema onecumenism, i.e., re-
lations with other Christian
churches.
“We feel that this should be
included with a general dis-
cussion of the Church's rela-
tions with all non-Christian re-
ligions, including Mohammed-
Ism, Buddhism, etc. But there
Is a definite need of a special
condemnation of anti-semitlsm
in this first council after the
Nazi persecutions,” ho said.
ON THE TROUBLES the
Church is having in some of
the Moslem countries, notably
Sudan, the prelato said, “These
are young nations, the pres-
ence of foreigners does not
please them. Unfortunately,
the Church showed itself in
these countries as foreign. The
largest, most influential Rite
in the East is the Latin Rite,
this is abnormal.”<
HU solution to ths problem
of missionary priesU for these
lands is that they should be-
come members of the Eastern
Rites and learn the Eastern
culture before going there. “I
am accompanied on my trav-
els In this country by an Am-
erican priest, Father John
Whitney, who was ordained In
the Melklte Rite. Two more
young priests will be ordained
while I am here for work In
our area.”
Asked what effact the schema
on the liturgy would have on
the Melkites, he said, “It will
help in a rather backhanded
way. Many of our children at-
tend Latin schools and thus
have come under Western in-
fluences in the liturgy. Now.
with more participation al-
lowed to your rite, with the
change to the vernacular, the
school training will come clos-
er to that of their own rite and
will end this division in their
minds."
THE ROLE OF the Christian
minority in Israel is a diffi-
cult one. Conversions from the
Jewish faith are looked upon
with great suspicion and arc
the subjects of laws. For this
rcaso. , the Archbishop stresses
the friendly approach of con-
gregation to congregation, with
Jewish, Moslem or Orthodox
neighbors.
He forsecs a much easier
road for the Christian ecu-
menical movement with the
Orthodox than with other
groups.
4 “Wo are much closer to-
gether In doctrine to begin
with and they are more con-
solidated than your Protestant
sects, who themselves have a
wide variety of beliefs. But, in
all of this, we must remember
the Injunction of Pope John to
look to what unites not to
what divides, to see our Pro-
testant and Orthodox neighbors
not through eyes of suspicion,
but for what he is, a good
man.”
Pius on Pill Left No Room for Doubt
By JOHN R. SULLIVAN
On June 23, Pope Paul VI
announced that the Church is
conducting an exhaustive
study of the birth control is-
sue.
While he gave no hint as
to what direction this study
might take whether to a
change or a strengthening of
the Church position the
Pope left no doubt in anyone’s
mind about what Catholics
should do for the present
follow traditional Church
teaching as enunciated by
Pope Pius XII.
“AS OF NOW," Pope Paul
said," we do not have suffi-
cent reason to regard the
norms given by Pope Pius
XII as surpassed, and there-
fore not binding. They must
therefore be considered valid,
at least until we feel bound
in conscience to modify them.”
Pius XII, in statements in
1951 and shortly before his
death in 1958, left little room
for speculation about the
Church’s teaching.
HE SAID in 1951 addressing
Italian midwives that the so-
called rhythm method of birth
control is allowed “for a long
time, perhaps even for the
whole duration of the mar-
riage," provided there are leg-
itimate medical, eugenic, eco-
nomic or social reasons. The
statement was cheered in the
press then.
At tlfst time Pope Plus also
voiced the hope that science
would find ways to make the
rhythm method more accur-
ate.
WHILE POPE PAUL never
mentioned anti-ovulant pills
so called “birth control” pills
Pope Pius XII did, in 1958,
just after they were released
to the public.
This point was made in a
speech to the International
Hematological Congress at
Castelgandolfo Sept. 12:
“A direct, and therefore il-
licit sterilization is provoked
when ovulation is stopped so
as to prevent the uterus and
the organism from the con-
sequences of pregnancy. . .
“Some moralists maintain
that it is permissible to take
medicines for this reason, but
they are wrong.”
He reaffirmed the condem-
nation of any active interfer-
ence with the procreative func-
tion of the marital act and any
attempt at direct sterilization
—a deliberate destruction of
a person’s procreative powers.
He did not, however, con-
demn sterilization as an unde-
sired effect of, for example,
surgical removal of diseased
tissue.
THE PILL, Pope Pius XII
said, renders a woman tem-
porarily sterile, and therefore
his injunction against surgical
sterilization would also have
effect here.
A woman taking the pill to
remedy an ailment would be
on good moral footing; a wom-
an taking the pill to prevent
pregnancy would not, he said,
without qualification.
“Indirect sterilization
...
is
permitted according to the
general principles governing
acts with a double effect.”
This covers legitimate means
to legitimate ends, which could
have a secondary result which
could be immoral considered
by itself.
Birr A ROMAN gynecologist.
Dr. Nino Pasetto, last week
denied Pius Xll’s assertion
that antiovulants induce tem-
porary sterility.
Pasetto’s term for the pill's
action is ovarian "repose,"
similar to that experienced by
a nursing mother.
“When one speaks about
sterilization, the mind immedi-
ately turns to various forms of
surgical sterilization or to radi-
ation,” tlie doctor said. "In
both of these, the concept of
sterilization is linked with an
organic lesion which, even if
it is not lasting, always en-
tails organic damage.
"On the other hand, in the
progresteronic treatment, there
is no question of organic lesion
but simply of a suspension of
the function of ovulation in the
woman.”
REV. ANTONIO Nalesso,
professor of morals at the
Rome medical school of Mi-
lan’s Catholic University of
the Sacred Heart, who collab-
orates with Pasetto, asserted
that six years of study have
shown that the progesterone
pill "does not in the least
sterilize the woman.
“Therefore, if Pope Pius
XII judged the use of the pill
illicit solely for its sterilizing
property, opposition today
should dissolve,” he said.
Pasetto has been working
with the commission of the
Vatican Council examining the
question of birth control.
The Holy Father’s Week
'... Witness of Example’
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope Paul VI, speaking to
Italian priests who had met in
Rome to find ways of bringing
the Christian message to the
working world, urged them to
give good example and to
stimulate the initiative of lay-
men.
The 450 priests from all parts
of Italy had spent a study
week under the sponsorship of
the National Center for Moral
and Religious Assistance to
Workers. The Pope addressed
them at a special audience at
the Vatican.
Priestly work among the
workers, he said, “means giv-
ing a witness of example, of
generosity, of mutual and fra-
ternal charity."
It also means “stimulating
and promoting the initiative
which our laymen, with high
religious sensitivity and with
methods in keeping with mod-
ern social requirements, are
using for a concrete affirma-
tion of Christian principles.”
He said priests who work
among workers should use a
specialized press, periodic
contacts and organizations to
instill Christian values into
the minds and actions of the
workers.
•
Returns Relic
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope Paul VI will return a
relic of st. Andrew, the broth-
er of St. Peter, to the Ortho-
dox Church in Patras, Greece,
where tradition says he was
martyred.
The Pope told an assembly
of Cardinals the transfer is be-
ing made at the request of
Orthodox Metropolitan Con-
stantine of Patras.
The relic, said to be the
head of the Apostle, was taken
from Constantinople by the
cruaaders in 1204 so that, in
the Pope’s words, “it might be
worthily preserved next to the
tomb of his brother, St. Peter,
with the intentloa that it might
be returned one day, God will-
ing."
His gesture, the Pope said,
testifies “to our veneration for
the Greek Orthodox Church
and to our to open
our brotherly heart to it, in
the faith and charity of the
Lord."
Orthodox Metropolitan Con-
stantine of Patras called the
Pope’s restoration of the relic
“inspired by the Holy Ghost.”
Metropolitan Constantine
said he had appealed to Pope
John XXIII for return of the
relic last May, and made the
request of Pope Paul after his
election.
According to tradition, St.
Andrew, the first Apostle, was
martyred in Patras and his re-
mains enshrined in a church
there. The relic was later tak-
en to Constantinople, where it
was stolen by Crusaders and
taken to Rome.
•
International Duties
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope Paul VI addressed dele-
gates of the intergovernmental
agency Western European
Union and charged them with
the task “to make the slow
work of Europe's maturing
move ahead in concord and
justice."
The Pope told 80 delegates
to tlie annual session:
"While each of the members
Is aware of the advantages it
obtains from this association,
it should also be prepared to
fulfill generously the tasks
which are entrusted to it as a
consequence of the agreements
it has concluded with the
others.”
"Without this reciprocity,
the union could neither last
nor bear the fruit, which
comes from harmonious ex-
change and mutual completion
at the European level.”
•
‘Chosen Servants’
VATICAN CITY (NC)—Pope
Paul VI consecrated five Bish-
ops, including Bishop Jan Wil-
lebrands of the Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity, in
the presence of Catholic lead-
ers, well-wishers and other
churches, and members of the
diplomatic corps at the Holy
See.
. He reminded them that serv-
ice is "the very purpose” of
Bishops, and that their glory
is the reflected light of God.
Along with the secretary of
the Christian unity body, the
Pope consecrated Archbishop
Angelo Palmas, newly ap-
pointed Apostolic Delegate for
Vietnam and Cambodia: Bish-
op Ernest Camagni, the Sec-
retariat of State’s chancellor
of apostolic briefs: Bish-
op Giovanni Fallani, president
of the Central Pontificial Com-
mission for Sacred Art in
Italy, and Bishop Pierre Sal-
mon, 0.5.8., abbot of Rome’s
Abbey of St. Jerome for the
Revision and Emendation of
the Vulgate.
"The rite we have just com-
pleted ... is a perfection con-
ferred on the soul of each
man consecrated, who before
being a sanctifier of others is
himself aanctificd."
PRESS AWARD-Margaret Vance of the Newark News, left, receives the Pius XII Award
of the New Jersey Catholic Institute of the Press at its June 25 "eating from Rita Na-
gle, president.At right is Rev. James A. Pindar of Seton Hall University Miss Vance
was honoredfor her reporting on the ecumenical effect,of the SecondVatican Council.
Jewish—Vatican
Contacts Scored
FALLSBURG, N.Y. (NC) -
Several Orthodox Jewish Rab-
bis have criticized Jewish lay
groups for involving them-
selves in a possible Vatican
Council statement on anti-
semitism.
Rabbi Abraham N.
Avßutick, president of the
Rabbinical Council of Amer-
ica, declared at the opening of
that group'a annual meeting
that Jewish laymen are en-
tangling themselves In Chris-
tian theology.
RABBI ISRAEL Miller, in-
coming president of the or-
ganization, aimed his criticism
at the American Jewish Com-
mittee.
AJC president Morris B. Ab-
ram recently had an audience
with Pope Paul VI and the
committee reportedly has been
corresponding with Augustin
Cardinal Bea, president of the
Vatican Secretariat for Pro-
moting Christian Unity, on be-
half of the Jewish statement.
Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, di-
rector of the AJC Interreligious
Affairs Department, also has
called on Catholic editors in
this country to protest vigor-
ously any attempt to weaken
the statement by removing
condemnation of the “false
deicide charge."
ANY COUNCIL statement,
said Rabbi Miller, is “purely
a Christian matter,” and Jews
should not implicate them-
selves in securing its passage.
Rabbi Israel Klavan, the
council’s executive vice presi-
dent, charged that secular
groups are involving them-
selves “in areas of theology
in which they have no com-
petence." Such actions, he
said, “tend to blur the dis-
tinctive religious character of
each faith community."
The statements here fol-
lowed a criticism raised by
Leon I. Feuer, president of the
Central Conference of Ameri-
can Rabbis, a Reform group,
that some American Jews
made an "obsequious appeal"
to Pope Paul for passage of an
antl-semltism statement.
ABRAM immediately issued
a statement denying any basis
for the rabbis’ criticism, not-
ing that the AJC’a concern is
based on its "long experience
in intergroup relations."
He noted that the committee
“has collaborated with or
drawn upon the expertise of
scholars and leaders who
have made Important contri-
butions to the cause of Chris-
tian-Jewish relations. . ."
British in Two-Step
Vernacular Switch
LONDON (NC) - The Cath-
olic Bishops of England and
Wales have revealed a txvo-
stage plan for the introduction
of the vernacular in the Mass,
starting with recitation of the
Gloria, Creed and the Scriptur-
al readings in English or
Welsh.
They also provided for use
of the vernacular in the ad-
ministration of all the sacra-
ments except Holy Orders, and
agreed to the immediate use
of English for the Divine Of-
fice for those priests who seek
a dispensation from the tradi-
tional requirement for Latin.
THE HIERARCHY is to de-
cide on the timetable for use
of the vernacular in the Mass
in July.
The changes differ from the
provisions approved for the
U.S. and Australia.
When the second phase of
the transition goes into effect
after publishers have had
time to produce complete uni-
form texts the whole of
the Liturgy of the Word (from
the prayers at the foot of the
altar through the Creed) will
be in English or Welsh.
In the Liturgy of the Euchar-
ist, only the Offertory prayer
and the Orate fratres, with its
response, Suscipiat, will be in
the vernacular. The entire
Canon, including the Sanctus,
remains in Latin. In tlie Com-
munion service, the Lord’s
Prayer and the Agnus Dei re-
main Latin.
But with the beginning of
the people's Communion, the
Mass will revert to English:
the Ecce Agnus Del, Domine
non sum dlgnus, Communion
antiphon, Postcommunion, dis-
missal, blessing and the last
Gospel will all be in English.
Priests to Face
People at Mass
OAKLAND, Calif. (NC) -
Bishop Floyd L. Begin has
granted all pastors in his dio-
cese permission to offer Mass
facing the people. Until now
permission had been granted
on an individual basis.
The permission was given on
the condition that a homily is
given and that the Mass is
conducted in dialogue with the
people.
He also urged pastors to
foster the practice of receiv-
ing Holy Communion at wed-
dings. funerals and at eve-
ning devotions held in conjunc-
tion with missions, novenas
and Forty Hour devotions.
People in the News
Very Rev. Caesar Donan-
zan, P.S.S.C., has been ap-
pointed provincial of the Scata-
brini Fathers in northeastern
U.S. and southeast Canada.
Rev. Louis F. Dion, A.A.,
former Catholic chaplain in
Moscow, has been named
president of Assumption Col-
lege, Worcester, Mass.
Rev. Raymond A. Kevanc,
35, has been named to succeed
Rev.- Victor Fernandez, S.J.,
as national director of Papal
Volunteers for Latin America.
Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston will visit Peru, Ecua-
dor and Bolivia In August to
see the 125 members of the
missionary Society of St.
James, which he founded in
1958.
Rev. Frans van der Mcer,
author and art history teacher
at the Catholic University of
Nijmegen, has been awarded
the P.C. Hooft Award for lit-
erature by the Dutch govern-
ment.
Pastor Marc Bocgner,
French Calvinist leader and
former president of the World
Council of Churches, has ac-
cepted an invitation to attend
the third Vatican Council ses-
sion.
Nicholas Herrig of Morril-
ton, Ark., has been named di-
rector of central administra-
tive services for the Sisters of
St. Joseph in Wichita, Kan.
the order’s key administrative
post.
John H. Kleffner, Junior-
Senior High principal in Pap-
illion, Neb., has been named
assistant to the Oklahoma
City-Tulsa diocesan school su-
perintendent, Rev. Ernest A.
Flusche.
Msgr. Edward W. O’Rourke,
executive director of the Na-
tional Catholic Rural Life Con-
ference, has been elected
board president of Internation-
al Voluntary Services, a pri-
vate volunteer technical assis-
tance agency.
Beatification
Of Priest Near
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
A priest friend of St. John
Bosco who founded two con-
gregations to work among the
world’s destitute, abandoned
and physically and mentally
handicapped will probably he
beatified this coming fall, it
has been revealed.
The Ven. Luigi Guanella,
who died in 1915, is scheduled
to pass the lest major hurdle
prior to beatification —a plen-
ary assembly of the Congrega-
tion of Rites in the presence
of the Pope sometime this
month.
Rev. Ezio Cova, postulator
general of the Congregation of
the Servants of Charity, which
Father Guanella founded in
1908, said beatification will
probably take place during the
third session of the ecumenical
council.
Father Guanella also found-
ed the Daughters of St. Mary
of Providence, which also has
houses in the U.S.
Four Drafts
Examined
For Council
VATICAN CITY (NC) Tim
Coordinating Commission of the
Vatican council has met to
examine the four conciliar
drafts which remain to be sent
to the council Fathers before
the third session.
These are the second part
of the schema on the Church,
and the schemas on Revela-
tion, the missions, and the
Church in the modern world.
This last schema has a sec-
tion which deals with the prob-
lem of birth control and fam-
ily life.
The commission held its fifth
intersession meeting in the
apartment of its president,
Amleto Cardinal Cicognani,
papal Secretary of State,
with seven of the nine other
Cardinal members present.
Also taking part was Arch-
bishop Pericle Felici, the sec-
retary general of the council,
with two undersecretaries,
Archbishop John J. Krol of
Philadelphia and Coadjutor
Archbishop Jean Villot of Ly-
ons, France.
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We don’t keep
OUR age a secret!
We’re proud of our seventy-nine years in the
moving business.
t
We still give old-fashioned
. service in terms of courtesy and indi-
vidual attention, but we keep right
“up to date” with the most
modern methods and
equipment.
EL 4-7800
Engel Brothers, Inc.
world-wide moving
Everyone's Talking About
Albert’s
Italian and
American Culilna
CHEF'S SPECIAL
Full Course
Sirloin Steak
DINNER
54.25
limit
DINNER Party
of 10
COCKTAILS
DANCEBANQUETS
FRIDAY i
CLUB
SATURDAY
LUNCHEONS
Your Hoil Albert A. Ruocco
3 Dining Rooms—
FacilltiM for 20 to 300
IS EAGLE ROCK AVE.
HANOVER. N.J.
Ressrvations 992*7425 j
Cloetd Monday* Except Holidays 1
PILGRIMAGE
TO THE SHRINES OF CANADA
Visit Montreol, 1,000 Island*, Cap-do-la-Madeloine at
at Three river*, St. Anne de Beaupre.
Aug. 23 to 29, (one week, Sun. Thru Sat.)
$89.30 (2 td a room, meal* extra)
Price includes first class accommodations, transportation,
sightseeing, gratuities and taxes.
All reservations must be made by July 18
Sponsored by Holy Cross Church, Harrison, N.J.
For Further Information phone HUmboldt 4-3678
FURNITURE
SHOW-ROOMS
7
STOREWIDE REDUCTIONS TO 52% / Extra Rig
Savings on Thomasville, Continental, Kent Coffey,
and All Distinguished Furniture.
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A 110 lAVINOI ON THIJ CONTEMPORARY IIAUTY
Sl*«k conl.mporory with handiom. arch.d ov.rlop of wild chorry bl.nd.d
baoutlfully with acacia burl drawtr front!. Avollakl. In Pumlco or Cham-
polgn* Chorry, Cxquiilto morblo table topi, 74" dronor bow, 42" Chert,
4/6 0» this low price.
$395
n -w . .
*595 Retail
I artial Listing! Many (Jnadvertlscd Specials
■lo - NOW
$795—6 PC. ITAL. PROV. BEDROOM
With marble inserts, Antique
Cherry SS9S
$495-6PC. DANISH CONTEMPORARY
Featuring Cane Insert bed, hand
rubbed walnut $393
$«95-3PC. ITALi. PROV. SECTIONAL
Hand carved frame, foam rubber S39S
SS9S-3PC. FRENCH PROV. SEC-
TIONAL. Custom built, Fruit-
wood carved frame $341
RIO. NOW
$591—3-PC. CONTEMPORARY SEC-
TIONAL. Sleek, trim lines, foam
rubber cushioning $395
$585—8-PC. FRENCH PROV. DINING
ROOM. Frultwood, Breslcfront,
Table, 6 Chalra . $389
$825—8-PC. ITAL. PROV. DINING
ROOM. Frultwood, Breakfront,
Table, 6 Chalra $495
69.35-ITAL PROV. TABLES. Marble
Tops, Choice of Cocktail or Lamp.
Styles 39.95
IOtiPH FAZZARI, Prpf.
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“piy Ttrmi Arranged
ROMA HOLLAND ST. (Off 468 SprlngfUld Av#„ Ntwark)
~ Frt* Forking In R»qr - Qixn orory night till >1 Tuof. & Sot. till 41
On Patronal-Day
28 Irish Christian Brothers
Take Final Vows in Newark
NEWARK Five teachers
from Essex Catholic and Ber-
gen Catholic High Schools
were among the 28 Irish Chris-
tian Brothers who pronounced
final vows June 27 in the Es-
sex Catholic High School
chapel here.
Rev. Aloysius J. Welsh, di-
rector of the Pope Pius XII
Institute of Social Education,
celebrated the Mass and
preached.
father Welsh stressed the
dignity of the vocation of the
teaching Brother and the im-
portance of his apostolate to
the Church.
All told, 36 members of the
American Province took their
final vows on June 27, the
feast of Our Lady of Perpetual
Help, patroness of the congre-
gation of Brothers.
The other eight men made
their profession at Cantwell
High School, Montalbano, Cal.
Following the ceremonies
here there was a testimonial
dinner in the school dining
hall, at which Brother W. C.
Penny, F.S.C.H., American
provincial, presided.
THE BROTHERS presently
teaching in North Jersey
schools tire:
Brother LO. Cawley,
F.S.C.H., of Essex Catholic, a
graduate of Rive High School,
New York City, and lona Col-
lege, who has taught in the
West Indies.
Brother D.L. Allen, F.S.C.H.,
of Essex Catholic, a graduate
of All Hallows Institute, New
York, and lona, who has
taught at St. Cecilia's School,
New York, and Bishop Gib-
bons High School, Schenecta-
dy, N.Y.
Brother T.D. Bray, F.S.C.H.,
of Essex Catholic, a graduate
of Rice and lona, who has
taught at St. Louis College,
Victoria, 8.C., and Bishop Gib-
bons.
Brother M.S. McElhatton,
F.S.C.H. of Bergen Catholic, a
.graduate of Rice and lona,
who has taught at lona Gram-
mar School and St. Bonaven-
ture’s School, St. John’s,
Newfoundland.
Brother W. S. Henry,
F.S.C.H., of Essex Catholic, a
graduate of Cardinal Hayes
High School, New York, and
lona, who has taught at A"
Hallows.
CENTER DEDICATED-Archbishop Boland dedicated Our
Lady of Perpetual Help Center for the Spanish-speaking
in Newark June 28. At left is Rev. Theodore V. Bonelli,
assistant chancellor.
BROTHERS' VOWS-Four of the 28 members of the Irish Christian Brothers who made
their final vows at Essex Catholic High School June 27, the feast of Our Lady of Per-
petual Help, patroness of the congregation, kneel at the altar to make their pledge.
School Renamed
For Pope John
LAKE MOHAWK Our
Lady of the Lake High School
here was officially renamed
Pope John XXIII High School
this week by Bishop Navagh
in commemoration of the great
reign of the late Pontiff, who
died a little over a year ago.
Bishop Navagh also an-
nounced the appointment of
Rev. James Gacquin as di-
rector of the school, succeed-
ing Msgr. John F. McKenna,
pastor of Our Lady of the Lake
parish.
POPE JOHN High School is
one of the first in this country
to be named for the Pontiff
who reigned over the church
for 4*4 years and convoked the
Second Vatican Council. The
diocese also has the first high
school in America named for
h's predecessor. Pope Prtis
XII in Passaic.
The Lake Mohawk school
was opened in 1957 as part ct
the Diocesan Development
Drive launched by Bishop
James A. McNulty. It will be
en’arged as a result of another
diocesan drive launched by
Bishop Navagh earlier this
year. It has about 350 students
and is staffed by the Felician
Sisters.
Father Gacquin is a native
of Dysart, County Galway, Ire-
land. He was educated at
Summerhill College in County
Sligo and at St. Patrick’s Col-
lege in County Carlow, being
ordained for the Paterson Dio-
cese June 13, 1949. For the
past five years he was
stationed at Holy Spirit,
Pequannock, and was on the
faculty of DePaul High School,
Wayne, from 1969 until his
transfer here.
FATHER GACQUIN
At Seton Hall
English Forbidden
To These Students
SOUTH ORANGE Thirty-
four teachers of Chinese and
Japanese in elementary and
high schools as far away as
Honolulu are taking part in the
annual summer institutes at
Seton Hall University.
The Japanese language In-
stitute, unique in the country,
has 11 members, while the
Chinese institute, one of two
in the nation, has 23. The first
is financed by the Carnegie
Corp. of New York and the
second by the U.S. Office of
Education.
THE TRAINEES are taking
part in an intensive program,
living in language houses on
campus with native speakers
in each house. English is for-
bidden. Each class day lasts
from 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.,
including lunch and supper
with native teachers.
In addition to courses in
Japanese and Chinese culture,
linguistics, and teaching meth-
ods, there will be demonstra-
tion classes recruited from
nearby high schools.
Public lectures, Japanese
and Chinese movies, stage
shows, jiu jitsu exhibitions and
exhibits of Chinese art will be
included. There will also be
field trips to the World’s Fair,
New York’s Chinatown and
Buddhist temples.
AMONG THE faculty re-
cruited for the program by Dr.
John B. Tsu, chairman of
Asian studies at the universi-
ty, are Rev. Francis Aschoff
of the Franciscan Foreign
Language School, Tokyo; Rev.
Joseph Borloli of Sophia Uni-
versity, Tokyo; Prof. Fred
Fang-yu Wang of Yale and
Dr. John DcFrancls of Seton
Hall, author of high school
textbooks on Chinese.
Renovations Begin
On Roselle School
ROSELLE Work began
last week on a $400,000 exten-
sion and renovation of St. Jo-
seph's Girls High School here.
The 6chool was opened last
September under the Sisters of
St. Joseph of Chestnut Hill. It
will have an eventual capacity
of 300 for college preparatory
work, with most of the stu-
dents from the parish.
WHEN THE SCHOOL
opened, Rev. Joseph L. Don-
nelly, pastor, said it was be-
ing done to take pressure off
neighboring high schools and
also to fulfill a commitment
made by the late Msgr. James
Carberry to the people of St.
Joseph’s parish.
When the renovations are
complete, sometime in Jan-
uary, the school will have
added a faculty lounge, 11b-
brary, laboratories and shower
room and will have a total of
12 classrooms available.
Of the 149 graduates of St
Joseph’s Grammar School this
June, 60 have been accepted
as freshman. Another 14 are
coming from other schools.
There were over 200 applica-
tions, according to Father Don-
nelly.
Sister Anne Marguerite,
S.S.J., is principal of the
school, and Rev. Joseph M.
Doyle, director.
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Give yourself a present
New additions to your Tulip Time flatware
Now you can complete your Tulip Time settings with these
jnagnificentserving pieces. Each deposit of $lO or more allows
you to buy: A. 6 butter knives ($2.20) B. 6 teaspoons ($2.20)
C.serving spoon ($1.65) D.gravy ladle ($1.65) E.soup ladle ($3.30).
TULIP TIME is an international gourmet’s delight—Danish de-
sign, finest Swedish stainless steel, handcrafted in Hollant
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for our 100th Anniversary
we’ll give you a present
v
FREE 5-piece place settings of Tulip Time flatware with a $25
or more new savings account or a $25 increase in a present
savings account With each additional deposit of $lO or more,
add another 5-piece place setting for only $2.50. At any office.
The First National Bank
OF JERSEY CITY
The Bank-People who »olve all the money problems for Jersey-People
£ •» ■
One Exchange Place. Office* in Jersey City, Harrison, Hoboken, Kearny and West New York. Call DElaware 3-1300 for all offices. Federal Reserve System.
CHARMING CUSTOM BUILT HOME
in SAINT JOSEPH'S PARISH
WEST ORANGE
10 year* young; on lovely landicaped lot. Three bed*
rooms; 2 full baths, large living room with beautiful
fireplace, paneled living room. Eat-In kitchen; hot water
gas heat. Best residential area of St. Cloud section.
Convenient to St. Cloud grammar school and Saint
Joseph's parochial school and Church. Short walk to
local and N. Y. buses.
Owner has purchased new home and will sell at a
sacrifice price in the low 20's.
For appointment to inspect call,
Florence M. Harris, SO 3-2220
Patriotism or Perfidy?
On July Fourth a lot of the flag wav-
ing, as is usually the case, will be but a
sham and spurious display of patriotism.
True patriotism is something alien to mil-
lions of Americans because patriotism is
a virtue with definite moral obligations
which so many do not respect.
PATRIOTISM obliges all citizens in
conscience to promote peace, public or-
der, social justice, equal rights. It calls
for a special preferential charity above
our own interests and directed towards
our fellow citizens with whom we must
share the national good of our country.
Pseudo-patriotism, like simulated
charity, can be the front for hypocrites.
If we sneer at the virtue of justice for the
colored man, while voicing our patriotism
and love of America, we are, fakers.
Millions of Americans who wave the
flag and sing the Star Spangled Banner
are avowed racists. Racism is just as much
against patriotism as Nazism, Fascism, an-
ti-semitism, Communism. Because Chris-
tian social teaching on the equality of men
has been so disregarded In America, we
now actually face the horrors of internal
class warfare. The citizen who is unwilling
to avert dangers to the common good by
submerging racial prejudice is by no
means a patriot. The racist is our enemy.
THE RIGHTS problem is a moral
problem. Respect for personal rights is a
moral duty. The moral law should be ap-
plied to American life with the same uni-
versality as all laws for human welfare.
Catholics especially have an obligation in
conscience to bring American life into
harmony with God’s law on the equality
of all men.
Today this obligation has its special
application in the civil rights struggle. In
defending the moral issue of racial jus-
tice, the Catholic will be doing the best
thing for America. He will be a patriot,
and his patriotism will be a step towards
national sanctification. If we do other-
wise, then what shameful perfidy it is to
wave the flag and say, “In God We
Trust.”
Autos and Accidents
With the Fourth of July weekend
just ahead of us we can expect to hear
the horrible details of the holocaust of
human lives on the highways. Some of the
accidents that are the cause of the casual-
ties are purely accidental, e g. defects in
the mechanism of the car that could not
be detected in advance. But many of the
deaths and injuries will be brought on by
disregard and contempt for the rules of
safety.
EXCESSIVE SPEED demands its toll
in far too many cases. When you see a car
torn and completely shattered after an
accident, you can be sure that somebody
was traveling 80 or 90 miles an hour.
Practically all these drivers disregarded
the rules of highway traffic and ignored
the warning signs.
A feature article in a prominent
weekly newspaper deals with the ques-
tion of the close relationship between
autos and alcohol: “If you drink don’t
drive. Researchers are taking a harder
look at this time-worn slogan and wonder-
ing whether something more effective can
be done to curb the death and destruc-
tion caused by the lethal combination of
alcohol and automobiles.”
Very oftenfatal accidents occur when
people are returning home from some
kind of a party or celebration. It has be-
come a social must to serve alcoholic
beverages and it is a well known fact that
too many revelers don’t know when to
stop.
When they become balmy with drink
it becomes natural to take another and
another. That such people are unfit to
drive is apparent.
AND WHEN WE discuss the hazards
of driving, we should not overlook the
“lovebirds" who huddle in one corner of
the front seat with the driver circling the
waist of his companion while she is prac-
tically sitting on his lap. We sometimes
refer to this picture as a "two-headed
driver.” The front seat of a speeding car
is not the proper time or place for love-
making.
If we want to reduce the death-rate
on the highways we must adopt a few
rules. (1) No excessive drinking. (2) No
disregard for the traffic rules of safety
and the caution signs posted along the
way. (3) No one-arm driving, no two-
headed drivers where the girl is much too
close for safety.
A Sensible Decision
During the past month the people of
New Jersey and the nation followed with
great interest the case of the mother, a
Jehovah’s Witness, who refused to con-
sent to a blood transfusion which hospi-
tal doctors said was necessary to save her
life and that of her unborn baby. The
mother refused the transfusion because
of her religious convictions and claimed
it was her constitutional right.
IMMEDIATELY, ON her refusal,
the hospital appealed to Superior Court
which granted her a stay. That decision
was appealed to the State Supreme Court
which in a unanimous decision ruled that
the transfusion was proper because “the
rights of the unborn child outweighed
the religious objections of the mother.”
An immediate appeal was made to the
U. S. Supreme Court which upheld the
New Jersey decision.
So, on record now, stands the prin-
ciple that the unborn child does have
rights. This decision is far-reaching be-
cause it is commonly accepted that rights
adhere only to a person. Therefore an un-
born child has rights like any other per-
son, particularly the right to live.
It might be noted in passing then
that criminal abortion is the unlawful tak-
ing of the life of another. There is no
confusion in the minds of Catholics on
this point. It has always been the teach-
ing of the Catholic Church that life be-
gins at the moment of conception and the
unborn foetus that is, person im-
mediately is granted by God certain
rights, one of them being the right of that
person to live.
IT IS NOT OUR
purpose to chal-
lenge the sincerity of the Jehovah’s Wit-
nesses; it is our purpose to challenge their
attitude regarding blood transfusions. It
is very hard for the average person to
see how a religious belief can hold that
an accepted and ordinary practice of
medicine is contrary to the law of God.
freedom of belief, as the court decreed,
does not extend to the neglect and possi-
ble killing of an unborn child.
We can repeat what was said by the
N. J. Supreme Court and affirmed by the
U. S. Supreme Court: the transfusion is
proper "because the rights of the unborn
child outweighed the religious objections
of the mother.”
Two Attempts to Arrest
Jesus Met With Failure
By FRANK J. SHEED
At the end of our visit to
Jerusalem described by John
"the Jews sought the more
to kill Him, because He did not
only break the Sabbath, but
also said God was His Father,
making Himself equal to God."
On tho visit wo arc now con-
sidering that second, greater,
matter does not seem to have
arisen.
ALTHOUGH Our Lord spoke
again and again of being sent
by His Father, "they under-
stood not that He called God
His Father." Most of the at-
tack this time centered on the
breaking of tho Sabbath
through healing.
Our Lord challenged them.
They themselves would cir-
cumcise a child on the Sab-
bath: how dared they be angry
at Him for “healing the whole
man on that day"?
The crowds reacted vari-
ously. Some believed He was
the Messias. Others, strongly
attracted, were bothered by
what they knew of His origin.
Then, too, He was a Galilean;
the Messias they knew must
bo born in Bethlehem Our
Lord is never quoted as men-
tioning His birthplace to any-
one.
THERE WAS another prob-
lem. Why, people asked, did
the leaders allow Him to
speak openly In the Temple?
Why did they not arrest Him?
That last question the rulers
of the Temple settled soon
enough. Twice they sent the
Temple guard to arrest Him.
The first time "no man laid
hands on Him, because His
hour was not yet come." The
second time they were pre-
vented by a movement deep In
their own soul*.
The chief priests, who were
Sadducecs, and the Pharisees
asked the officers why they
had not brought Jeaua. The of-
ficers answered: "Never did
man speak like this man.”
THE RETORT to this was
in two parts. The first: So He
has seduced you too. The sec-
ond: Who, anyhow, believes
in the seducer? not the men
of power, the Sadducees, not
the men of learning and piety,
the Pharisee*, only the "ac-
cursed multitude," the nobod-
ics.
The leaders now had some-
one of a different caliber to
answer. Nicodemus was one of
themselves, a Pharisee, rich,
learned.
But now he intervened:
"Docs our law judge any man
without first hesring him?”
The intervenUon may seem to
us mild enough: anything mild-
er would have been no in-
tervention at all: we feel that
a little more boldness would
have done Nicodemus credit.
But in fact he was being vory
Isold Indeed, given the place
and the time.
Intentions for July
The Holy Father’s inten-
tion for July is:
That the dignity of the
Individual may be ever
more widely acknowledged
and respected.
The mission intention sug-
gested to the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That the number of sem-
inarians may increase and
that thoso needing support
may be helped by the Cath-
olic community.
SUSPENSE!
A ‘Guideline ’ for Action
In Local Civil Rights
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Action Dept., NCW'C
On June 22 representatives
of the major religious groups
of this country jointly spon-
sored an outdoor prayer serv-
ice within the very shadow of
the Capitol to give thanks for
the passage of the Civil Rights
Bill and to pledge themselves
to do everything within their
power to prepare their con-
stituents to live up to the spir-
it as well as the letter of this
historic federal statute.
The distinguished par-
ticipants had reason to be
very proud of the role they
had played in bringing about
passage of the Civil Rights
Bill. They were properly mod-
est about their own accom-
plishments. They apologized
for being Johnny-come-latelies
in the crusade for interracial
justice and pledged to make
up for lost time In the crucial
days ahead.
THE SEVERAL prayers
were the very opposite of
Pharisaical In tone.
They said that the passage
of the Civil Rights Bill is uot
the end but only the beginning
of their joint efforts as reli-
gious leaders to implement the
teaching of their churches.
It was well that it was said
in a religious setting, by rep-
resentatives of the churches,
for it will toe up to the
churches to take the lead In
preparing the American peo-
ple for the Civil Rights
law and to go the law one bet-
ter by voluntarily developing
an atmosphere of interracial
harmony.
REPRESENTATIVES of the
churches and of other organi-
zations desirous of promoting
this objective at the local level
will want to pay careful atten-
tion to anew booklet, "Guide-
lines: A Manual for Biracial
Committees," which was nub-
lished by the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith on the
very day of that Washington
prayer service.
The author. George Schcr-
mer, is a recognized expert In
the field of inter-group rela-
tions. He says, among other
things, that the popular belief
that "racial or religious groups
can be controlled or managed
through leaders” is a myth.
He warns that it is a delu-
sion to assume that inter-group
communications have been es-
tablished by bringing leaders
of various population elements
together.
A local committee of "pro-
minent, respected and wise
people can decide what and
how to communicate," Scher-
mcr continues, "but their mere
presence or participation on a
committee does little to influ-
ence the behavior of what is
presumed to be their follow-
ing. •Followers’ quickly reject
the leadership If it deviates
from the wishes and opinions
of the group."
SCHERMER’S WARNING
serves to confirm the fact that
the churches are really just
beginning to face up to their
responsibilities and opportuni-
ties in the field of race rcla-
tions.
Up to this point they have
done a reasonably good job at
the top level by issuing public
statements and manifestos on
the morality of race relations
but they have yet to succeed
in organizing and effectively
deploying their resources at
the local level.
Schermer’s booklet should
prove to be very helpful. Co-
pies of the booklet can be
secured by writing to: Anti-
Defamation League, 315 Lex-
ington AVe., New York, N.Y.
10016,
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
July 2, The Visitation
*
And once a week for re-
citing dally with piety any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial Indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the Intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
The Press Box
The Zoning
Decision
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
To understand the import-
ance of the zoning dispute be-
tween the Newark Archdiocese
and the Borough of Hohokus
you have to understand what
is at stake. And what is at
stake is the principle that a
church should have equal free-
dom with public agencies in
locating institutions which
serve the common good of the
community.
IT IS NOT a question of
what use the Newark Archdio-
cese ultimately makes of a
particular piece of property in
affluent Hohokus. That ques-
tion at best is academic at this
time. The archdiocese pur-
chased the land for a badly
needed school. When Hohokus
sought to bar the school the
Archdiocese decided to locate
It elsewhere rather than de-
lay Us construction while the
case was being litigated.
Obviously, if it was just a
question of this one parcel of
land the archdiocese might
well have resold the land and
forgotten the whole thing. But
with a specific right at stake
it could not afford to do so be-
cause of the danger that sim-
ilar tactics would be used else-
where —and Indeed have been
used elsewhere to prevent
the Church from locating it*
achools in the most advantage-
ous areas.
A glance at the cases cited
in the majority and minority
opinions in the Supreme Court
ruling Indicates how much of a
problem this is. In at least U
of them a church was a par-
ty to,the dispute. And five of
those 11 were contested here
In New Jersey not always
with the church involved be-
ing the Catholic Church.
IT IS’APPARENT that a re-
ligious school Is not always
welcome In a community de-
spite the public nature of the
enterprise. It was to elimin-
ate such discrimination that
the legislature In 1962 passed
a law prohibiting discrimina-
tion between public and non-
profit private schools In mun-
icipal zoning ordinances. Actu-
ally, that law only emphasized
what the courts had already
held in previous cases.
Realizing this, Hohokus in
amending its zoning ordi-
nance attempted to overcome
this defect by also excluding
public schools from the sec-
tion of the borough in which
the archdiocese had purchased
land. The archdiocese, of
course, was the real target of
the amendment, which was not
even under consideration until
it became known the archdio-
cese had plans for a school.
In bringing suit, the arch-
diocese made three points: (1)
the amendment was arbitrary
as shown by the timing of its
passage, (2) it violated due
process of law, (3) It was dis-
criminatory because In fact a
municipality cannot zone
against a public school be-
cause school boards are inde-
pendent government agencies
with power of condemnation.
PRESS REPORTS gave the
indication that the archdiocese
had lost Its case. This Is not
true. The Supreme Court simp-
ly held that a municipality can
indeed zone against a public
school. Therefore, It said, the
Hohokus ordinance was not
discriminatory Inasmuch as It
provided equal treatment
under the law.
It did not rule on the other
points although the minority
opinion by Justice Francis
argued that it should have
because the lower court had
not ruled on them, deeming
the charge of discrimination
paramount. Therefore it order-
ed a trial on the charge of
arbitrariness in particular. It
even indicated that the bor-
ough’s "motivations are sus-
pect." an encouragement not
usually given.
It suggested, too, that the
archdiocese might seek a var-
iance and If the variance is
denied bring suit challenging
that action as well as the law
itself.
While not the verdict the
archdiocese had hoped for it is
not the one Hohokus argued
for either and la by no means
a catastrophe.
The Question Box
What Is Love?
Starts With God
Readers desiring to bare questions answered in this column
nta; address them to: The Question Box, The Advocate, 31
Clinton St., Newark, New Jersey, 07102
Fitness for love is learned
through love! If, as we have
stated, sex education involves
not only a familiarity with the
process of reproduction and
the moral norms which gov-
ern it, but embraces also the
capacity of one to love and
to be loved, the importance of
parental love, especially dur-
ing the formative years, can-
not be overestimated.
But before we consider the
implications of these asser-
tions, however, we should have
a clear understanding of what
it means "to love," as well as
the precise relationship in
which love stands to sex.
“WHAT IS THIS Thing
Called Love?” as the song
asks! One cannot attempt a
serious answer to this ques-
tion if he is bent upon avoid-
ing any mention of God. For,
as St. John boldly proclaims,
"God is Love."
It is, unfortunately, a char-
acteristic of modern man, eith-
er because he no longer be-
lieves in God, or is simply em-
barrassed by Him, to confine,
diminish, hide, or deny the
divine origin of love. In do-
ing so he destroys what gives
it its fullness and meaning.
Starting with St. John’s
pregnant assertion, it is quite
correct to say that man is
made in the image and like-
ness of Love; that Love is the
beginning and end of his exis-
tence. In a word. Love is cen-
tered at the very core of hu-
man existence.
On the surface our desires
and ambitions seem as varied
as they are many; but beneath
these apparent differences
what we seek in all that we do
is most basic and simple; we
seek to love and to be loved.
It is not our purpose to demon-
strate this point. We wish only
to assert what is its most im-
mediate and logical conclu-
sion:
Only through lore can man
be what he, is meant to be;
only through lore can he
achieve full realization of self.
CONTINUING FROM the
vantage point afforded by St.
John, Jesus Christ is seen as
the "incarnation," the becom-
ing flesh and blodd, of Divine
Love. The Love which Is. in
God and which Is God, that
Love with which the Father,
the Son and the Holy Spirit
eternally love one another, is
made present to man through
the supreme gift whidi the Fa-
ther has made to the world,
His Only-Begotten Son.
Here again we shall forego
demonstration or explanation
and center merely upon the
immediate and logical conclu-
sion:
To know Jesus Christ, to
lay hold of His spirit, is to
encounter and penetrate the
mystery of Lore.
JESUS CHRIST la at one
and the same time the perfect
revelation of Divine Love to-
ward man, and the perfect
flesh and blood pattern for
man's response to this love.
Not only has He lifted the veil
of mystery surrounding Divine
I>ove, He has shown us both
in word and deed how to be
ourselves; how to love.
“As the Father has loved
me, I also love you.”
"Anew commandment I
give you, that you love one
another; that as I have loved
you, you also love one
another.”
“In this we have come to
know His love, that He said
down His life for us; and we
likewise ought to lay down our
life for our brethren."
"As I have loved you, you
also love one another.”
Once again we shall draw
the conclusion without develop-
ing the pr'emfses:
Genuine and true lore con-
sists its being true to theSpirit
of Christ which we hare re-
ceived in Baptism.
“WHAT IS THIS Thing
Called Love”? St. Paul spells
it out even further. Love is pa-
tient and kind. It doesn't envy
or deal perversely with oth-
ers; nor is it proud, ambi-
tious or self-seeking. It doesn’t
think evil of anyone nor re-
joice in it,* It makes us be-
lieve in someone, hope in
someone, endure someone.
A modern lyricist sums it up
very nicely: "Love Is a Many
Splendored Thing.”
What has all this to do with
sex? A great deal! Where gen-
uine love abounds, sex re-
mains something of value.
Where on the other hand lov’e
is weak or absent, sex be-
comes as meaningless and as-
-as the selfishness and
greed it is made to serve.
This raises some interesting
questions for our society. But
we arc getting ahead of our-
selves. Some further reflec-
tions on the nature and psy-
chology of human love are
called for before we tackle the
question of the precise rela-
tionship between love and sex.
(To be continued)
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Calls Priest’s
Protest 'Scandal'
Paul J. McGeady,
Summit.
Editor:
I read your front page story
(June 18) wherein a priest has
the audacity to criticize the
actions of his Cardinal on a
moral issue at a press con-
ference called by that same
priest.
There is not much excuse for
publishing such scandal, so
harmful to the discipline so es-
sentially needed in the Church
today, unless you give equal
prominence in the same issue
to your condemnation of what
this priest has done and a
denial of his right, or the
“right” of any member of the
Church, priest or layman, to
attack his Cardinal in this
fashion. 1 looked in vain on
ycur editorial pages for some
comment.
I think it is about time that
some prominent Catholic
newspaper had the courage to
stand up and headline the
fact that “the Catholic Church
is not a Democracy.” It is not
rule of the people.
If we continue to - let
“privates” openly complain
and write articles about the
"Generals” and then we act
as if this is their right, we
can look forward to the rapid
disintegration of the Catholic
Church.
On Liturgical
Thanksgiving
Rev. Neil J. O'Connell,
O.F.M., Butler.
Editor:
Thank you for your kind
coverage (June 11) of my
article in the current issue of
Interest promoting a liturgical
day of Thanksgiving.
I was especially interested
in the response of David
Thompson of Paramus in the
June 18 issue of The Advocate.
I was sorry that Mr. Thomp-
son was perhaps misled con-
cerning the true purpose of my
article by the headline.
My proposal was that
Thanksgiving be made a litur-
gical celebration as well as a
civil celebration for our Amer-
ican Catholic people. Though I
did quote Bishop Mulrooney
from his proposal that Thanks-
giving be a holy day, I did not
mean to likewise infer that I
wanted Thanksgiving as a
holy day (as the headline
seemed to indicate).
Imerely quoted Bishop Mul-
rooney as an example of a cur-
rent Catholic yearning for an
official Catholic recognition,
especially by liturgical means,
of Thanksgiving Day. Bishop
Mulrooney’s proposal, more-
over, does not intend to add an
extra burden on American
Catholics. The Bishop would
like to see Thanksgiving as a
substitute holy day of obliga-
tion for perhaps Circumcision
—Octave of Christmas or the
Assumption, and not as an ad-
ditional holy day.
Mr. Thompson found objec-
tion in a liturgical celebration
of Thanksgiving because it did
not celebrate an event in the
life of Our Lord, Our Lady, or
the Church as feasts like
Christmas or the Immaculate
Conception do.
It is interesting to note, how-
ever, that there are several
Catholic liturgical days which
do not celebrate any event, but
are occasions for perhaps
praise to God or recalling
some virtue of a saint or of
Christian life. Take for in-
stance the Feast of the Blessed
Trinity, Christ under the title
of King, Mary under her var-
ious titles of Mediatrix, Help
of Christians, or of Mount Car-
mel. There is also the Feast
of all Holy Relics and most re-
cently there, is the Feast of St.
Joseph under the title of the
Worker.
A feast of Thanksgiving
would really commemorate an
event in the life of the Church
for it would celebrate the
goodness and kindness of God
right now in this harvest, this
favor received, this grace bes-
towed, etc. These are as truly
events in the living Church as
the great acts of salvation
worked by God in the past for
His Church.
Mr. Thompson also found it
difficult to see what a cele-
bration instituted by the Pil-
grim Fathers had to do with a
Catholic liturgical celebration.
This seems a strange attitude
for a Catholic, for the Church
has a constant policy of tak-
ing celebrations of secular and
even pagan origin and trans-
forming them into liturgical
celebrations for the spiritual
benefit of all of her own
children.
One might have difficulty in
seeing what connection there
is between May Day, the Eu-
ropean Labor Day instituted
by the Communist and social-
ist movements, and a litur-
gical celebration. Yet the
Church has taken May Day
and turned it into a Catholic
Labor Day by the institution of
the Feast of Joseph the Work-
er.
If the Church can do such
a thing for a day of pagan or
even Communist origin, why
could she not do the same for
a day which, though not Cath-
olic, is at least of Christian
origin?
I greatly appreciated Mr.
Thompson’s observations and
criticisms since they helped to
refine my own thinking on the
subject. If any readers of the
Advocate would like a copy of
this article I cordially invite
them to write or phone me at
St Anthony’s Monastery in
Butler.
County Colleges
A Coup do Grace
Edward Dunphy,
Rutherford.
Editor:
A two-year county college
would cost the owner of a
$lO,OOO home about 73 cents a
year, or the equivalent of two
packs of cigarettes, according
to the Essex County College
Study Commission's report
urging the freeholders to build
a $3 million public college to
enroll a starting student body
of 700.
Asa matter of fact, the tax-
payers of Essex County and
the rest of the state would
pay $5OO of the estimated
yearly operating and mainten-
ance costs of $BOO for each of
the 700 students, in addition
to the $3 million for the initial
building phase. And as you
can imagine, that would
amount to a few more packs
of filter-tips.
All of this is just fine and
dandy for those who ob-
tain government schooling at
a fraction of its cost! But why
not be fair to the students
(and their parents) who do not
attend a state college or the
state university, but who are
obliged themselves to pay the
full cost three or four times
the $3OO which the county col-
lege student would pay, re-
gardless of financial need?
Are not these students in non
tax-supported colleges also en-
titled to a state-county stipend
of $5OO, wdth or without an
additional sum for construc-
tion of buildings?
Is the county college pro-
gram to increase still more the
economic compulsion which
forces a student into a state
college against his own and
against his parents’ better
judgment?
Or is the new county col-
lege program as it spreads
throughout New Jersey to be
the coup de grace to finish
off for all practical purposes
the unendowed private colleges
now waging a losing battle
against the state colleges and
the state-subsidized univer-
sity?
Great Story,
Great Man
Mrs. Margaret O'Brien,
Bayonne.
Editor:
Susan Diner did a very mag-
nificent portrayal of a great
servant of God in her report-
ing on Rev. Eugene Kwiatkow-
ski, 0.F.M., (Maybe, God, A
Helicopter?, June 18).
She is to be congratulated.
The article is heart-warming
and poignant. Miss Diner
posesses great talent in writ-
ing human interest stories.
I congratulate you for hav-
ing such a fine writer on the
staff of The Advocate.
A Faint Hope Found
In the ‘Deadly' Crisis
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
I am convinced that Amer-
ica's interracial crisis is be-
coming deadly dangerous and
only God knows what terrible
forces are contained in it.
This time bomb could bs
quickly defused if the white
leadership was wise and just,
compassionate and public-
spirited, or If the white
citizenry, the newspapers and
organizations, were sufficiently
concerned and courageous to
force the white leaders to do
what is right.
But by and large the gov-
ernors and mayors, the city
and town councllmen, the
school directors and adminis-
trators, are behaving like poli-
ticians and not like statesmen
and patriots.
They are falling their com-
munities and their country.
And the cotnmunities are fail-
ing, too, by allowing the fail-
ure of leadership to go uncor-
rected.
TWO THINGS are desper-
ately wrong. First, most white
people do not see Negroes as
possessing equal dignity and
rights; as being the images of
God. They do not see them as
persons; and it shows.
The other thing wrong is that
moat while people aae going
around with their heads in a
land of preposterous castles
above the clouds.
They imagine that If they
will just sit tight, the problem
will go away or will solve it-
self or they can leave It to
their children or grand-
children.
In the late 1700s we wrought
a revolution in human free-
dom. In the 1930a and 1940s we
revolutionized economica, in-
dustry and business, and we
are still trying to wipe out
poverty.
Now God is demanding a
revolution in human relations;
and God is not going to let ua
off the hook.
BECAUSE THE FUTURE of
mankind depends very much
upon the future of the U.S.,
our interracial crisis is a mat-
ter for the whole world's deep
concern.
We owe God and humanity,
as well as ourselves, the solu-
tion of this problem.
The problem confronts our
middle and upper-middle
classes. Will prosperous and
well-educated Americans
the Americans of the suburbs
turn their faces to the past
or to today and tomorrow?
Will UMr
ifrtoer away ttvek
energies and idealism upon a
simpleton effort to repeal the
20th century, or will they come
forward into the real world?
I am faintly encouraged.
Here and there, citizens’
groups are springing up which
arc dedicated to intelligent and
religious solution of our inter-
racial problems.
IF SUCH GROUPS mush-
room across the land, and if
they Insist upon opening in
America's interracial wall as a
beginning of its total removal,
we will be on the way to one
more great American oitizen
revolution.
Abolish Feasts,
Says Pravda
BONN, Germany (NC)
The Soviet Communist Party
newspaper Pravda |ias called
for the abolition of all Church
feast days.
Pravda said in an editorial
that such religious observances
have “a detrimental effect” on
the health and psyche of the
people and lead to loss of
working time and money.
“We have the task of elimin-
ating the last relics of the old
family and social life from
the Soviet,” It said.
God Love You
Can Catechists
Be Ordained?
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
What are we going to do to
save the world: to save souls?
Eighteen million are bom in
Asia every year, and yet we
have only 14 million in the
Church after 1900 years. What
is the answer? Does it not lie
in the mission fields?
We have 80,000 catechists in
Africa and Asia alone. Many
are men who have sacrificed
their lives to bring the Gos-
pel to their own people. Could
not some of these be given in-
tensive training and then be
ordained?
MISSIONARIES from Eu-
rope and America could train
and teach these catechists and
prepare them for ordination.
Catechists with 10 or 15 years
of Christ-like service behind
them could quickly be pre-
pared for ordination: their
moral and spiritual side would
already have been tested. Cer-
tainly among 80.000 of them
we could find 5,000 who could
be ordained after an intensive
course even though some
were married.
The same is true for nuns.
Their work, like that of mis-
sionary priests, would be to
train missionary Sisters in the
mission lands.
BREATHE A prayer to the
Holy Spirit that the Church
may be guided aright in this
matter. One thing *s certain:
we need more priests, more
Sisters, more catechists. And
we need more American Cath-
olics who will feel a tremen-
dous responsibility toward the
Missions. Presently, the aver-
age per capita contribution of
American Catholics to the
Holy Father for the missions
of the world is 27 cents a year.
GOD LOVE YOU to S.W. for
$2: “In thanksgiving to my
parents for my Catholic edu-
cation.”
...
to our Kitchen
Friends in a well-known East-
ern college, who have sent
$lOO of their part-time earning
to help the poor of the world.
...
to W.X.C. for $100: “For
our Holy Father’s missions, to
be applied wherever he feels
it is most needed and where it
may do the most good.”
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and ad-
dress it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen, National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 366 Fifth Avenue,
New York, or Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark, or Msgr. William F.
Louis, 24 deGrasse St. Pater-
son.
Mass Calendar
July 8 Sunday. 7th Sunday a/Ur
Pcntecoat. 2nd Claes. Green. 01. Cr.
Pref. ot Trinity.
July 6 Monday. Mama ot previous
Sunday (7th after Tent). 4th Claaa.
Oreeti. No Cl. or Cr. 2nd Coll. C (P).
Common Pief.
July 7 - Tuesday. SS. Cyril and
Methodius. Blahops. Confeaaora. 3rd
Claaa. White. Cl. Commoa Pref.
July 8 - Wednesday. St Elizabeth.
Qoren. Widow 3rd Claaa. White. Gl.
2nd Coll. C (P>. Common Pref.
July 9 Thursday. Maaa of previous
Sunday. 4th Claw Green. No Gl. or
Cr. Common Pref.
July 10 Friday. Seven Holy
Brother! and SS. Rufina and Secunda.
Martyrs. 3rd Claaa. Red. Gl. 2nd ColL
C (PI. Common Pref.
July 11 - Saturday. Maaa of Bleaaed
M.n- lor Saturday. 4th Claaa.
WWW. Sth Mau la laid. Gl. tad Coll.
St- £luii 1. Prof of Bleated Virgin.
Or: St. Piu. 1. Pop*. Martyr. Bed. GL
2nd Coll. Bleated Virgin. CommonPref.
July 12 Sunday, sth Sunday after
Penucort 2nd Claaa. Green, fcl. Cr.Pref of Trinity.
. oi Gloria: Cr. Creed: C fromthe VoUv* Mau of Holy Ghoat; N
Srchdloceae of Neuart: P Dloceao of
Pattnon: Coll, Collect: Pref. Preface.
A Shepherd of Nazareth
Looks to 21st Century
By REV. JOHN SHEERIN, C.S.P.
Archbishop Georges Hakim,
Melchite Bishop of Nazareth in
Galilee, is now in the U.S.
You may remember him as
host to Pope Paul in Israel.
Some picture-weeklies then
identified him as an Orthodox
prelate, an error the jovial and
ecumenical-minded Bishop un-
doubtedly enjoyed.
Two week* ago I met him
at the Church Center at the
United Nations, renewing an
acquaintance that began in
1960. He is an outspoken,
cheery Arab with the optim-
ism of Pope John.
The Archbishop has his own
flock very much In mind. He
says that the situation of the
Christians in Israel has im-
proved considerably since 1960.
Christian Arabs can now join
the labor union and receive
sickness and unemployment
benefits. He himself has
joined.
HOWEVER, his horizon Is
not bounded by the borders of
Galilee. He is deeply con-
cerned about the Arab refugee
problem, the religious prob-
lems of Cairo and Chicago,
the Irish and the Armenians.
At the Church Center he
spoke strongly in favor of the
statement on the Jews that will
come up at the third council
session. He admitted that some
Bishops had asked that the
statement be taken out of the
ecumenism schema as its pre-
sence would be unwelcome to
the Muslims. Therefore, these
Bishops feared, Christian min-
orities in Muslim lands would
juiffer if the council approved
ARCHBISHOP Hakim felt
That the schema should be dis-
cussed entirely from a religi-
ous standpoint, not from a pol-
itical angle.
He contended that such a
statement is to be expected
at this time since this is the
first general council of the
Church since the Nazi persecu-
tion of the Jews, and because
the World Council of Churches
in 1961 formally denounced an-
ti-semitism.
The fact that the Archbishop
is himself an Arab adds to the
force of his position.
His openness to the world
was evident in a speech he
gave at the council on Oct.
24. He objected to the phras-
ing of the schepia on the
Church as too narrow In Hs
perspective.
To quote the official council
press release of Archbishop
Hakim’s talk: “Anyone who
must live and work in an area
where members of the Church
area marked minority will feel
that the present schema is un-
satisfactory because it appears
to pay practically no attention
to the vast numbers of non-
Christians who constitute two-
thirds of the world popula-
tion.”
HE Al£o objected to the
scant attention given to wom-
en in the schema. He
called attention to the "im-
mense advantages” which can
accrue from the dedicated
s''-vices of women auxiliaries.
Undoubtedly, he had in mind
the magnificent work of a band
of women auxiliaries, mainly
from Belgium, who minister to
the aged in a special project
which he has' established in
Acre, across from Haifa.
I fear that if I were a priest
In Galilee, I would spend my
time looking backward at the
events that happened around
the Lake of Galilee in the first
century. On thecontrary, Arch-
bishop Hakim is a shepherd
who looks forward to the 21st
century.
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Churches Distribute Housing Pledges
PASSAlC—Catholic churches
in the Passaic-Clifton area
were among those which dis-
tributed a fair housing pledge
to their congregations after
Masses June 28.
THE PLEDGE, sponsored
by the Clifton-Passaic Fair
Housing and Human Rights
Committee, struck at restric-
tive covenants in housing and
said that the “rights of prop-
erty are subservient to the
needs of the people.” Those
who signed it pledged to wel-
come all good neighbors, "re-
garless of race, creed or na-
tional origin.”
A spot-check of several
Catholic churches in the area
revealed that pastors or as-
sistants had announced the
availability of pledges at the
Masses on that day and asked
parishioners to pick them up
at the rear of the church,
bring them home, fill them
out and mail them to the com-
mittee.
ABOUT 500 pledges were
made available at St. Nicholas
Church, Passaic, whose pas-
tor, Msgr. Philip J. Coyne,
contacted other Catholic par-
ishes in the city to ask co-
operation. Another 250 were
given out to the congregation
at St. Nicholas (Ukrainian)
Church.
St. Mary’s reported that the
pledges had not arrived in
time for the June 28 Masses,
but would be distributed the
first Sunday they are avail-
able.
In Clifton, St. Philip the
Apostle parishioners were told
of the pledges at each Mass
and asked to pick them up,
but no figure was available.
Religion and Race
Show Good Will, Shun Violence
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla.-The
pastor of St. Augustine Cathe-
dral has urged Catholics to “do
all in our power to promote
good will," and to shun action
which might increase disorder
during the city’s racial strife.
Msgr. John T. Burns, in a
statement read at all Masses
in the cathedral, said it is a
precept of Catholicism that “we
love all men as our brothers
in Christ."
He said Catholics “shall do
all in our power to promote
good will and to labor for
peace in our community.”
“We recommend that all
Catholic people abstain from
any actions which might oc-
casion or increase disorder
or strife or lawlessness in our
city.”
St. Augustine has been the
target of civil rights demon-
strations for more than a year.
In the current rights drive
nearly 200 persons, including
the Rev. Martin Luther King,
have been arrested.
Backs Fair Housing
OAKLAND. Calif. (NC) -
The California State Initiative
which would nullify and pro-
hibit any type of fair housing
legislative action Is contrary
to universal Catholic teach-
ing, Bishop Floyd L. Begin of
Oakland has said in a pastoral
letter.
The Bishop said “the initia-
tive measure ... is of such
a nature as to contradict what
is clear and universal Catho-
lic teaching on the rights and
duties of those who own
property.
“(It) is a moral Issue,” he
said, "insofar as it concedes
absolute rights to property
owners with no reference to
the rights of others. In the in-
terest of justice and charity it
should be defeated.”
•
Ask End to Bias
DETROIT (NC) The Citi-
zens Committee for Equal Op-
portunity here issued its first
public report and called for
renewed efforts to end dis-
crimination.
The group, composed of
clergymen of all faiths as well
as leaders of business, labor
and city government, will hold
a meeting in late June to
which some 400 municipal and
law enforcement officials from
southeastern Michigan will be
invited.
/Ve/?ro Provincial
BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss. (NC)
For the first time in history
a Negro priest has been named
provincial of one of the U.S.
provinces of the Society of the
Divine Word.
"Appointed to a three-year
term as head of the communi-
ty’s southern province was
Very Rev. Harold Perry,
S.V.D., former rector of St.
Augustine’s Seminary here.
•
Calls on Churches
WASHINGTON (NC) Sen.
Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin
has written to religious leaders
in his state asking them to
help solve the problems which
still beset civil rights.
Nelson said that churches,
with their fine buildings, fund-
raising machinery, trained
leadership and dedicated
members were uniquely suited
to help solvp "the deeply-root-
ed social, economic, psycholo-
gical and moral problems
which go to make up our race
problem."
•
Interracial Visits
MINNEAPOLIS—ST. PAUL,
Minn. (RNS) Some 230
Protestant and Catholic chil-
dren from Twin Cities’ minor-
ity groups are making 10-day
visits with white families
throughout the state.
Negro, Oriental, Indian and
Mexican children were in-
volved 120 were Invited to
visit 75 Protestant families in
51 communities, while 100 chil-
dren visited 66 Catholic fami-
lies in 27 communities.
The visitation program
"Operation: Goodwill” has
been sponsored for 17 years by
the Minnesota Council of
Churches. This year, for the
first time, the program was
co sponsored by the Catholic
Interracial Council of the Twin
Cities.
SAN JUAN PARADE-Bishop Navagh, left, watches the San Juan Festival procession
march into East Side Stadium June 28. Carrying the flags are Rufino Baez, left, and
Felipe Torres, while behind them are Rev. Richard Grasso of Queen of the Holy Rosary
Mission, Dover; Msgr. Vincent E. Puma, administrator of Our Lady of Providence Mission,
Paterson, and Rev. James J. Smith of St. Joseph's, Paterson.
Medics Oppose
Discrimination
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) - A
resolution opposing discrimin-
ation by hospitals against Ne-
gro doctors and patients and
a recommendation urging phy-
sician-clergy programs on the
rhythm method of family plan-
ning highlighted the executive
board meeting of the National
Federation of Catholic Physi-
cians’ Guilds here.
The anti-discrimination reso-
lution noted that soma hos-
pitals deny admittance to Ne-
gro patients and refuse to ac-
cept qualified Negro phy-
sicians on their staffs and in
internship and residency train-
ing programs and concluded
“in recognition of the Father-
hood of God respecting the
brotherhood of man, (the fed-
eration) goes on record as op-
posing discrimination of Ne-
groes in hospitals."
The federation backed
priest-doctor meetings because
"it is inconceivable that mem-
bers of either group could
counsel or advise couples suc-
cessfully (on family planning)
without accurate information
and confidence based upon ex-
perience with its proper ap-
plication.”
Urges Moral Study
Of Demonstrations
NEW YORK - Theologians
have rejected the morality of
"separate but equal” treat-
ment of people, a leading
Washington, D.C., theologian
has said, and now they must
make a thorough study of the
measures of civil disobedience
used to protest this type of
treatment.
Rev. Joseph T. Leonard,
S.S.J., of St. Joseph’s Semin-
ary, told the 19th Catholic
Theological Society Convention
here that until all people ac-
cept the immorality of "sep-
arate but equal” treatment,
racial justice will continue to
be a problem.
FATHER LEONARD said
several factors must be
weighed in a study of civil
disobedience.
"The danger to which the
peace of the community is ex-
posed and the pertinence of
the protest to a definite ob-
jective should not be the sole
considerations,” he said. Other
factors include:
“The success which such
protests will achieve . . . the
greater the chance of success
the more easily we can risk a
danger.
"Consideration of the psy-
chological effects of the pro-
test on the Negro community
. . . Participation in a peace-
ful and non-violent demonstra-
tion may be for someNegroes
their first opportunity to as-
sume and participate in social
or civic adult responsibility.
“There must be a prudential
evaluation of the situation to
determine whether or not a do-
nothing situation will persist if
the protest does not occur."
Before the theologians ended
their annual meeting, they
named Rev. Barnabas M.
Ahem, C.P.„ of Sacred Heart
Seminary, Louisville, Ky., for
the society’s Cardinal Spell-
manAward for contribution to
theology.
The convention also approved
membership for qualified lay-
men. The society had been
open only to priests and
Brothers.
Clergy Confer
Mississippi Situation
Tense, Discouraging
JACKSON, Miss. (NC) -
"The general feeling here is
that things are going to get
a lot worse before they get
better. And there is no indica-
tion at the present time that
they will ever get better."
These words by a Catholic
priest in Mississippi express
the growing dismay and anxi-
ety felt by many persons here
over MississippiVaccelerating
racial violence, culminating in
the disappearance of three
civil rights workers more than
a week ago.
EVEN AS federal and stato
law officers searched the
swamps near Philadelphia,
Miss., for the three men, presi-
dential advisor Allen Dulles
was meeting with religious
leaders of both races in the
Chancery Office here to discuss
law enforcement.
Dulles, former head of the
Central Intelligence Agency,
left the two-hour meeting say-
ing only that he had a "frank
and full discussion” with the
eight leaders present. Among
those attending the meeting
were Bishop Richard O. Gerow
of the Natchez-Jackson Dio-
cese; Msgr. James McGough,
chancellor, and Rev. Bernard
F. Law, editor of the diocesan
weekly.
Church representatives would
make no statement on the
missing civil rights workers
while the search for them was
still in progress. But their as-
sessment of the racial situa-
tion in Mississippi was dis-
couraging.
"I THINK THERE is a
growing sense of hopelessness
on the part of those of us who
know what should be done,"
said a priest. "Nothing is going
to be done short of federal
intervention. Even this would
seem to be unrealistic because
the presence of 500 federal
marshais would not have been
able to prevent violence.”
As for tho role of the
Church, the priest said: "Some
people have the impression
that we are just sitting on our
hands, that we are part of the
establishment. This is not so.
The problem Is not so easily
joined as it would perhaps
seem from a vantage point of
1,000 miles away.”
The mission of the Church in
Mississippi, he said, is "a very
delicate one.” He said the
teaching of the Church does
have a “moderating influence”
on Catholics, which make up
3% of the state’s population,
but added that these Catholics
are infleunced also by the so-
ciety around them.
Priests Support
School Plan
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (RNS)
A plan to end racial im-
balance in this city's public
schools was endorsed by pas-
tors of 19 Catholic churches in
New Haven.
The priests said in a state-
ment the proposal “would bet-
ter the quality of education for
all children in our public
schools,” and would be a "first
step toward equality of edu-
cational opportunity for min-
ority groups, chief among
whom are children of Negro
citizens."
Expected to be voted on by
the New Haven Board of Edu-
cation, the plan calls tar the
redistricting of four juniorhigh
schools and the shifting of chil-
dren on a voluntary basis
—within six elementary school
districts.
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‘Pieta’ Means Pity
O all you that pass by the way, attend and see
if there he any sorrow like to my sorrow.
Nowhere in the New Testament are we told that
Mary took into her arms the lifeless Body of Her Di-
vine Son after He was taken down from the cross.
But for centuries artists have been striving to repre-
sent such a moment because it expresses so poignant
an idea the silent sorrow of the mother, the horror
of His sufferings as He emptied Himself for our
sins, the fulfillment of the prophecy of Simeon when
she brought her Baby to the temple and learned that
her heart would be “pierced by-a sword,” the ironic
companionship of the scene with the earlier one when
she cradled Him in a stable.
Michelangelo was hardly more than a boy when
he carved from a huge block of carrara marble the
classic “Pieta.” He had come from Florence to Rome
at the age of 21 in 1496 and shortly afterwards he
was commissioned by Jean Cardinal de Villiers de la
Groslaye to make a statue for St. Peter’s Basilica,
specifying that “it shall be the most beautiful work in
marble in Rome, and that no living master shall be
able to make one as beautiful.” Critics through the
centuries have regarded the words of the commission
as prophecy.
There is the genius of composition: Michelangelo
maintained grace by designing the form of Christ on
a smaller scale than that of Mary —and recalled that
the God-Man had once been contained within the
body of the virgin. There is the miracle of fluidity
coaxed from solid stone: Mary’s veil creases like soft
chiffon, Christ’s hair falls gently over the curve of
her arm, His hand and legs hang with limp finality,
His flesh bulges above the pressure of her hand. And
there is the immense feeling: the quiet stately grief
on the face of the sorrowing Madonna; the dignity,
holiness, obedience, and sacrificial love of the slain
Christ —and the pity of the redeemed who look
upon it.
Michelangelo went on to design the dome of St.
Peter’s Basilica, to adorn the Sistine Chapel, to carve
the Moses and the David. But later he returned to
the Pieta theme, executing it over and over, very like
a prayer, until he died at the age of 90.
Michelangelo’s Pieta is 69 inches high and
weighs about 6.000 pounds. He had it brought to
St. Peter’s Basilica during the night, as though he
feared it might not be accepted now that the Cardinal
who had commissioned it was dead. Later the artist
made another nocturnal visit to the basilica to
carve on the band across Mary’s breast the words,
“Michelangclus Bonarotus Florent Faciebat” (Michel-
angelo Buonarroti of Florence Made This.) It was the
only work he ever signed; he did it after overhearing
visitors speculating about the identity of the statue’s
creator.
Uncounted millions have looked upon the Pieta
in its side chapel at St. Peter’s over the centuries. But
in 1962 came the electrifying announcement that Pope
Jojin XXIII would, in a sense, give the masterpiece
to the world by sending it to the 1964 World’s Fair.
Packed painstakingly in shredded plastic materi-
al, crated and addressed from Pope Paul to Cardinal
Spellman, and insured for $lO million, the Pieta was
trucked from Rome to Naples, then lashed to the
deck of the Cristoforo Colombo for the voyage to
America. By barge and truck it was moved to the
Vatican Pavilion at the fairgrounds in Flushing
Meadow, where it is enshrined behind a wall of glass
and has already been seen by nearly three million peo-
ple.
Michelangelo completed his Pieta in 1499, seven
years after Columbus discovered the New World to
which it has now come, and where it daily reduces to
thoughtful silence the fair-going hordes who flock
to it from the noisy world of tomorrow.
The Pleta has been
moved several times and
has suffered several minor
injuries, one of which is
revealed at right. The
small finger of the hand
of the Christ had been
broken off, then replaced
after holes were drilled
and a metal rod, probably
bronze, was inserted as re-
inforcement.
Frank award-win-
ning photographer for the
Clarion Herald, New Orleans
Catholic weekly, made these
photos inside the glass-
watted enclosure where the
Pieta is enshrined In the
Vatican Pavilion of the
World's Fair.
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Bye, Bye Boredom
Teens Busy With Drama Guild
By JOE DOYLE
NEWARK Spending a con-
structive summer and bringing
entertainment to 1,000 people
expected at each of three top
shows, are 80 members of St.
Benedict’s Prep drama guild
now presenting a second an-
nual summer theater.
“Bye, Bye, Birdie,” the first
production opened last night
and will be staged at 8:30 p.m.
daily until July 6. The English
comedy, “See How They Run,”
follows July 15-18 and the Lcr-
ner and Lowe musical "Briga-
doon” winds up the season
July 29-Aug. 2.
“The word has gotten out
about the high quality of our
shows,” says director Frank
S Torok, who also stages
three shows during the regu-
lar school year. “The number
of participants has doubled
oyer
last summer, the box of-
fice has doubled and the ex-
citement has more than
doubled.”
“BYE, BYE, Birdie," is a
rollicking musical satire about
a town that goes crazy over
a rock 'n roll singer.
All the sets, Including an in-
tricate jungle gym for the fam-
ous telephone scene, were
made by the students and fol-
low closely the Broadway
scheme. Students also do the
costuming, electrical work, tic-
ket selling and publicity.
The cast is surprisingly good
better than most amateur
groups. Although members are
high school students or recent
graduates many have gained
polish in other productions.
They spend an average of 10
hours a week on the St.
Benedict’s productions.
Gary Hamway, who holds
the male lead as Albert Pet-
erson in “Birdie," was the
“Music Man” last semester in
the show which drew a total
audience of 3,000. He will also
have the top role in “Briga-
doon." Gary plans a career in
medicine. “But everybody
should have a hobby,” the
handsome St. Benedict’s stu-
dent says. "It is a good way to
channel extra energy and do
something with idle time. The
one thing worse than over-
work, I always say, is under-
work.”
THIS SENTIMENT is echoed
by everyone. Few are there to
gain experience as .pro-
fessional actors, and Torok
does not encourage them Into
the field unless he knows they
have real talent.
Dianne Diettrich, Marion the
Librarian in “Music Man,” is
one who does have potential
and holds a scholarship to
Juilliard School of Music to
prove it. She' plays Kim in
“Birdie” and wants to be an
opera singer.
‘This is a great way to gain
experience,” she says. “Dur-
ing the regular school year
the schedule is a bit hectic.
But during the summer when
it is more relaxed you do bet-
ter.”
Other “Birdie” cast mem-
bers include College of St.
Elizabeth sophomore Mary
Beth Fuchs who gaily sings
and dances her way through
the role of Rosie; Thomas
Haneke, a sparkling Hugo; and
John Duffy who clenches his
fists, grinds his teeth, and
swings his hips as Conrad Bir-
die.
THE BOYS arc all from St.
Benedict’s but the girls rep-
resent a dozen Catholic and
public schools and colleges.
In “See How They Run,” a
farce about an American ac-
tress who raises eyebrows in
a small English town when she
married the local vicar, lead
roles will be played by Mi-
chael Waldron, a sophomore;
Deirdre O’Meara of Spring-
field; Joseph McCabe, a jun-
ior; and Thomas O’Neil, Bene-
dict’s grad.
“Brigadoon,” a romantic
musical comedy about two
Americans who cross the time
barrier into a 17th century
Scottish town, will star Ham-
way, Miss Diettrich, Gregory
La Gana, a junior, and Doreen
Bermann, alumna of Bene-
dictine Academy, Elizabeth.
TICKETS ARE on sale at
the box office at 520 High St.
at $2.25 for adults and $1.50
for students. Series tickets are
$5 and $3. Children under 12
accompanied by an adult are
admitted free as are religious.
All performances begin at
8:30 p.m. The only matinee
will be “Brigadoon” Aug. 2 at
2:30 p.m.
SUMMER THEATER-St. Benedict's Prep drama guild members rehearse scene from
"Bye, Bye, Birdie," which opened last night in Conlin auditorium. The musical comedy
will run until July 6, and be followed by three other plays. From left are Jo Anne Le-
maldi, Winifred Waldron, Barbara Lauter, Dianne Diettrich, Robert Carlton and Mi-
chael Waldron. Also scheduled are "See How They Run" and "Brigadoon." The 80-mem-
ber guild is directed by Frank S. Torok who also directs three shows at St. Benedict's
during the school year.
Cite CCD Bible
WASHINGTON (NC) The
Confraternity of Christian Doc-
trine’s translations of the Bible
received here an award for
“excellence in Bible communi-
cation” from the Educational
Communication Association.
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MThla Our LUePlays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
New Jersey Area
Summer Stock
Ann* Christ!* Heavy O'NetU
drama about a fallen woman redeem
ed by the love o( an Idealistic seaman.
Some rough talk in tavern acencs.
Blood, Sweat and Stanley Pool*
Amusing Bllko-typc comedy about
y
(acetime eotdiers trying to get around
rmy regulations, finds stealing gov*
•rnment
property a merry little prank.
Claudia—
Pleasant. aometimes
touching family comedy About a \ery
young bride who grows up by bravely
facing domestic crises.
Coma Back, Littla Shaba Compae*
slonate Inge drama about a sad. frow-
sy middle-aged woman married to a
onetime alcoholic. Subplot quite ex-
plicit on sensual affair of a young
couple.
Devil's Disciple Witty Shaw come-
dy about the American Revolution.
Strikes a wicked poae, intellectually,
but its Ideas
seem less daring sow
than in th# playwright's day.
Fourposter Clever two-character
comedy about s marriage sometimes
tender, sometimes caustic, sometimes
ribald.
„
tIHli Me The mad memoirs of s
flashy film star whose varied affairs
are recounted with tongue-in-check in-
nocence. Here and there risque.
Mr. Roberts World War II play
about a Navy officer wishing to quit
his safe cargo run and get into bat-
tle. Some raw language and on# aug-
festive sequence.
Music Man— Enjoyable musical
about a brash promoter who trie* to
jvork a swindle in a small lowa town
but la reformed by the lore of Marian
the Librarian. (Family)
Wf *-ady Captivating musical
about
the Cockney flower girl trans-
formed into a lady by an arrogant
speech professor. (Family)
Ne Strings Coldly sophisticated
musical apparently approving casual
liaisons without benefit of formal mar-
messy
V0 ***** •cor*» but morally
* #V' ,?*r,,n» - Amiable, often fun-
ny adult musical about the trials of
a novelist having his first play pro-
duced on Broadway.
—, Leerlsh comedy
IRS* mjul B brief summer
afielr. Condones adultery, with a
Mutlc Charming musical
252LJ8? ytnutg convent girl who
MM?® r‘mUy
if* rU* 10 *nd
uSSImSI to m,n 0,,*“
Sunday In H.w York
_ Tawdry com-
* *U|J' f W Who <*•*»
In .tti}!® ‘” p“"' V *l*. had
nn .ffur or two, Immornllty u mad*
to Mum too niU lor word.
Undor tho Yum Yum Troo Mora
Vl.w From th. Brido. _ Arthur MU-
trr'* turgid drmnw of a ducunt hut
obtuse longshoreman driven to violence
by a guilty passion he cannot even
recognize. Takes no very high view
of man as auch.
With You Were Here Sometime#
suggestivemusical
about the goings-on
at a vacation camp for young adults.
In some productions swimming costumes
are on the scant side.
Television
- «
SUNDAY, JULY J
V£r wW- 75* d‘rtMopa "*-
KOWI-
- a.m. (11) Tho Chrtatophere.
S:SS Am. (S> Tho ChrWophon.
“tooU'stiU: Tmlk Aboul ood - M,rr-
a.m. (4) - Inquiry "Morale
WtTl A Cnnaorvatlvo View."
'P/<J> - look Up «>d Uvo -
Not by Faith Alone Colombo.**
AH - Catholic Apo.lol.ieof
dSS, Th^Comina,U< »
Radio
W NEW 11)0. WNBC 660. WHOM
1460, WCBS 880. WOR 710, WMCA
870. WWRL 1600. WVNJ 620. WBNX
WABC 770. WERA 1590,
WRLB-FM 107.1. WFHAFM 106.3,
WFUV-FM 90.7, WSOU-FM 89.5
SUNDAY, JULY 5
J:«S in. WINS - Pauliat SurmonA
7 a.m. WPAT Chrlatopher,.
I a.m. WNEW - Hour ot CrucUlud.
7 a.m. WHN Chriatophrra.
7:15 a.m. WHN _ Hour of St. Franda.
7:30 a.m. WHOM Sacred Heart.
8 Am. WPAT - Sacred Heart.
8:05 a.m. WCBS Audit.
• :30 a.m. WMCA - Av. Marla Hour.
'HI. Juliana at Mt. Comilion.”
-:30 m WABC Christian in Ac-
tion.
8:30 a.m. WHN The Catholic Hour.
•i« a.m. WMTR Th. Hour of 8L
Fraocu.
730 a.m. WVNJ Living Rosary,
Rev. James F. McCUwkey.
11:30 a.m. WERA - Hour of Crucified.
111,50 a.m. WFHA (FM> _ For Better
>S orld.
11:45 Am WFHA <FM) - New.. View.
A hnierviuwa.
nooT.l. WFUV <rM > - “as* From
Blue
chapel.
13 noon WFHA (FM) _ Friendly
Corner for Shut-ins. Mary ProducUona.
U noon WIU.B (FM) Av. Maria
Hour.
13:15
p.m.
WFHA (FM) Our Spir-
itual Mother.
13:45 p.m. WFUV (Ft) _ Sacred
Heart Spaniel) ProcrartT
1 P.m. WRLB (FM) - "Mother of
All." Mary Produetiona.
5 P.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart.
2:30 p m WNBC - Catholic Hour.
®., pm-.v?FHA ,rM) - Mary Produo
tlona. "Sonia of Ycetetyear/'
s iP* .P m- WVNJ "lmpllcatlonj at
Brotbsrhood."
• Pm. WBNX - St Jude Novena.
•„P.m. WFUV (FM) _ Hour of Cruet-
(led, "Alibi AUieiaU. “
E.P.m- WFUV (FM) _ Georgetown
University Forum.
7:45 p.m. WHNX - NovonA
• p.m. WFUV (FM) Fordham Lao
tura Sene,.
• :45 p.m. WFUV (Fid) - "Tho Com-
monplacu Book."
» P.m. WFUV (FM>—Liturgical Music.
10 p.m. WINS Triaiogue.
MONDAY, JULY 4
U.m. WFUV (714) - Sacred Haart
P m. WSOU (FM) _ Av. Muff
*:aa p.m. WBNX NovsnA
TUISDAY, JULY 7
• Ptn. WFUV (714) _ Sacred Haart
7 ;Sp^wW,K,T--s^“Hr .^
WIDNISOAY, JULY I
S.tt.MWTCjxo i^rl^
*2. <JM> - Forma and
•yikd of Mule. Ray. C. J. McNaapy.
THURSDAY, JULY •
* P.m. WFUV (FM) Sacred Heart.
7:M p.m.WSOU (FM) Scripture
7:45 p.m. WSOU (FM) Sacred Heart.
FRIDAY, JULY 15
• P-Pt wnry (TM) - Sacred Heart,
’iScfcS WBOU <n<> - nuur «J
• P.m. WBNX - NovenA
SATURDAY, JULY II
S K
’g
1:08 P-m. WOR - Family Th.ater.
MOVIES
naHunal Pedarahon of Catholic Alumnae.
Ralmgt not Utltd btlow may bi obtaimd at MA 3-5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
ftVi 1 ** K
Braaa Bottle
Bridie on Rlvor
Crtmaoo Blad*
M D»y» at PtkJni
Fall of Roman
Empire
Firefly
Oay Purraa
Gladlatora T
Gold Ituah
gun for Coward
How Wool Waa
Won
Incrodlbla Mr.
fgRLgr
l*d» * Tramp
Wfil ot^nald
Mlaadvonluraa el
Marlin Jonea
Novar Put It
In WrtUn*
Haider a
B,b7
WTOtaM
Unobjectionablefor Adults, Adolescents
Advance to Rear
Amaaon Trader
$SSr
Rlttaraweet
UttUat (or Madman
c
Newman.
Chalk Oarden
Chocolate Soldier
Courtahlp ot
Eddle'a Pather
gy~
,‘
FrAnkeoeteta
Klaa ot Vamptra
J-adlaa Who Do
Masnl/leent T
Uuacla Beach Party
Wr*
Quanta*
Sacral Door
7 Daya tn May
«tt Squadron
South Pacific
That Man Prom Rio
I@5to
Orient
Morally Unobjectionablefor Adults
Don’t Qlva't’p Ship
Eyaa oI Annla
Fete^Daalr*
Pllahl from
Oloba|
r *A(fal»
Ouaat
Lart Year at
Martanbad
M*U Order Brldo
*Un-B Fevorlte
S;Kiit
Operation
“
Pillow Talk
Bloa Girl
Home Advantura
•pancar'a Mountain
8h* *
Thin Rad Una
§U A «r
w#«t Side Story
For Adults (With Reservations)
t b
#J&» s.S«
Morally Objectionable in Partfor Everyone
Black Sabbath
ffiSFr
Crazy Daalra
Curaa ol Uvlns
/l^.za.
from Ituuta With
Love
Girl
Jlamed
Honeymoon HoUl
Party
Klastn' Couatna
flE
Hum
""
Splendor tn Oraaa
till analrr
V|va_TaaVe*ae
What • Way to Oo
Yaatarday, TodaJ°
tad Tomorrow
Condemned
to Boom Soup* A sub*.
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ASBURY PARK
& NEW MOTEL
At lha Boardwalk & 2d Ave.
Asbury Park, N.J.
Lcm than 1 hour from Newark
Fln#it Location—ln Cantor of Town
Convenient to Churches, Shopping,
JOOL on Premises, Air Cond. rooms.
FMI Healthful Ocean Bathlnf
TV In All Motel
Rooms
FREH Chaise Lounges • Parking
Write or call PRospact 4-1300.
N.Y.C. Tol. i Olgby 9-1199
Mrs. Adelo Ramsey, Res. Manager
Madison Hotel
I"°E *wc'hti Ovtrlookini*Ocfin.'
< Am!ir.‘
o,r,
r
Pl,n fim,ly H°™f- ModtnUly
n.fin- £*fH°V,* (Sf our Hom « Cooking iBakfn* Catholic Ownership Blk. to Ocean.
a
nr er.
c
M
h
,
u
t
rcht#* PR 54644. Jeanne-Jacquei,
ASBURY PARK
KESWICK-ASTORIA
A FRIENDLY FAMILY HOTEL
FREE OCEAN BATHINO
1 207 3rd Ave.. Aabury Park. N. J
' Block to Ocean and Boardwalk
■ European Plan. $22. up weekly
' Near Holy Spirit R. C. Church
1 Ph. PR 5-1713 KANE-McTIGHE
Shoreham
FREE OCEAN
BATHINO FROM HOTEL
Best location. 1 Blockto-Beach. Homo-Ilka
• Noar Restaurants and Churches. Room
ratot weakly, tingle 120.00 up, Double
$14.00 up per parson. Also private baths.
J. O'Connor and J. Helmbecktr, owners.
HeDUin rABA, n.l.
.
Cor. lit A Berth
Soa View $12.50 up wkl». par parson
double. FREE OCEAN BATHINO wkly. Naar
Dlntnf, Thaatras, ate. 774-9717.
Hotel ANNESLEY
112 First Ave., Aibury Park, N. J.
Doubl# and single room* with
without bath. Runnlnf water In
room*. FREE OCEAN BATHIN
Single rooms $l3 up weekly. Double
rooms $23 up weekly.
Charles A Bella Brennan, Owners Mgrt.
SPRING LAKE SPRING LAKE
SPRING LAKE BEACH, N. J.
WRITE FOR OUR SUNDAY lo THURSDAY
INCLUSIVE, SPECIAL FAMILY PLAN. Srd
PERSON IN ROOM (under IS) FREE
A whole block on tho ocean (root In ■
9" own Prly », » Bathing
baach. Bather's luncheons on tha Quarter
BhJ directly on tha Ocean. Dancing nightlynl tha air-conditioned Shipmates Room.
A SELECT OCEAN-FRONT HOTEL
aaltn lS. Chnrch and ShrlnaREASONABLE RATES FREE PARKING
:-r
Writs, phona lor broch.
l. W. ..ARVL.
Owner-Manager
LAKE VIEW
HOTEL
<»rln| laka Such. N.i.
Block to Ocean and Board-
walk. Modified American
Plan. On lake. Free Park-
Ini. Oolf, Fishing, etc.
(201) Cl 9-1915.
James E. Fitzpatrick
faCotonialue
Iprlm Lake Beach, N. J.
1 block from Atlantic Ocean.
Accommodations for M. Free
Parking • Booklet.
Phone (Hi) ceeeoto.
Harold A. Taylor.
AVON BY THE SEA
OCEAN SPRAY LODGE
.The Boa Shore at Its Boot
111 Sytvanla Ave., Avon N..
_ Tel 7754140
(Beech Block, Bathing Prom House.
,Minutes to Restaurants, Churches, 1
11 teres, OoH, Horse Racine, Plate,
firsts Hoarby. Chib Breakfast lorved.
.Modsrata Ratal.
)Owner Management! Mrs. W
gT*^
i!*.'
109 3YIVANIA AVENUI
Jersey shore's distinctive guest house
where you can en|oy comfort, relax-
ation, and excellent meals. Block lb
ocean and pool. Owner-management.
Mrs. osorgo Watson 775-4439
fciratfnrb 3ntt
iUnU.IV.TU* IIA
u
•
■_
AVON iY-THi-UA, N J.
in miamic uijan
niche*.
Comfortable,
SSSffSfi'&S
VMM
vwandM
tjr lor
«ttroctlvfl
fin*
Han
i) n4-i
Alr-Condltlonad
Room Tolovlilon
Complimentary
Breakfast
Rawest. moit
nodern roomi In
{print lake Such
! Blocks to
it. Catherine's
Sprtn* Lake's
Only Motel
MOTEL
John I. Smith 448-CBOO
itflclsnclss. Hotel Rooms. CeHsfet
The Wedgwood
east elite of lake.
EUROPEAN PLAN _ TOEE PARKING
DAY WEEK SEASON
01 MOM - 01 P-M44
Mrs. Gerald A. Dundon, Prop.
PT. PLEASANT BEACH
PETERSEN'S COLONIAL MOTEL
111 Arnold Ave. Point Pleasant leach. M. J.
Modern rooms, tile baths, site efficiencies.
Close to beach, station, shop, center, church.
Phone Stt-JJti.
WHITE SANDS MOTEL
ON TKI OCIAN PRONT
All our rooms are spacious accommodated
wafl U>‘wa?}*ia*
1 h*” ! dr condlUoolni. TV.
not Ocnn
AVI.
BAY HEAD
■AT HUD, NtW JIRIIV
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL
OUR MIDWIIK IPICIAL
£r.n'iv wv&nrtS
Til YAM
ATLANTIC CITY ATLANTIC CITY
In Atlantic City
THE MCDONOUGH FAMILY HOTELS
THE BRIN
IS) South Arkansas Avtnue, Phons 60Q-345-9602
MUSICAL BAR * COCKTAIL LOUNOE
THE CELTIC | THE NEW BRADY
lit touHi Arkonue Avtnue
Phone 401-141*4140 I Avenue
grwaswsavja i&ikKtfsdsSivsftt^jsst
monu. Convention Hell, Churcheo. Hue end Treln Fermtle,
B'*#h * P‘*r ** AroU**’
Ss«cl*l retro end ellenllun elven to OritnlioUono end Group Pertlee.Urochure evelleble
U|xw requeet. without chorgo.
P
MOUSRATI RATES - WEEKLY from *4S WITH MEALS
THE WIIDWOODS
7100 ATLANTIC AVE. at MTRTLE RD.
.WILOV/000 CREST, NEW JERSEY
DIMCfIY ON WOAto'S fINCST BEACH
Largest. nowest, most modern motel.
Beautifully furnished. TV & room con-
trolled music. Largest pool (heated)
one for kiddies, tool Free parking.
Coffee shop. Owner Mgt. For folder &
reservations write, ph. 609-522 6939.
JONES BOYS MOTEL
448 W. Rio Grand, An. Wildwood, N. I.
Restaurant—Cocktail Lounge
Swimming Pool—Ceramic Til, Bath,
TV & Air Conditioning In All Roomi
JUNE 4 SEPT. SPECIAL
American Plan Por Person, Par Day. Double
st*nn occupancy • Plan Includes
|«UU Breaklast 1 Delicious Dinner
w
MINIMUM STAY ANT 4 DAYS
JULY 4 AUGUST SPECIAL
American Plan Per Person, Per Day, Double
S<f Ann Occupancy • Plan Includes
JMUU Breaklast A Delicious Dinner
MINIMUM STAY ANY 4 DAYS
Write or Phon.—Olal (609) 522-7761
European Plan 17.00 Per Day
Double Occupancy
, HKM.IIMUt.
at ColumMna A Atlantic
Wildwood Crest, New Jersey
tUt CONTINtHTAI BRIAKFAST
Motel rooms and cfflclanelas. 2 heated
pools. Air eond. Heatad. TV. Pool patio
Sr,'?unJI» chairs. Children's
playground. Tennis, shuffloboerd.
Dally maid aervlce. Free parking. For
• • D**l <809) 522-2177.
Wildwood crestt iimweed Apts. «Mt
Pacific A»e. Furn. A prlv. ent„ perch. Nr.
ch., bch a stores M A > bdrme. Wk.,
mo. or teas. Write or call Wm. Canine,
(mem. K. of C.)
FORGET-ME NOT
HOTEL
100 B. Forget M« Not Rtf.
B
Wildwood Crest, N. J.
Hoorn 4 Hoard Homo Cooking and Bak-
in*. served Family atyle. Near beach.
Free
Parkin*. Children Vk price. For ratoa
please call between 4 and 7 p.m.
lfSsex 1-4513 or 51M151, anytime
ARLINGTON
Ma*notla Avo. at Ocean. Wildwood, N. J.
Phone 400*5134311
Modern
private baths. Half Block to beach.
Free bathin* and parkin*.
$35.00 k;
European and American 2 Meal Plan
MARSHALL MANAOIMINT
ADMIRAL
A Metal by the tea
On the Beach at Rambler Rtf. A Ocean
Wildwood Crest, N.J. Ph. (40f) SH-7704.
ANY TIMI 1$
Fuvti#*
FOR ALL THI FAMILY
*\ at The
,<Wildwoods
/
V
«y the Sea■ NIW JERSEY
•••• vacation land In
South Jersey , . , ovoty
seashore activity undtr
Sond for metVacation Kit
VACATION PUNNING CENTER
Boardwalk A S<h«ll»ng«r Av«.
Cfl&yißgEr.n 11urm»typfTm»
ATLANTIC CITY
J.IM S. TENNESSEE AVI.
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. / JTD»~'
l Hick ti liick-Cntril/». “f
knUINOLY-INfOKMAI/
120 lowly outside toomi
Tile beths •Rumtlni witei A _ _
Reduced Family Rates S V 00
Apartments
Spacioui open porches -TV
w
free bathing o Brochure Nr parson
ELEVATOR SERVICE 1 Is Room
vs Block to Catholic Church
Phono Atlantic City 34541Z1
BRING THK FAMILY
00
• DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN
• KITCHENETTES AVAILABLE
• FREE DOORSIDE PARKINO
ATLANTIC CITY
s
S«»W H«t«i In Itffriiwilk■ Atlutic City
5O "it* Breakfast t Dinner
$36 Weekly (2 in rnv'
Air Conditioned
Dining Room
r e e Parking
Also
European Plan
Write: N. C.
Stitzer 344-2283
NEW YORK
CARROLL
LODGE
PAWLING, NEW YORK
Phono *l4 155-7711
*0 Ml Its from Now York City
FUN AND FROLIC
FOR SINGLE GUYS
AND GALS
114 Woodad Acral
Social and Alhlalic Diractora
Faativa Waakand Partia*
Popular Danca Orchaatra
Olympic Slxa Pool
Sporta Contasta
Tannla Courts
Archary, Vollay Ball, Hand Ball.
Soft Ball
Canoalng Hayridaa
Oamas Movlaa
Oolf, Horsaback Riding,
Summar Thaatar, Bowling ntarby.
For Brochura Writai
CARROLL LODGE
I*4 But 4*Mt *f„ Now York City. N.
11l MO 1-0177
ISHCOVE INN
SOUTHAMPTON, 1.1.
Waterfrfont Resort
BUNGALOWS—HOTEL SERVICE
1-14 Bedrooms
cna per person
’ZU-’JD DOUBLE occupancy
Private Beech • Free Boats • Fish-
ing • Camas • Restaurant • Cocktail
lounge • Recreation Room* 30 Non-
Houtakaaping Individual Bungalows
will) Scrasned Porches • On Water-
front • Maid Service • Spacious
Grounds • Golf Practica.
AN IDEAL VACATION RESORT
Dalle or Week-End Betas Whan Space
Available. Also Mad. Amer. Plan Bates.
Reservations
Arthur l. Tomlinson. Owner Minager
SOUTHAMPTON Phone 818 AT J-ofso
Family Accommodations
Weakly Rentals
I BR. 1133. 4 BR. $130.4179
Roam Far Rant Weekly
Private Beach Tennla Shulfleboard
I Hole Champtooahlp Golf Course
tTWIP
ALPINE
VILLAGE
Directly on ahora at Lake Oaorga
Ideal VACATION A HONEYMOON Retort
Enjoy the rharmlnf simplicity 4 friend
ly atmosphere at a Real Log Cabin Retort!
LAKE CEOROR 11, N. Y.
GREEN ISLE HOUSE
levth Cairo. New York
for reel end comfort. Now awlmmlm
pool, dlvlny hoard end olldoo. Prlvoto
roomo with
both*. other
roomo with
hot end cold
running water.
3 excellently
cooked meala
dally. Adulta
** p,r . * “«*• chlldroo thru I
Mere old lIS. 1J Mara C3. Our own
JO paaaomtr hue U PRES and avail-
*h'*„ <0 Pith you up at your homo.
KHKE boa eervlce to cburchoa on
Sundaya SI«hlaoolnf trlpa to nearby
tolorootlm Placoo. Special reduced
ratea (or weckand (roupe.
Cataklll Phene
MAdlaon J-ttM, NYC WM INM.
Men. lo Prl. » to I P.M., (eta. * to 1
Your hoata Mr. end Mre. Oirtty
NEW “S'-
MOHICAN
»•« 7. Acra J, N. r. Tit Itl MA IMOI
' vacation raaott lor avaryoaa. Hpacloua
**“■ Ho«ji. atin dock. aporta, J dallclotu
tiralt daily, lloma cooking A bathing
rglnar roa«t». ate. Acoom. in malnhouaa
naw motel rma„ raaaonabla rataa, M
uaata. call or wrlta.
BAVARIAN HOFBRAU
HOUSE
CffUfa C*<‘* »>• MA t-HM
li*rn«" Amartcan Culalna.
No ball ringing hara-lala braaUaata
tvum* raaaonabla rataa.
HOTEL . ItKSTAUHANT - BAB
'•r W »a« 1«. Purling. N.Y.
M.J. AT (liM
You arlU lova ••aEMUETUCHKJEIT"
NEW YORK NEW YORK
C.l«br.li ni our 201h IUM
~
"Irsland In tha CattklHs*
EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
Route 23. South Calrot N. Y. Tel SIR MAdlaon 2 mji
ror the best vacattonaever for youn* end old. BEAUTIFUL airy roomi? innerenSnlmattresses. STILL SERVING 3 HOT MEALS DAILY. Menu onrequert* (Ryoulike
«J»de‘i
l
fnr
' hill? ** awlmmlnf pool. Lawn sports. awin*a endslid s o children, free trens. to end from church. Danclnf to our own Irish-
ißar *w, iIH * *«•■•«. wk,y tncl- •verythln*. Special low ratefor children and “Always Welcome.** For Reservation* or bklt. Call or write Owen *
Julia Lamb. Prop. Opena Fri., June 19. Gala 4th July Weekend—Thura. to Sun. 05.
G
LENMOORE LODGE & MOTEL
RD 1. Ess 341-A. L.k. O.orgs, N. Y.
“A COMPLETE LAKESIDE RESORT"
FREE to gursts: Boating. bathing, fishing, summer sports. Including
GOLF. Comf. see. rxcrll. meals. 553.00 up ugly. Frcs trans bus or
plans. Color Brochurs "A". N. A. Griggs. "Sun. Mass 1 block"
NEW YORK NEW YORK
FAMILY VACATION?
On beautiful Washington lake • High In the Shawangunk Mountains • 214
Hours from New York • Near Church • Private Beach and Dock • Boating
• Bathing • Fishing • Outdoor Sports • Recreation Hall • 3 Meals • American
Cuisine.
TWIN OAKS LODGE
YUIAN, N. Y.
RATES: Weekly 7- Adult $46/ Children under 12 $23; under 6 $l5
Daily Adults $B. Children $4
Telephone 914 956-2745 or 2905 OENI TAOII - TOM FINN, Proprietor!
ESCAPE TO FIRE ISLAND
BERMUDA-ItKEI NO CARS'
SPEC. MID-WEEK VACATION RATES: 2 day! 1-nlte $l2 linglet $2l double
4 day! 4 night! $32 tingle, SS7 double* price Include! Breakfaiti and
Dinner!. ,*" ,f
EIYMM'C lIATEI JUnlp
*f »-SOOO (cede Sio
■L I 111 l w IIwI EL Zee line Perry Prom Boy Shere
"The Arlifocrol of Pine Retort Holelr" Open All Yeor
WINDHAM ARMS
mND
rT&
Nr-
Beautiful let facing on Windham Golf Courie. Swimming pool. Room!
decorouily furnlihed, heated, woll-to-wall carpet, telephone in every
room, private bathi. New deluxe double decker motel. 3 tempting and
varied meali daily with a choice of menu. Catholic church 300 ft, for
a complete and well rounded vacation. Bklt. on requeit C. D. lone.
Prop. Special eff-eeaton ratal 147.50 to ISO week
aouinern tiers rmesr Miori
Own Golf Court* Fin* Food Fr*«
Skiing Bothing from 100 Roomt
Showert-Beach Buffett-Relaxed
Muiic Entertainment Laketid*
Lounge Hort D'otuvret Talc*
Freeway S<*nic 4 Lon* Rout* 17
Nrlto for frto brochuro
lA.A.i.i.i.A.A.j
I ON OQUAOA LAKi I
—BARLOW'S—i
Ust Durham I, N.Y. Dill IIMMHII
• Swim • Fill) • llcydH • Handball
• Tinnli . IMil. lull ■ Multi •
CoeMall lounai • Culm • Orch ta
Prtm. • Multi • Hintn toll • 111
churchu mtr • 1 dalle, mull tally
• Shtwtri • lathi • M fc C watir aA
Ini. • Met. too • $4O . $4l wtly.
scand. I Irish Mint.
0. C. larltw, Frep. Ikll.
WLLOW BROOK FARM
lURPRIII, N. Y.
Mod. homillka resort. Natural swlmmtn*
Eshufflaboard
* atocktd lake (or flab-
Nr churcbu, movlu, (oU. dancer.
•art Ptllsllsr YO 4-411)
PENNSYLVANIA
t riNi IIRVICI"
hadVm
I, n. Til. | 717JM1711
Win TO COIUMBU* DAY
a run muii oaii*
. NBW HOLLYWOOD POOL
rmi. with or wltmut put kilt • Ossein! u
syr casino bend
All. tummor Marts
: n ynuSL
an
mi Flortnciulhiuitr
CONNECTICUT
WAKEROBIN INN
lAKCVILLE S, CONN.
Only IW Hrs. N.Y.C.
More t More ...In '64
Our 20th Sum in the beautiful
Berkshire!. Funny mini about Va-
cations— thara ara risks involved.
Is It tha right epotl Will accom-
modations be good? How about
food, facilities ft psopla to mast?
WE'VE COT EVERYTHING YOU'VE
EVER WANTED! Tennis, swimming,
golf, parties ft dancing tor tha
active ones or lust plain
loafin' for those who prefer thatl
THERE'S MUCH MORE TOO pine
panelled taproom, spacious lawns
ft terraces. Eicallent Summer Tha-
stres, Dance Festivals ft mors to
see ft do. Why don't you call or
write for our color folder ft tee
for yourself!
Catholic CburcbAdjoining
MAC ft. CHAMIERUIN .Owner-Mgr.
Tali (Area Cede MS) HI l-MM
VERMONT
rVtMOIHatti
T«l.| I
Yankee
TOR LODGE
Ihethhiiry, Vt. On Ul?
Bennlnplen 441-4 MI
yeti leek el
tr*Mlc. Outitendlnp
One; ell »«ir. Ai
weekly wltli ell mule.
ecenery Ineteed ef
0 cotletet.
Cl OHM
Beautiful quiet
Picture wlnaewe
eerpeeue eeenery. view elene
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Bias Also Hurts Whites,
Family Life Group Told
WASHINGTON—The effects
of racial discrimination on
children—white as well' as Ne-
gro—were singled out for spe-
cial emphasis by a commis-
sion of the National Catholic
Family Life Conference.
The commission, working
with the conference's theme
of children’s rights, asserted
that discrimination hurts white
children as well as Negroes—-
and Impinges on the right to
emotional and physical well
being of all.
White parents were told to
educate their children and
prevent them from acquiring
prejudices, especially in the
largely-white suburbs, where
contact is not readily made
with Negro children.
THE CONFERENCE, spon-
sored by the NCWC Family
Life Bureau, made a wide-
ranging study of the many
rights of children—and the
corresponding duties of par-
ents—through its 10 commis-
sions and many speakers.
Other commission reports;
• Emphasized the parents’
duty to cultivate a religious at-
mosphere in the home.
• Said that every child, no
matter how severely handi-
capped, has the right to re-
ceive Holy Communion at
least once in his life.
• Recommended that a
priest be given the right to
confer Confirmation in danger
of death.
• Urged schools to educate
children to evaluate image
media—movies and television
—the way they teach them to
judge printed matter.
• Encouraged students to
enter the mass communica-
tions fields.
AMONG THE convention
speakers Were: Bishop John
J. Wright of Pittsburgh;
Peace Corps Director R. Sar-
gent Shriver; Dr. Herbert Rat-
ner, public health specialist;
psychiatrist Dr. Karl Stern of
Montreal, and Rev. Robert
Drinon, S.J., of the Boston
College Law School.
BISHOP WRIGHT, the key-
note speaker, called upon the
700 delegates to. defend the
right of children to be born
—"a major battle in a civiliza-
tion slowly acquiring the con-
traceptive mentality.
"Whole
areas of our civili-
zation have become anti-
baby," he said, "and none
more so than those who hot-
ly repudiate the charge."
Connected with this right of
children, he said, is the right
of families With children to se-
cure housing. The Bishop call-
ed the discrimination against
families with children no less
"grave and scandalous” than
racial and religious discrimi-
nation.
SHRIVER, head of the John-
son administration's anti-pov-
erty campaign, spoke of the
grave need for help among the
nation's poor.
"What rights is a child go-
ing to have when his family's
total income is less than $4O a
week?" he asked, and called
for united church support—-
like that given the civil rights
bill for the anti-poverty
measures.
I)R. RATNER, public health
director of suburban Oak
Park, 111., told the conference
about his "serious doubts”
about tile safety of birth con-
trol pius f or mothers and
their children.
He said that because of the
pills' effect on a mother’s
hormone balance, a nursing
child often cannot get enough
milk, and the hormones in
the milk that he does get mayhave
a "feminizing tendency”
If the mother continues to take
the pills while nursing.
DR. STERN, chief psychia-
trist at St. Mary's Hospital,
Montreal, called for "secure
love relationships” between
parent and child to insure the
child's emotional health.
He said many neurotic ac-
tions—alcoholism and juvenile
delinquency— have their ori-
gins in faulty parental atti-
tudes and actions.
Father Drinan called for
stricter measures to compel
divorced fathers to support
their children—but first he
called for better measures to
prevent divorces, such as rec-
onciliation courts and coun-
seling centers.
1st Communion,
Then Confession
ROERMOND, The Nether-
lands (NC) Children in the
Roermond Diocese will now
make their First Communion
at the age of seven or eight
and make their first confes-
sion a year or two later.
Bishop Petrus Moors of Ro-
ermond has given instructions
that preparation for the Sacra-
ment of Penance should begin
in the third grade of school.
First Communion is to be
be made a year earlier,
with parents performing the
primary role in their prepara-
tion.
The Bishop, who acted on
the recommendation of a com-
mittee of a mother, a father,
two lay teachers, one religious
teacher, and five priests,
stressed the social nature of
confession, as a sign of rec-
onciliation among men as
well as on the basic attitude
of inward change.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SATURDAY, JULY 11
10 a.m., Laying of corner-
stone, blessing and dedication
of new Blessed Sacrament
Church, Elizabeth, followed by
low Pontifical Mass.
Peace Corps Talk for AID
SOUTH ORANGE - Talks
on developing nations and the
Peace Corps will be presented
at the public lectures July 6
and 10 at the Institute for In-
ternational Service at Seton
Hall University.
Paul E. Sigmund, a mem-
ber of the political science de-
partment at Princeton Univer-
sity and author of "The
Ideologies of Developing Na-
tions,” will speak at the July
6 session at 8 p.m. in McNulty
Hall. The talk will be followed
by a question and answer per-
iod.
On July 10, Dr. Joseph Eng-
lish, head of a network of al-
most 200 psychiatrists working
with the Peace Corps, will
speak on the impact of the
Peace Corps and some of its
problems in foreign cultures.
This will also be held in Mc-
Nulty Hall.
These Monday and Friday
sessions are the only ones open
to the public during the six-
week program which is being
conducted by the Association
for International Development
of Paterson.
INSTITUTE OPENS -Looking over some of the literature available at the opening session
of the Institute for International Service at Seton Hall University June 29 are, left to right,James Lamb, director of the Association for International Development, which conducts
the institute. Rev. Thomas G. Fahy, academic vice president of Seton Hall University,
Sister Maria Leonsia, D.M., of Uganda, Dr. James Dougherty of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, guest lecturer, and Bishara Naber of Jordan, like Sister Maria a student at the
institute.
Left Flank Bared,
Italian Chief Quits
By PATRICK RILEY
ROME (NC) Premier Al-
do Moro’s abrupt resignation
ended Italy's six-month-old
coalition government and the
nation’s first attempt since the
immediate postwar period to
mix Catholic-oriented Christian
Democrats and Marxist-orient-
ed Socialists in government.
It left the political picture
dark and obscure. Many politi-
cal observers have theorized
that the only workable govern-
ment in Italy would be one
led by Christian Democrats
with the help of the more
moderate left.
This so-called "Opening to
the Left" was embodied in
Moro’s coalition government.
But the rebellion of the Social-
ists on what was not consid-
ered a vital issue shattered the
coalition and perhaps the the-
ory.
MORO’S RESIGNATION was
unexpected. The adverse vote
that
prompted it was not a
confidence test, but it is be-
lieved the coalition split con-
vinced Moro that it lacked the
strength and decisiveness to
steer the nation through the
political and economic storms
ahead.
The vote was on a provision
in the education budget for
help to non-state schools. The
socialists were unw'llling to
give government money to non-
government schools.
The Chamber of Deputies
balloting was kept secret at
Communist request. In reject-
ing the aid provision, the
chamber gave it 221 favorable
vt4es, only four short of the
necessary majority, against
228 nays and 56 abstentions.
The Socialists had declared
beforehand that their princi-
ples forced them to abstain.
Other parties in the coalition,
the Social Democrats and the
Republicans, followed suit.
Fresco Damaged
By Fair Climate
NEW YORK (NC) - A 1.-
300-year-old fresco of the Ma-
donna on exhibit at the Sudan
Pavilion at the World’s Fair,
may have suffered serious
damage from climatic condi-
tions.
The pavilion's Hall of Anti-
quity has been closed and
archeological and chemical ex-
perts called in to examine the
damage. The fresco, which was
painted around 600 A.D., was
discovered two years ago in
northern Sudan.
The tempera painting has
developed swelling and small
cracks, and fine dust particles
have been found under its sur-
face.
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Local Principal Appointed
New Regional Superior
For 300 Baptistines
PLAINFIELD Mother
Bernadette Eggcart, C.5.J.8.,
superior of St. Bernard’s
School, has been appointed re-
gional superior of the Sisters
of St. John the Baptist. The
announcement was issued
from the General House in
Rome June 22. <
Mother Bernadette was for-
mally installed and presented
to the American region at Mt.
St. John’s Convent, White
Plains, June 23. She succeeds
Mother Margaret Mary Pa-
lumbo, C.5.J.8., as head of ap-
proximately 300 Baptistine Sis-
ters who staff over 20 houses
in New Jersey, New York.
Connecticut and Canada.
A NATIVE of Staten Island,
N.Y., Mother Bernadette en-
tered the order in 1938 and
was professed in February,
1938. In 1952, she was ap-
pointed principal and -superior
of St. James School, Manhat-
tan, and was transferred to
St. Bernard’s in 1958 with
the same position.
In 1962, Mother Bernadette,
who holds an M.A. in educa-
tion from Seton Hall, was ap-
pointed community supervisor
of studies. She has col-
lated and indexed various col-
lege schedules into a cohesive
program of in-service training
for the junior Sisters and mad-
ernized the community's
teacher-training program.
The order came to America
in 1910 and established its first
house in St. Lucy's, Newark.
Besides maintaining schools
and two private academies,
the Sisters supervise day nur-
series, parish catechetical cen-
ters, retreat cenacles, guest
houses and a home for aged
women.
2 Advance
In Maryknoll
MARYKNOLL, N.Y. Two
North Jersey women have pro-
gressed within the Maryknoll
community.
Sister Miriam Christopher,
the former Veronica Ping of
Jersey City, now stationed in
St. Louis, Mo., pronounced her
final vows.
A graduate of Mt. St. Dom-
inic’s Academy, Caldwell, and
Mary Rogers College here, she
worked in the Newark Chan-
cery and at Seton Hall Uni-
versity before entering the
community.
SISTER MARY Peter Kevin,
the former Anita Magovern of
Madison, pronounced her first
vows June 24 at Maryknoll
Novitiate, Topsfield, Mass.,
with Richard Cardinal Cush-
ing presiding. Rev. Stephen P.
Lynch of Seton Hall was dea-
con.
A graduate of Marylawn of
the Oranges and Chestnut Hill
College, Philadelphia, she was
a teacher at the School of the
Holy Child, Oak Knoll, Sum-
mit, for a year prior to joining
Maryknoll.
SISTER CHRISTOPHER
SISTER KEVIN
Officers Elected
HOBOKEN St. Joseph’s
Rosary Society has elected
Mrs. Arthur McCormack as
president. Assisting her will
be Joseph Puro, Mrs. James
Flynn and Mrs. Howard Rei-
sen.
2 Sisters
Advance
PATERSON
- Investiture
and religious profession of two
Sisters of Charity of the Most
Precious Blood was held July
1 in the Daughters of Charity
Chapel, St. Joseph’s Rest
Home, with Bishop Navagh
presiding. *
Rev. Joseph Perrozzl,
5.D.8., provincial consultor of
the Salesian Fathers, cele-
brated 11 a.m. Mass and de-
livered the sermon.
Receiving the habit and re-
ligious name was Jo Anne
Tremblay of Ipswich, Mass.,
now Sister Teresa of the Child
Jesus. Sister Nolnorina
Monaco of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
pronounced her first vows.
To Teach CCD
In the South
WASHINGTON, D.C.-Three
North Jersey young women
are among 11 Trinity College
students who will devote part
of their summer as volunteer
religion teachers.
Mary Virginia Flanagan, a
sophomore from South Orange,
will assist the Trinitarian Sis-
ters in Anniston, Ala. Patricia
Marie Daly of Ridgewood and
Sally Jane O’Neill of Mont-
clair, both juniors, will do
catechetical work in Asheville,
N.C.
Religious vacation schools
were sponsored at Trinity by
the CCD. Seton Eileen Cun-
neen, a senior from South Or-
ange, is co-chairman.
Family Donates
Parish Center
CALI, Colombia (NC) - Th*
Caicedo Gonzalez family has
donated to this diocese a mod-
ern parish center consisting of
a church, schools, parish
house, convent, dispensary, co-
operative, halls and an open-
air theater.
In Paterson Council
Members Trained
For Better Leadership
BLOOMINGDALE-A grad-
uation dinner of the Butler Dis-
trict of the Paterson Dioces-
an Council of Catholic Wom-
en’s public speaking class was
held June 23 at the Holly Inn
with Msgr. John J. Shanley,
council moderator and pastor
of St. Joseph's, Paterson, as
guest speaker.
The event culminated a 12-
lesson leadership course of
which ten lessons dealt with
public speaking and the last
two with parliamentary proce-
dure, according to Mrs. Thom-
as Reilly, past council presi-
dent. The course is sponsored
by the Paterson Council.
THE IDEA was conceived by
the women two years ago.
“Before that time the Holy
Name Society gave the cours-
es. We felt that If they would
instruct us, we could teach
others," says Mrs. Reilly.
“We would then select the best
from the group as teachers.’’
Under Msgr. Shanlcy’s guid-
ance the project grew from
the Passaic-Clifton district to
the entire Paterson Diocese in-
cluding; Boonton-Dover, But-
ler, Sussex, Morristown, Pat-
eraon-Hawthorne and Madison-
Chatham.
“These speaking courses are
held to make people more sure
of themaelves," says Mrs.
Tracy Cortwright, council
president. “They begin with
an introductory speaking eve-
ning when each person intro-
duces himself. This follows a
week later with a two or
three-minute prepared speech
dealing with a subject the
speaker chooses.”
“These are informal sessions
which teach one to carry on a
fairly organized meeting, in-
volving every specific portion
from the convening to the end-
ing,” Mrs. Cortwright con-
tinued.
MOST MEMBERS are or-
ganization or district officers
who have done some speak-
ing. "But,” adds Mrs. Cort-
wright, “anyone from 18 to 80
can join. One student was a
grandmother with 14 chil-
dren.”
Each district usually has
two teachers (some being past
district presidents) who con-
duct classes with 16 students.
Some districts have three
teachers with classes swelling
to 30 members.
"I have seen good improve-
ments,” says Msgr. Shanley,
“the courses have aided the
women in speaking and con-
ducting PTA meetings and
similar activities more effec-
tively.”
CDA Installs
TEANECK - Mabel C.
Forster of Ridgefield has been
installed as grand regent of
Court Anastasia, Catholic
Daughters of America, and
Mrs. Bernard Steinke as vice
grand regent. ,
Other officers are Mrs. J.
Joseph Drummond, Mrs. Mi-
chael Reeves, Mrs. William
Patrosio, and Mrs.' John B.
Lynch.
Award Winner
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Dorothy N. Kelly, editor of the
Catholic Nurse magazine, pub-
lished by the National Council
of Catholic Nurses, has been
named by the American Jour-
nal of Nursing a winner of the
Mary M. Roberta writing
award for 1964.
Sister at Purdue
PASSAIC Sister Barbara
Moore of Pope Pius XII High
School is among 20 science
teachers participating in the
1964 summer institute in ra-
dioisotope fundamentals and
applications at Purdue Uni-
versity. The institute is spon-
sored by the national science
foundation and atomic energy
commission.
‘Mary-on-the-Hudson’
Holds Advancement
NEWBURGH, N.Y. Four-
teen young women from North
Jersey advanced as Dominican
Sisters in two separate cere-
monies at the mothcrhousc
chapel at Mt. St. Mary-on-the-
Hudson.
Five Sisters professed tem-
porary vows June 2 at 10
a.m. with Very Rev. Robert
Every, 0.P,, provincial of
the St. Joseph Province of the
Dominican Fathers, officiat-
ing.
Nine postulants received the
Dominican habit and religious
name June 22 at a 2 p.m. in-
vestiture with Rev. John Whit-
taker, 0.P., chaplain, presid-
ing. Rev. Bernard King, 0.P.,
assisted.
MAKING THEIR vows
were:
Sister M. Ann Dominic,
formerly Carol Ann Rennar,
Clifton; Sister M. Margaret
Henry, formerly Louise Cab-
abe, Paterson; Sister Janet
Marie, formerly Janet Looney,
raterson; Sister Martha
Marie, formerly Winifred Fick-
inger, Paterson, and Sister
Mary Rosarita, formerly Mar-
garet Anderson, Elizabeth.
New Sisters are; Regina
Sisco, Paterson, now Sister
Mary Kevin; Dolores Ruocco,
Hawthorne, now Sister M.
Richard Anthony; Mary Gayle
Paxton, Passaic, now Sister
Marie Edward, and Catherine
Walsh, Jersey City, now Sister
M. James Catherine;
Also JoAnn lannotti, Pater-
son, Sister M. Joan Eliza-
beth, and Mary Kchoc. Jersey
City, now Sister M. John Wil-
liam;
Elaine Horn, Clifton,
now Sister M. Michael Fran-
cis; Mary Ann Lynch, Jersey
City, now Sister M. Rose Vin-
cent, and Donna Giannelli,
Paterson, now Sister Mary
Matthew.
NEW JOSEPHITES -Novices of the Sisters of St. Joseph
of Newark who took their triennial vows July 2 are left
to right, seated: Sisters M. Felician Merrins, M. Claudina
DiCosmo, M. Caritas Adams, M. Amelian Pate, M. Irma
Speck and M. Rosarian DiBenedetto; second row. Sisters
M. Carmeline Brown, M. Edmunda McCarthy, M. Loret-
tine Merrill, M. Mona McDermott, M. Blanche Russell, M.
Norbertine Keegan and M. Melita Bernard; third row,
Sisters M. Adele DeMaria, M. Alban Rush, M. Borromeo
Kreuder, M. Dolorita Vincz, M. Boniface Keenan, M. Rose
Dee and M. Elvira Green. The ceremony was held at St.
Michael's Novitiate, Englewood Cliffs.
JOSEPHITE BRIDES -Sisters of St. Joseph of Newark
who received the habit and religious names at July 2
ceremonies at St. Michael’s Novitiate, Englewood Cliffs,
are left to right: seated, Sisters M. Thelma Flannagan’
M. Carmella McGovern, M. de Paul Wright, M. Joachim
Mikolajezyk, M. Lynn Stahl and M. Agatha Tracey; second
row. Sisters M. Ancilla Hamilton, M. Doris Murtagh, Myra
Kennedy, M. Aileen O'Grady, M. Eamonn Moran, M.
Stella Chaplin and M. Deirdre Hoban; third row, Sisters
M. Virginette Murphy, M. Julian Thomas, M. Dana Han-
mon, M. Marcella Stupack and M. Noreen Beirne. Auxil-
iary Bishop Costello presided.
I Was Thinking ...
Give Strength
To Graduates
By RUTH W. REILLY
Graduation. It is a day of
completion. It is a day of be-
ginning. Before graduation
you’re a big eighth-grader or
a big senior. Then pood
You're a frosh!
For parents, graduation is
more than a time of joy and
parties. It is a time for tender
looking back and prayerful
looking forward. Time goes in-
exorably on, and our children
with it, step by step, into adult-
hood.
The editorial page of The
Advocate (June 16) carried a
cartoon of a triumphant and
expectant graduate, standing
on top of the wc.,d. Beneath
him the world is weighted
down by Communist trickery,
materialism, race hatred and
social confusion.
0 GOD, as the reality of life
in the world today hits our
graduate, strengthen him!
Help him to resist its surface
glamor and its deeper ruth-
lessncss. Strengthen him that
he may be a man after the
pattern of Your Son and bring
help and hope to whatever
field he enters.
Did you read the June, 1964,
special Kiplinger Washington
Letter on careers? It is de-
signed to help us older citizens
counsel young people who ask
our advice about prospective
careers. After some practical
general ideas and a review of
specific fields, it concludes:
A career "is a life work, a
living, and more ... an
achievement, a success story.
(Most lives are successes, in
varying degrees.) For the
whole community, the nation
or the world, the career is a
way of expanding natural re-
sources, for people are our
principal resource, the key to
material matters.
SO IF YOU want to talk of
progress, you've got to start
with people. And if you want
to make people worth more,
for any one of many
you can't go wrong by trying
hard to fit them into their
proper work. This is not fancy
talk it is earthy and prac-
tical.”
Pope Paul VI took us a step
further when he told a con-
gress of the Christian Union of
Businessmen and Executives
that business leaders who are
ruled by the prom motive
alone belong to a “primitive
era of industry.” Spelled cut
this sounds startling to our
materialistic minded society.
The Holy Father said: "Only
the Christian concept of life
which puts man first and all
the rest after” belongs in eco-
nomic philosophy.
Today’s graduates have a
challenge and an opportunity
to give and to grow greater,
I think, than any generation
before them. Communism is at
subtle and not so subtle grips
with Christianity all over the
world, new nations are emerg-
ing, millions of people are
chained by poverty and ignor-
ance. The world needs new
spirit and new strength.
In the late Pope John XXIII
and President Kennedy our
youth has two great heroek to
follow. Each had his special
work. Each did it well. Each
had tremendous drive powered
by love of God and love for
man.
YOUTH NEEDS heroes clos-
er to home too: a dedicated
teacher, an understanding doc-
tor, a joyous religious, a gar-
dener who loves his work, a
friend in the Peace Corps, a
mechanic who opens his knowl-
edge of cars to young men In
the neighborhood, an older
woman who is "grandma” to
one and all. All around us
saints are in the making.
Happiness is what all men
seek. In counseling youth on
careers and vocations help
them to set their sights high—-
as high as God Himself, for it
is the vocation of each and
every person to love God. This
love and service of God at the
roots of all we do, colors and
personalizes it, and gives to
our labor an eternal signifi-
cance, and to us fulfillment
as human beings.
Let our graduate, standing
confidently on top of today's
troubled world, realize that
now he is a man. Now we look
to him. Let him realize that
his youth, his learning, his
particular capabilities are
God-given “talents” to use and
increase and share with
others.
I have tremendous confid-
ence in today’s graduate. He
will make tomorrow a better
world.
Card Party Set
JERSEY CITY - The So-
dallty of the Children of Mary
of St. Teresa will hold its an-
nual summer luncheon-card
party at noon July 7 at Ved
Elra, Point Pleasant Borough.
Mrs. Sanuel DiFeo and Mrs.
Joseph S. E. Verga are chair-
men.
Trinity Girls
Travel, Study
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Trim
ity College students Kathleen
Ann Denkewalter of Westfield
and Mary Virginia Colleton
and Seton Eileen Cunnccn of
South Orange have received
13-wcek study-travel grants.
Miss Denkewalter will at-
tend the Goethe Institute in
Murnau, Germany; Miss Col-
leton and Miss Cunneen, at the
Oxford University, England.
New College Head
CULLMAN, Ala. - Sister
Lourdes Michel, 0.5.8., has
been appointed president of
Sacred Heart College here.
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DIAMONDS
for thefinest.
JEWELERS ANO SILVERSMITHS SINCE IMS
NEWARK MILItURH
119-91 Moik.t 5i,..1
MArk.t J-J770
26J-47 Millbgrn Av.nuf
DR.i.I 6-7100
MAKE IT A ROSARIAN
SPRING AND SUMMER
Series of sermons on Rosary Mysteries
for Unity and Peace
Preacher: REV. HARRY A. KELLY, O.P.
\A
Pax
July J Tho Carrying of lh» Cron
July 12 - tho Crucifixion
July 19 Tho Roiurroctlon
July 26 tho Attention
Augutt 2 tho Deicont of tho Holy Choit
Augutt 9 tho Auumptlon
Auguit 16 tho Coronation
Rosary Shrine Summit, New Jersey
Holy Hour Sorvlcoi bogln at 3i30 p.m.
ovary Sunday aftornoon.
Vlclt CloUtor Olft Shop and Clolator Pontry
Printing Dono To Ordor
Woddlng, Ordination, Graduation, Jublloo Invltatloni.
Hand lottorod Cardi for Special Occailom
MODERN
ELECTRIC HEAT
NOW AVAILABLE
AT A SPECIAL
LOW RATE!
Buying or BuOcßnga Now Home-
Choose MODERN ELECTRIC HEAT
Electric heat is acomfort hacorythat is now available
at non-luxury cost It’s the ultra-modern way toprovide
cold weathercomfort Electric heatgives you exclusive
room-by-room temperature control ** work-saving
dust-free cleanliness v* no fuel delivery problems
** no moving parts towearout orreplace.
Call Public Servicefor foil details about the
special low rate for Electric home heating.
Public Service also will be glad to help
you plan your new Electric heating
system, without charge. Call now.
3 Agencies Aid Youth
WASHINGTON (NC) - La-
bor Secretary W. Willard Wirtz
has enlisted the services of
three nationwide Catholic or-
ganizations and a number of
Catholic colleges and univer-
sities in a crash program to
train 2,000 counselor aides and
youth advisors for President
Johnson's war on poverty.
The Labor Department said
it has been assured of the
cooperation of the NCWC
Youth Department, the Na-
tional Councils of Catholic
Men and Women. The organi-
zations have agreed to work
through their affiliated units
throughout the country. Wirtz
has also appealed to all Catho-
lic universities.
The candidates for the aide
and advisor posts, will be
trained between July 13 and
Sept. 15 at about 20 stage uni-
versities in the country.
Have You
Read
...
?
The following questions are
based on articles which appear
in this issue of The Advocate.
Theanswers are printed at the
bottom of the column with the
page on which the answering
article can be found.
1. When Charles Carroll
signed the Declaration of In-
denpendence, he added “of
Carrollton” because:
(a) Someone complained that
there are a lot of Charles Car-
rolls around —be specific.
(b) He wasn't really from
Carrollton and wanted to con-
fuse the British
(c) He just wanted to be
different
2. Gregory Fusco recently
was awarded a gold watch on
the occasion of his
(a) White House visit with
President Johnson
(b) Graduation from Seton
Hall Prep
(c) Selection as outstanding
archdiocesan high school sen-
ior boy
3. In her column this week,
Ruth Reilly says youth needs
(a) Jobs to occupy their
summer
(b) Heroes close to home
(c) More time to themselves
4. The words carved on the
ribbon on Mary’s dress in the
great marble statue, the Pieta,
are:
(a) From the Bible
(b) The sculptor’s name
(c) The meaning of Pieta
'L aSid ‘(q)-k :0I
aBsd *(q)-g aged ‘(o)-£
!a aged <(*)-! :SX3A\SNV
THEY ADOPTED HIM -Rev. Augustine Hiroshi Kobayshi
of the Sacred Heart Fathers, a Japanese priest and con-
vert from Buddhism, celebrated his first Solemn Mass at
Our lady of Good Counsel in Cleveland because the
1,049 pupils had adopted him. Although the children were
unable to bring the priest's parents to the U.S. for his or-
dination in Fall River, Mass., as they had hoped, they
bought him a chalice. David Harken and Mary Ann
Benedict made the presentation.
Nurses Convention Stresses
Recruiting, Training Efforts
NEW YORK (NC) - In-
creased efforts to recruit and
train young people for careers
in nursing and other “para-
medical” fields were urged at
the 17th annual meeting of the
Catholic Schools of Nursing
here.
Rev. John J. Flanagan, S.J.,
executive director of the Cath-
olic Hospital Association, cited
the success of the Peace Corps
as proof that young people
want to help others and said
“positions in the paramedical
field will enable them to help
people not for a year or two,
but on a permanent basis.”
He deplored what he termed
a willingness on the part of
the health professions “to turn
loose on the sick patient un-
trained aides and a hodge-
podge of raw recruits" and
urged better preparation of
personnel in the health fields.
Father Flanagan said “we
must do more than advertise
and recruit we must help
set up training centers or get
the assistance of educational
institutions and agencies.”
Msgr. Christopher G. Kane,
moderator of the New York
Archdiocesan Council of Cath-
olic Nurses and assistant di-
rector of the Catholic Chari-
ties Bureau of Health and Hos-
pitals, urged caution in at-
tempting to shift from hospital
diploma schools of nursing to
baccalaureate and associate
degree programs In nursing
education.
Resolutions adopted at the
convention urged nursing edu-
cators to take advantage of
new opportunities and more ef-
fective instruction, preparation
of religious as faculty, and in-
creased cooperation of nursing
schools among themselves and
other educational institutions,
hospitals and agencies in the
health field.
Word Ladder
Can you move down the lad-
der from ROME to HELP,
changing only one word on
each step? You must make a
real word each time.
ROME
HELP i
Word Square
1
a
3
4
1 “Twinkle, twinkle little ’
2 What does a clock tell?
3 So be it
4 Tear with violence
...
And It’s a Flag With a Past
By SUSAN DINER
As I look out the window by
my desk I sec a flag two
blocks away which is framed
between two buildings. As it
flutters in the breeze, several
buildings and trees in the dis-
tance appear to be under its
protection. And they are
just like you, me and all
Americans.
Looking at the flag I wonder
what it is besides an arrange-
ment of three attractive colors.
I know the 13 red and white
stripes represent the first 13
states, that there is a star for
each state and that red signi-
fies courage, white for liberty,
and blue for loyality.
The flag has a past, a
present aqd a future. It’s his-
tory began before the sign-
ing of the Declaration of In-
dependence 288 years ago. It
was fought for and has been
defended by Americans for
other Americans.
IT SYMBOLIZES the blood
of cold wars and hot wars;
of men such as Presidents
Lincoln and Kennedy who died
for the ideal of liberty; of un-
sung heroes giving their lives
in a fight against Communism.
it represents blood spilled on
children attending a Sunday
service who were killed for no
reason other than their color,
of adults fighting for the civil
rights for all Americans, of
policemen and firemen enforc-
ing local, state and national
laws against enemies.
THE FLAG has a past of
288 years which has insured
its existence today. Its pre-
sent is defended by names and
missions we may never know,
and it is a present we’re con-
scious of when papers and
news casts report threats
against our liberty.
It symbolizes a future that is
ours. The flag represents a
much-valued legacy given
to us to nourish and pass on
to future generations; it sym-
bolizes a country desiring
peace and prosperity, liberty
and justice.
Young Advocates, the flag
is more than three colors at-
tractively arranged.
I wonder how many
people think about it ex-
cept then they hear the “Star
Spangled Banner” or see a
child sitting on the curb of
Main St. waving a flag as a
parade goes by?,l wonder how
many people think about it ex-
cept on July 4 or when they
"pledge allogianco to the flag,
one nation under God. . ."7
ADVOCATE want ads are
Inexpensive and get result*.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, U.S.A.-Addie, dressed in her Revolutionary War costume, plays a
tune on her flute as part of her celebrations for our country's birthday. While her
thoughts wander to the flag-what its colors symbolize and how men, women and
children fight
to keep America free Addie also remembers the first flag which Betsy
Ross made with 13 stars in a circle.
Acceptable Comics
nhient-mlndeO Brave and the
Profaaaor Bold
Actiqn Comic* Duct Bunny
Adventure Comics Casper
Adventures Into Catholic Boy
the Unknown Catholic Comica
All American Challencera of
Men of War the Unknown
All-Star Weaterv Cheyenne
Amatins Chilly Witt*
Adventures Chip »n* Dale
Andy Panda Classics
Aquaman Illustrated
Aquanauts daisies
Archie
Illustrated. Jr.
Atlantia the Colt .ea
Lost Continent Daffy Duck
Baby Huey Daswood
Bat Man Daniel Boon#
Bat Masterson Dennis the
Beep Beep Menaoe
Beetle Bailey Deputy Daws
Betty A Veronica Detective Comics
Hlackhawk Dnhle Lillis
Blondle Donald Duck
Bob Hope fciJaiy Queen
Elmar Fudd Peanut*
Felix tne Cat Pep
KU»b \ - Pep.
fox and tha Playful LltUa
Crow
Audrey
_ .
Popeye
G. L Combat Porky Pla
Green Lantern Quick Draw
Gunamoka McGraw
Guntmoke Western Richie Rich
O/ro Gearloosa Rifleman
Rln Tin Tin
WUI Travel Rip Huntar
„
Rocky and
Hot Stuff Hl* Frtenda
U ouK M),lt®r » Roy Roiers
Huckleberry and Trlkfer
Hound Rawhide Kid
I Love Lucy Ruff end Reddy
Jarry Lewie Sad Sack
Jimmy Olaen Sea Hunt
Mystery Sherlock Holme.
Juahcad Spooky
Juallce Leaxue Star Spanned
Kathy War Storlea
Katy Keene Strame
Kid Colt. OuUaw Adventures
J-**11* Strange Talee
Lawman Sugar and Spik*
Life With Man. Superboy
P
Little Dot Superman
H5H* !°<, ln® Swamp Fox "
H i® H 1* SweeUe Pie
urn. Lulu Tale, of Suapenae
Llltla Max rarzan
Little Raecala Talee of the
L«U Lane Unexpected
L«oe Ranxer Three Stoogee
Looney Tune. Tip Top Comic.
Mickey Mouse Tom end Jerry
Midnight Myatery Tom.hiwk
”
Mighty Mouse Tubby
Millie Turok
Mouae Musketeers Tweety and
Mutt and
Jeff Sylvester
My Girl Pearl Twilight Zone
My Greeteet Two-Gun Kid
Adventure Comics
Mystery In Space Uncle Scrooge
Nancy and Sluggo Unknown Worlds
NaUonal Velvet Wagon Train
{*•* Funnies Walt Disney.101 Dalmatians Wendy
uur Army at War Wonder Woman
Patay and Hedy Woody
Patsy Walker World 1. Finest
Comice Yogi Beer
Answers
Wordsquare:STAR,TIME,
AMEN,RENT
WordLadder:ROME,
HOME,HOLE,HOLD,HELD,
HELP
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CATHOLIC SHRINES
A
EUROPE and the HOLY LANDS
W via IRISH INT'L. AIRLINES
1964 Catholic Interest Vacations, with Spiritual leader, visiting
the Shrines and major capitals of Western Europe plus an
•xttnsion trip to tho Holy Lands.
DAYS-
visiting Dublin, Lisbon, Fatima, Bar-
celona, Lourdes, Rome, Paris, London and Shanon
$853 40
with Holy LandrExtension to Tel Aviv, Nazareth and
Jerusalem
$BB5 40
• THURSDAY DEPARTURES #
JULY 16 - AUG. 6 - SEPT. 3- OCT. 1 & 22
'
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOWI
Call or Writ*
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL SERVICE
828 BROAD ST., NEWARK 2- MA 3-1740
4:4
per year
Emigrant’s
Latest Quarterly
from day of deposit
compounded quarterly
Savingsareoff toa real fast start at Emigrant
...earning high dividends on all balances
of $5 or more immediately!
*( * / v
Extra dividend days every month.
Open an acoount or make a deposit on or
before July 14, earn Emigrant’s top divi-
dends from July 1. You can deposit up to
$15,000 in an Individual Ao-
oount; up to $30,000 in a
Joint or Trust Account.
Get this attractive American
Eagle Coin Bank at a Emi-
grant office by opening an ac-
count for $lO or more...avail-
able while the supply lasts.
One of America's Great Savings Institutions with Assets
in Excess of One Billion, Three Hundred Million Dollars
EMIGRANT Industrial SAVINGS BANK
r
l
□ Without obligation—-
sand literature onhow I
can atait building •
good cash raaarva In an
emigrant Saving* Account.
I am Interested In an
O Individual Account
O Joint Account
O Treat Account
.or
Enclosed I* $
□ In my nama alona
□ In my nametn truat for I
□ In my nama Jointly with f
Forward passbook to □ Mr.
.to open an account
□ Mrs. □ Miss
CITY I ZONE STATS.
(Us* flaglsttredMall whan sanding cash)
51 Chambers St. »<5 East42nd ■ 7th Avs. A Slat
MlMtin riDIRAL 'OIFOtIT INtURANCK CORPORATION
■■■■■■■■■•■■■
NAM
IS EXCLUSIVE AT THE
Fit (or aking! Servlco, with a reputation tor excel-
lanes, that offsre you tha charm and grace of true
continental dining, and it costs you no morel
There are 20 exquisite banquet rooms,
newly decorated, to select from seat-
ing up to 3000 guests (or your.. .
WEODINGS ■ BANQUETS a RECEPTIONS aLUNCHEONS
Let your budget bo ourguide.
Reservations' Glno Bard Ml 2-4400
Valet Forking
BROAD STREET AT UNCOLN PARK
NEWARK. NEW JERSEY
For LUNCHEON & DINNER
m
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
888 MT. PROSPECT AVE., NEWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
reservations accepted HUmboldt 2-5019
jr
WURTSBORO, N.Y.
FOR BOYS, 61 i
A Perfect Spot For
A Perfect Vacation
• Eton rood . Modern
rnetUUM • AR Sport*
CAMP PORDBAM provide*
everythin* the rent boy went*
(or • vocation. 100 ecree at
ratlin* hill* end woodland*
•r and Track Coach. St. Al-
oe* II a. Rockville Centre.
LOW WEEKLY BUDGET
RATES
Por Catalog or Information
Write or Cant
MICHAEL MAROEUO
CAMP PORDHAM
Wurtiboro, H. Ye
TURNRR 122P2
ENROLL NOW
Tbt Only Outdoor
Swimming Day Camp
in Hudson County
New
BOULEVARD
DAY CAMP POOL
FOR BOYS t GIRLS
undtf ptrtonal tuparviilon «(
Bernie Ockene
Former
A»i». Basketball CoocK
Si. Peter's College
for complete information coll
Hemlock 7-3434-5
•r writ*
Box 191, Bayonne, NJ.
Saint James
«r» imall and th. profram It wlda and
Hwrouth In actpa. On* taachar ler
aa«h 7 aludanH. Oradat 4 Miroutk ll
taranti. Pat 1
HAM. all incfvalva.
»»lnt Jamaa School Barltn «, Conn.
CAMP ST. JOHN
cooductad by tha
Sisters of
St. John the Baptist
Gladstone, NJ.
234-0640
■oys tie onus tie
$35 per Week
Activities include swimming,
hiking, tennis, archery, pic-
nics, boating, hay rides, vol-
leyball, softball, campfires,
movies, dramatics, and in-
door games.
Sand tor brochure
OuMt houto available tor woman
July 5 - August 22
(Osa.ana.3P>
CAMP CHRIST THE KING FOR BOYS
Idtal
camp for Catholic boys 7 to 14. Located on fin* lake near Slain-
town, N.J. Modern cablni, excellent program, trained staff. Special
emphaill on character development. All sports, swimming, campflrei,
herieback riding, nature study, art* and crafts, etc. Resident priest end
nurse.
CAMP TEGAKWITHA FOR GIRLS
Located on lake Hopatcong, New Jersey's most beautiful natural lake,
for girls 7-13. Friendly atmosphere, excellent food, well-planned pro-
gram of activities, horseback riding. College-level counselors, resident
priest and nurse. Campers are encouraged to acquire habits of courtesy,
cooperativeness, self-rellonce.
BOTH CAMPS are cenducted by the Newark CYO and are fully acertd.
Ited by the National Catholic Comping Association and the American
Camping Association. Tutoring and horseback riding available at slight
* a,•, (b#,,, «°",P*>! Sen sen (• wks.), $ll3. Meath, sl*o. 1
wks., $*J. Write for brochures end map*. CYO CAMPS, 101 Plane St,
Newark, Mitchell 1-I*4o.
BEECHWOOD DAY CAMP
459 Strawtown Road Wait Nyatk, Now York
Bays A Obis 4-14
Oor eIshiesmk Isessea June tttti to August lttti
ejJJJMJiVjj ... mww. mUnder I—-
r s Btiuttfni and
the American Camping Association.
uS7R&."2SSm i!TMHi Avenue
ywk
St. Lucy's Wins
WILDWOOD St. Lucy's
Cadets of Newark are proving
to be the nemesis of its city
rival the Blessed Sacrament
CYO Golden Knights in
drum and bugle corps com-
petition this season.
The Cadets once again edged
the Golden Knights, this time
ior the championship at the
VFW state convention here
June 28. St. Lucy’s tallied 88.50
points to the Golden Knights’
88.25. The Garfield Cadets
placed third with 82.80.
Other Newark corps among
the 19 competing were the
Woodslders and St. Rose of
Lima.
Next test is at Roosevelt
Stadium, Union City, July 4.
Schools Topic
At Workshop
LOUDONVILLE, N Y. - Sis-
ter Anne Lucille, director of
admissions at the College of
St. Elizabeth, is co-director of
a structured graduate work-
shop on high-school college re-
lations to be held July 648 at
Siena College here.
The program will include
papers on secondary school
curriculum, the mechanics of
admission and guidance of-
fices, academic prediction, ad-
vanced placement, the super-
ior student and recruitment. It
is believed to be the first jdlht
program for high school and
college personnel in this field.
Among those who will pre-
sent papers are Peter P. Muir-
head, assistant U.S. Commis-
sioner of Education; Jack N.
Arbolino, director of the ad-
vanced placement program of
the college entrance examina-
tion board; Laura Trexler,
president of the New Jersey
Personnel and Guidance As-
sociation, and Brother John
Egan, F.S.C.H., director of
guidance at lona College.
In Youth's Corner
Outstanding Senior Eyes Political Scene
By JOHN TEEHAN
Greg Fusco squirmed in his
seat and whispered to his par-
ents, “I think they forgot
about me,” as other_boys re-
sponded to their names and
received certificates at the an-
nual convention of the Council
of Catholic Men at Bergen
Catholic High School June 20.
Then as the 24th boy re-
turned to his seat, Greg heard
his name mentioned not as the
final certificate recipient but
as the outstanding Catholic
high school senior in the arch-
diocese! The award, based on
academic record, citizenship
and religious activities, was
the first annual one.
The 25 nominees were select-
ed by their school faculties.
Fusco was presented with a
gold watch by Archbishop
Boland.
FUSCO, WHO graduated
from Seton Hall Prep in June,
scored extremely high marks
in college entrance examina-
tions. He will enter Villanova
University in the fall with an
industrial administration de-
gree in mind.
“I want to get rich so I can
go into politics,” he joked re-
ferring to the Kennedy, Rocke-
feller, Roosevelt and Lodge
families. There is no denying
his interest in the political
scene however. This was
sparked by his visit to Wash-
ington earlier this year during
which he presented a scroll to
President Johnson at the
White House and got a whiff
of congressional atmosphere at
the”House” restaurant where
he met John W. McCormack,
Speaker of the House, and
other congressmen.
The scroll presented to the
President was part of a living
memorial to the late Presi-
dent Kennedy. Started by
Seton Hall University as a
campaign to have students
pledge they would live up to
the ideals the late President
stood for, the living memorial
idea was extended to the prep
school.
FUSCO’S PENCHANT for
leadership and ability to get
along with others have already
given him some basic training
in politics. He was president
of the student council, during
which time the school consti-
tution was rewritten, was pres-
ident of the Archdiocesan Fed-
eration of Young Christian
Students (YCS), co-captain of
the football team and com-
mander of Knights of Setonia.
Asa member of the YCS
speakers’ bureau Greg has ap-
peared before CYO and par-
ents’ groups advocating prac-
tical work in the lay aposto-
late. As part of this YCS
ac-
tivity, which occupies most of
his efforts, Fusco will attend a
study group at Marymount
College, Tarrytown, N.Y., in
August. Last year he attended
a YCS convention at Daven-
port, lowa.
This summer the 18-year-old
is working in the laboratory of
his father s automobile bumper
reclaiming business in New-
ark. He will go into die firm
full time when he finishes col-
lege.
At college Greg plans to con-
tinue athletics and tennis and
hopes to take up gymnastics.
*****
LETANTIA JANKOWSKI,
sophomore at Immaculate Con-
ception High School Lodi, is
one of seven students and three
teachers, selected to be guests
of the Public Service Electric
ind Gas Company at the sixth
annual National Youth Con-
ference on the Atom scheduled
for Chicago in November.
Over 600 pupils and teachers
will represent 26 states at the
conference.
PLAN WORKSHOP -Sister Lucille Anne, director of admissions at the College of St. Eliz-
abeth, plans for the July 6-18 workshop in high school-college relations at Siena Col-
lege with Brother Brendan Joseph, F.S.C., left, of Manhattan College and Bernard P.
Currier, of Siena College.
GREGORY FUSCO
Outstanding Boy
Scholastic Awards
St. Peter's Students Win $374,800,
Six Service Academy Appointments
NEWARK St. Peter's
Prep of Jersey City captured
149 scholarships valued at
$374,800 and landed six service
academy appointments. The
103 successful students in-
cluded 56 state awards in the
total.
This leads the week’s list of
awards published by The Ad-
vocate. The list is expected
to close next week.
Service academies’ ap-
pointees were:
Mike D'Amore, Daniel Dona-
hue and Jeffrey Post, West
Point; Donahue and Lawrence
Finnegan. Annapolis, and
Gary Schumacher, Coast
Guard.
Scholarships to St. Peter’s
went to Michael Ambrosio,
Edward Bielecki, Ronald
Buryk, John Butler, Silverius
Galvan, William Hayevy, Ken-
neth Hoebel .Edward Hynes,
Basil Iwanyk, Thomas F. Kel-
ly, Frederick Lau, John Lo-
Bue, Paul McGovern, Jerome
Novobilski, Francis Post, Jef-
frey Quirk, Edmund Tarrant,
Joseph Wajszczuk and ..John
Walsh.
Other winners were James
Campbell, Lemoyne, LaSalle
and St. Peter’s; George Chal-
mers, Brooklyn Polytechnic
Institute; Brian Conaghan,
Dayton University and Cath-
olic University of America;
Michael D’Amore, Holy Cross;
Brian Davis, Pace; Robert
DelC.hiaccio, Stevens Institute
of Technology; Daniel Dona-
hue, St. Peter’s, Boston Col-
lege; and James Donnelly,
Stevens.
Also James K. Finn. Presi-
dential Scholarship to Canisius,
St. Jeter's; Patrick Gallagher,
St. Peter’s, Holy Cross; Rob-
ert Graham, Manhattan;
Glenn A. Grieco, Holy Cross;
James Haemmerle, Boston
College, Holy Cross, St. Pe-
ter’s.
Also Kazimierz J. Herchold,
Washington and Lee Uni-
versity, Fordham, St. Peter’s;
Edmund Hclminski, Wesleyan
University; Keith Hochstein,
Holy Cross, Canisius, Ford-
ham, Brown, St. Peter’s, Fair-
field, Rhode Island University
and Spring Hill University,
Alabama.
Also Thomas J. Kelly. St.
Peter’s, Georgetown, Holy
Cross; Peter Koch, Boston Col-
lege, Fordham, St. Peter’s;
Edward Legowski, Boston Col-
lege, Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology;
Also Edward Lewis, Brown,
Vermont University; Joseph
Mark, Presidential scholarship
to St. Peter’s, Holy Cross;
Fred Maryanski, Boston Col-
lege, LaSalle, Providence Col-
lege.
Also William McCahill,
Georgetown, Holy Cross;
Thomas Milkowski, Boston
College, Holy Cross, Stevens,
St. Peter’s, Wilmington Col-
lege, Pepperdine College; Wil-
liam Mortenson, Harvard;
David Reiser, Stevens; Tim-
othy Verdon, St. Peter's
American Legion Educational
award; John Wadle, North-
eastern University; William
Yeomans, Tulane; Allan Wick-
ersty, George M. Moffett
award; William Stanton, Ford-
ham; Gerard Sullivan, St. Pe-
ter’s and Holy Cross.
Immaculate Heart Acad-
emy, Washington Township,
reports $26,538 awarded to:
Mary Cavallo, New Rochelle,
Nancy Deis, Englewood School
of Nursing; Susan Derrick,
Fairleigh Dickinson; Patricia
Godfrey, St. Elizabeth's; Eliz-
abeth Romeo, New Rochelle;
Pamela Rossi, Claremont Sec-
retarial; Bonnie Ryan, Doug-
lass.
Laeordaire, Upper Montclair
totaled $7,000 including the fol-
lowing winners: Jane Foulk-
rod. Chestnut Hill, Pa.; Re-
becca McSwain, Colorado Col-
lege; Susan Wells. Rider, and
May Anne Conti, Trinity,
Washington, D.C.
Mary Help of Christians,
North Haledon, with $2,000,
lists tlie following winners:
Frieda Tahan, Nazareth, Mich,
and Rosemary Pescatore, Juil-
lard School of Music.
Morris Catholic, Dcnville,
reports $13,410 won by William
Branca, a full tuition presi-
dential to Scranton, Fordham,
and Chicago Universities;
Joanne Grimes, Bishop
Navagh Scholarship to St. Eli-
zabeth’s; John Lavery, Fair-
field University; Thomas Lo-
gan, Fitch Grant to Scranton
University, and Carolyn Sch-
ladt. Keystone Junior College,
through aKeystone work grant
in aid.
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OF
CATHOLIC
BOOKS
for CHILDREN
far RELIGIOUS
for EVERYONE
57 Halsey St. Newark
Electronic
SchoolSECURITY
BETTER PAY
assured to man
trained in
ELECTRONICS
rets
255 Passaic Ava. Kearny,
N.J. Telephono 998-8833
RU9 nn amruTi mtormatim.
e%_
AWWVA^VAV.V.V.VVAV.y.'.VA'.VV.V.'.V.V.
FRANCISCAN
PILGRIMAGES
In Honor of Our Blessed Mother
NEW ENGLAND
Weekends Friday to Sunday Night $50.00
Leave: September 18 and October 23
Visits Historic old Boston, Lexington, Concord, Our Lady of LaSalette
Shrine In Ipswich, Mass.; beautiful and unforgettable Franciscan College
In Bye Beach, N. H. Price includes all transportation and sightseeing in
newest type deluxe buses, first class hotel accommodations, five meals,
gratuities and taxes. NO hidden expenses on any of our pilgrimages.
MOTHER SETON PILGRIMAGE
(Baltimore, Emmitsburg, and Gettysburg)
Weekends Friday to Sunday Night $48.00
Leave: Sept. 11, Oct. 2, Nov. 6
Vliili ll.ntd Elizabeth Sston'i Shrins ood burial placa In Emmitiburg;
Old Ml. Si. Mory'z Coll.g» with lh. first Grotto of Lourd.i In ths U. S.;
Civil War bottl.fi.ld of Gsttylburgj Baltimor* with 111 famoui cathsdrali,
ft. McHsnry ond many othsr ploc.» of unuiuol intsrsit. Pries Indudsi
lame as the New England weekends.
CANADA 6 Days
Monday through Saturday beginning July 6, every
week thereafter to September 21.
July and August $115.00
September $llO.OO
Visit. Montrsal, Ou.bec City, Thr.s Rlv.rt and ths Shrinsz of St. Joisph,
St. Anns and. Bsauprs ond Our lady of ths Cops In ths Provinc. of
Qusbtt ths land of Miradss. Word, cannot sxptain ths many m.m-
orobls sxpsritncsi which giro this Pllgrimogs zuch grsat oppsal to all
og.i
and claim of psopls. Pries on All Canada Pilgrimagti Indudsi
tramportation In dsluxs nsw bum, lightissing, fint don hotsl accom-
modatoini, two msali daily, gratuitisi ond taxsi.
CANADA SPECIALS
14 Days July 11 through July 24
and ,
August 10 through August 23 $299.00
Visit all ths important Shrinsi In ths Provlncsi of Qusbsc and Ontario,
at wsll ai outitonding Shrinsi In Nsw York Stats. Wilnsu ths colorful
changing of ths Guord csrsmonisi In Ottowa, and othsr points of Intsr.
sit In Toronto,' Montrsol ond Qusbsc City, full day ond ovsrnight on
ths Canadlon lids of Nlogara falls. Evsry day offset lomslhing dlffsr-
snt ond msmorabls. Inqulrs at our offics for a day by doy outlins of
thsss Pilgrlmagst.
CALIFORNIA and U.S.A. 28 Days $795
Leave: August 1 - Returm August 28
Leave: September 26 - Return: October 23
Pries Indudsi two msali dally, (sxcspt 3 frss days;, first doll hotsli,
traniporlatlon, lightissing, gratuitisi and taxsi. Travsl during doytlms
Visit 24 Stotsi and ths District of Columbia. Sss ths Old Millions of
Californio and of ths Southwsil, ai wsll at outitonding points of Intsr-
sit such ai Boys Town, San Francisco, Hollywood, lot Vsgoi, Grand
Conyon, Santa Fs -and othsn too numsroui to msnllon. Mors dslaili
available at our offlct.
ONCE YOU TRAVEL THE FRANCISCAN WAY, you will bs ipollsd for
tro.sNng any othsr way. Do not dsloy-rsisrvollom ors limilsd.
All ths Spring Washington wssksnd Fllgrimagsi ors fillsd until July 17.
y
.,
,,0" C ,C0" Pll «,i '”«8* bsglm and sndi at our Offics on Wsil
31 it Straat In Ntw York City.
Writs or call for frss solar brochurs and complsts dslaili.
FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCLE
125 West 31st St., New York, N. Y. 10001 PE 6-4685
Your
Wedding Reception
at th«
mm
JERSEY CITY
It colored with loving ear#.
• BANQUET BOOMS Ta.tofully
decorated
• DINNERScroatod to motYOUR
nods • EUgant Food • Generous
Portions • Ptrfoct Cocktails
• Personalized attention to ovtry
detail.
from
For Barton
All Induilva
Fockoga
and tho Prl co It Right .. .
Como la or phono Mr. Victor i our
Wedding Consultant
Is at your service
OLdfield 3-0100
ACADEMY OF
SAINT ELIZABETH
lICONOARY SCHOOL FOR OIRLS
Founded IMO Full* Accredited
SISTIRS OF CHARITY
Convent. Now Jersey
JEfferson 9-1600
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J.
GEORGE i. BORGOS
ALBERT H BLAZE
WILLIAM J. GLACCUM
Phon. WYman 1-1700
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Serve God by Serving Others
Sister* of Reparation
of the Congregation of Mary
• Providing Horn* for Poor and
Friandlass Woman and caring for
thalr spiritual, manfal, physical
naadi.
• Taachlng Catachlsm to all agaa af
Children and Taan Agars.
• Conducting Rotldancas fgr Work-
ing Girls.
Wrltg: Vocation Dlractraaa
14J Wast 14th Straat, N. V. 11, N. Y.
Talaphona: CHalsaa 3 3540
Founded in 1899 by the Sisters of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Ottering A.B. and B.S. Degrees
Serve God the Benedictine Way
As A Sister
• with loving dedication
• in the fomily spirit
• by teaching or nursing
Y«un» woman 14-JO writ# lo
Rev. Mother Prioress, 0.5.8.
851 North Broad Street
Elizabeth, New Jersey
(Telephone: EL 2*4278)
You m MM to two! *r a mm om
bound coriMoato MM l—od(«to%
CUSTOMARY OTHRMfic
PERPETUAL INDIVIDUAL MEMMKMP . . . *5.00
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY UNION
130 NEST AM MEET, NEW VOSS l, NEW YOU
10*BMW SOW. V ro amor, cad PE S2t#
PRIESTS JESUIT BROTHERS
Director of Vocation*, 39 E. 83rd St., New York 28, N.Y.
(Phone 212 RE 4-1146)
□ PrIMU p Brothers
N»m*
_
»
cut
V ■ I
*
,
[
v
per annum.
anticipated for pe-
riod beginning July
1, 1964
NEW
DIVIDEND'
RATE
• HIGHEST RATE ON INSURED SAVINGS IN AREA
• NO WAITING PERIOD... • SAVE BY 15th OF ANY
DIVIDENDS START EVERY MONTH - EARN FROM Ist
MONTH ' OF SAME MONTH
t
t
So, bring in or mail your savings to the Irving and . .
INSURED
Bom*
VING SAVINGS
ANt> LOAN ASSOCIATION
126 MARKET STREET (near Main) PATERSON, N. J. • AR 4-4204
F ,ri> Ev#‘- 6‘ B- Parking at Maiden Lane Lot. cor. Hamilton & Union Street*
SERVICES: »ovin„ Anouot, • Vocation Club • CMttno. CM • Mertaae* Uw .Horn. ■
Uoß *
* °*» A e*ctri< Bin Paymoo* • TravoW CJimlu • Monty Onion
SAH DEPOSIT BOXES FOR SAFEKEEPING OP YOUR VALUABLES
Two Teams Tie
In Essex Loop
Montclair
_ st. Thomas
the Apostle of Bloomfield, and
SI. Joseph'! East Orange, Who
are tied for first in the Essex
County CYO Intermediate
League will take on St. Rose
of Lima, and St. Aloysius
both of Newark respectively
July 5 In their next encoun-
ters.
fed Cilento defeated St.
Aloysius, 2 0, with a three-hit-
ter last week, as teammate
John Pallino singled in the two
runs. St. Joseph's posted Its
second victory with a forfeit
from St. Lucy's of Newark.
Newark's Immaculate Con-
ception evened its record with
a 9-7 victory over Sacred-
Heart, Bloomfield. Both foams
are now M. St. Rose of Lima
also evened its record with an
8-1 romp over St. Peter's,
Bellcvillo, as Ray Walsh
struck out 12.
Jesuit Elected
Track Group Head
CORVALLIS, Ore. (NC) -
Father Wilfred If, Crowley,
S.J., vice-president of the Uni-
versity of Santa Clara in
California, has been elected
president of the U.S. Track
and Field Federation.
Father Crowley’s election
came at the end of the annual
meeting of the USTFF govern-
ing council at Oregon State
University hero, recently. The
amateur track organisation
was founded two years ago.
Parish Boasts
3 All-Americans
DUBUQUE, lowa - St. Co-
s parish here boasts
throe All-Americans in sports
during tho last five months,
Mike Roilly, University of
lowa guard and linebacker,
Pete Spoiltn, State College of
lowa basketball center and
Jim Jackonlskl, Wahlert High
School eager.
All started their athletic
careers playing with teams of
the parish grade school. Reilly
la headed for a pro career with
the Chicago bears.
Wrapping Up
Bergen, Essex Top 1963-64 Athletic Trophy Winners
NEWARK Bergen Catho-
lic repeated as the all-around
leader among North Jersey
Catholic high schools after
stowing away six 1963-64 tro-
phies in football, basketball
and track. But Essex Catho-
lic made the Crusaders work
much harder than in the 1962-
63 campaign.
Capturing the New Jersey
State Interscholastic Athletic
Association Parochial "A"
North Jersey Championship in
football, the Crusaders went
on to successfully defend their
NJSIAA outdoor track, New
Jersey Track Conference out-
door relays and Tri-County
Catholic Conference track and
basketball titles.
Essex Catholic ousted the
Crusaders from the NJSIAA
indoor and NJCTC outdoor
track thrones, successfully de-
fended its NJCTC indoor re-
lays ansi captured both athle-
tic groups’ cross-country titles.
The Holiday Aquinas Invita-
tional cage tourney gave an-
other trophy to the Crusaders
but their T-CCC baseball
crown was lifted by Don Bosco
of Ramsey.
Bergen Catholic placed four
athletes on The Advocate all-
star track squad and one on
the basketball team. The chal-
lenging Eagles can boast of
two Athletes of the Year,
Greg Ryan and John O'Leary,
cross-country and Indoor
runners respectively. They
also took three all-star be-ths
on the track team and one on
the cage squad.
Seton Hall Prep wound up
the season with two Parochial
“A" titles the New Jersey
Championship In basketball
and the North Jersey crown
in baseball.
IN FOOTBALL, Dclbarton
(8-0) was the only unbeaien
team. De Paul and imma-
culate Conception tied for sec-
ond in the standings with 7-1
marks with Bergen Catholic
placing fourth (7-2). The Cru-
saders however got the North
Jersey Parochial "A” nod.
Immaculate, which shared
the Parochial “B” crown with
Phillipsburg Catholic, captured
the Big Eight Conference title
with a 5-0 mark, ousting de-
fender De Paul. The Lions
were led by high individual
scorer, Pat Quarto, who tallied
19’touchdowns and one point
after, for a 115 total, lie was
one of the two Lions who
made the all-star squad.
St. Benedict’s Ralph Lilore
dropped from the top spot,
which he held last year, to
second only two points be-
hind Quarto. The Gray Bees,
who finished ninth in the
standings with a 5-3 mark also
placed two on the all-star
team. Bill Jordan of St. Ce-
cilia's, Englewood, was third
with 79 points.
St. Cecilia's celebrated its
return to football competition
by taking the T-CCC champ-
ionship with a 4-0 record.
IN BASKETBALL St. Aloy-
sius easily led the field with
a 23-2 record while adding two
titles to its collection. Besides
posting a 23-game winning
streak the Cardinals won the
Jersey City and Hudson Coun-
ty Catholic Conference tour-
naments before losing in state
final play.
Besides Bergen Catholic’s
two trophies in T-CCC and
Aquinas tourney play, other
prises taken by North Jersey
schools included the second
NJSIAA Parochial “A" crown
won by Seton Hall and (he
Parochial “C" title annexed
by Holy Family, Union City.
Our Lady of the Valley be-
came the first to win a Big
Eight Conference crown by
topping the four teams in its
own division and then defeat-
ing the other division winner,
Immaculate Conception, in a
championship playoff.
St. Joseph's took the Pater-
son Catholic Conference’s first
championship while St. Mi-
chael's of Jersey City became
the first titlist in Hudson Coun-
ty Catholic Conference play.
Don Bosco Tech won its own
invitational Christmas Tourna-
ment, Delbarton took tho
Boonton Tournament and St.
Mary’s swept the Paterson
Diocesan tourney.
Delbarton (17-2) and St. Pe-
ter’s Prep (16-6) placed sec-
ond and third in the team
standings but Individually it
was Rich Corsetto of St. Bona-
venture's who led the scorers,
He netted 677 points In 24
games for a 28.3 average to
top the list for the second
Straight year. Jack Altemus of
St. Mary’s, Paterson, was run-
ner-up with 331 points in 14
games (.23.6). De Paul’s Dave
Gleason placed third with 495
points and a 22.5 average.
IN BASEBALL, St. Bene-
dict's jumped into the spotlight
early and refused to be up-
staged. The Gray Bees capped
a 25-3 season by grabbing the
Greater Newark Tournament
crown, a prestige-laden ac-
complishment for any team in
the state. Don Bosco Tech was
runner-up in the standings with
a 20-3 mark after winning the
state vocational schools cham-
pionship and earning a share
of the PCC crown.
Don Bosco of Ramsey, third
With a 17-5 mark, took back
the T-CCC title it had dropped
the previous year to Bergen
Catholic but the Dons were
surprised by St. Cecilia’s (E)
in state Parochial "A" play.
Seton Hall emerged as the
champ in North Jersey.
St. Mary's of Jersey
City annexed the crown in
Parochial “B" while Our Lady
of the Lake, Lake Mohawk,
(which changed its name to
Pope John JCXIII this week)
took Parochial "C” honors.
St. Aloysius repeated In
baseball what it did in basket-
ball becoming the HCCC’s first
champion. In PCC play, St.
Joseph’s closed its season with
its only victory and knocked
St. Bonaventure's into a title-
sharing situation with Don
Bosco Tech. The Big Eight
Conference ended In a three-
way split between Morris
Catholic, Bayley-Ellard and Da
Paul.
IN TRACK besides the ac-
complishments of Bergen and
Essex Catholic, there was a
Big Eight Conference title for
St. Luke's of lfohokus.
Cinder Closing
Trials End Long Season
NEW YORK
- The longest
track and field campaign the
metropolitan area has enjoyed
in 28 years will end with the
Olympic trials at Randalls Is-
land here July 3-4, with two
New Jersey Catholic collegians
among the entries. ,
They are Joe Lynch of High
lands, a Georgetown distance
runner, and Earl Horner of
Camden, a Vlllanova sprinter.
At last weekend's AAU cham-
pionships at Rutgers Stadium,
Lynch ran fifth in the 3,000
meters and Horner was barely
eliminated from the 200-mcter
final.
They are propably four years
away from making the Olym-
pic team, however, though
Lynch, a determined competi-
tor. has a good chance of mak-
ing the final trials at Los An-
geles in September.
Horner has developed fast
as a sprinter, winning the
IC4-A title, but Is In a suicidal
event, with the first three
places all but reserved for
Bob Hayes, Henry Carr and
Villanova alumnus Paul Dray-
ton. Only 19, Horner also has
a chance to make the
California trip.
There arc another half dozen
Catholic collegians in the trials
this weekend, with Tommy
Farrell of St. John’s having
perhaps the best chance.
Sports Spot
When Shall We Three?
by John Teehan
NEWARK - When Seton
Hall University’s baseball
team doffed uniforms last
month for 1964 the five grad-
uating starters must have had
a twinge of regret about
breaking up the squad that
won 25 of its 39 encounters and
became Sctonia's first repre-
sentative in the college world
series.
As for meeting again on the
diamond, three of the five
were to do that sooner than
they would have believed. Lar-
ry Falcon, Bill Watson and
Jack Tracy will be seeing each
other under major league aus-
pices in the Florida Rookie
League which opened July 1.
FALCON, the Pirates pitch-
ing ace, 14-4 for three sea-
sons, and southpaw Watson,
whose 6-1 record this season
included a 2.88 ERA, ar.c part
of the Milwaukee Braves’ Sa-
rasota team. Tracy is com-
peting bn the Cocoa squad, in
the N Y. Mets system.
A fourth Pirate who also
signed a major league con-
tract was Johnny Monteleone.
He is playing for the N.Y,
Yankee farm team, Columbus,
Oa.j in the AA Southern Leu-
gue.
Meanwhile In tho NCAA ap-
proved Basin League of Neb-
raska and South Dakota, two
sophomore Pirates will bo
keeping tabs on one another,
Bill Matusz, who ended this
season with an 8-1 mound rec-
ord, will be hurling against Se-
ton teammate Dick Wiec-
Sezak, centerfielder.
MATUSZ, who opened his
summer play last week with
his first relief victory, plays
for Rapid City. S.D., under Ed
Lyons, assistant baseball
coach of Upsala. Wieczezak’s
mentor on the Sturgis, Neb.,
squad is Tom I’etroff, Rider
College coach.
Both sophomores who stayed
out west after the Pirates
were ousted in the college
world series, will be honoring
their skills for the 1965 NCAA
season while their ex-tcam-
mates-take the stony path of
professional ball.
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ni« Ki«ht . .... Imm. Conception
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Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
(lit. MM) ~
IWIItIoUR I.unchfom and Dlnnrm
rms tevvfesr
myrntenj la Cojiyiim * the»l»r»
Cbolc# Wl»»» and Uquora, MuUk.
»MCI>L 'OR
it lim'itl*
CITYNEW YORK
Excellent for cookies...but does it pay 4% interest?
A%
InteAt Hackensack Trust your money earns ■ t rest peryear
on all savings on deposit 12 months or more-compounded and
credited quarterly; 3 'A% on all savings on deposit less than 12 months.
Compounded and credited quarterly, too. Your dollars earn more
while they enjoy complete protection at long-established, dependable
Hackensack Trust, now celebrating its 75th year of service to Bergen
County residents.
DIAMOND JUBILSg
ANNIVgRBARY
Transferyour account to us newt-wlthout
losing a penny In Interest. Deposits made
en er before July 10 earn Interest from July 1.
THE
HackensackTrust Cos.
The Oldest Bank In Bergen County
MAIN OFFICE:
Main at Mercer Main et Johnson ao Main St. IBS Market St.
Hackensack, N.J. Heckenaack Lodi Saddle Brook
SS W. Fort Lao ltd. Schrsslenburgh Rd. at Park St. 250 Moonaohle ltd. ISOHuylarSt.oiota HarringtonPark Moonachlo So. Haokeniaok
Member Federal Deposit Ineurenoe Corporation
• ihe Modern air conditioned
R robert treat a KNOTT HOTEL
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION BREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION dinners
• WEDDING RECEPTIONS
• CONVENTIONS, SEMINARS ond
SALES MEETING
12 Function Room* - Top Capacity In Ono Room 1250
SIANtIY J AKUS Manog.r ALBERT W. ITENDIR, PrtilcUnt
30 PARK PLACE, NEWARK - MARKET 3*looo
Visit Beautiful GRAYMOOR
PILGRIMAGE SEASON
Sundays now through October 25
MAISII 10i43, 11i4i, 1 1i43
St. Anthony Dtvutlem
GRAYMOOR it 5 mllot north of P«ok»kill ( N. Y. on Rt. 9.
BUSES LEAVE
*
Port Authority But Terminal 41 ot & Bth AvSfluft, N.Y.C. 9:13 am.
TICKETS at WINDOW 17; Butts Loavt Oraymoor at 4:00 p.m.
Ttl. LOngacrt 3 0373 or LOngaero 4-8484
In
N«w Jortty eall HUbbard 7-4100 (Mohowlt)
For furlhor Information wrlfoi
ft, Guardian, I. A., Oraymoor Friar*, Garrison, N. Y. 10334
Tslsphonct OArrlion 4-3671, Codo No. 914
Write Tor Free visitori' Oirecioi y
UNION COUNTY
OVER
150
USED
CARS
NEW
BUICKS
&
OPELS
«Mn Till t
Wad. ft tftl.
fill t
ONLY 6AYLIN
OFFERS YOU THE LOWEST
PRICES ON USED CARS
PLUS
100% Port* and Labor
Guarantee at No Coif to You
GAYLIN BUICK • MU 8-9100
2140 MORRIS AVE., UNION
Authorized New Car Dealers
Sales - Service
dOOCOOOSOGOOOSCOOSOeOM
FOR THE BEST DEALS IN AUTOMOBILES
ROTCHFORD PONTIAC
433 North Ave., Woitfleld, NJ.
Tali 232-3700
EDMUND J. ROTCHFORD, Prei.
A FINE SELECTION OF WESTFIELD
TRADED USED CARS
Of All Make* Pontide 3rd In New Car Sales
THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR
SPECIAL!
CHRYSLER'S all new ECONOMY CAR
*1595 INCLUDING THEFOLLOWING (QUIP.
/ HIATiN / DEFROSTERS / PADDED DASH l VISORS /ARM REITI
/DIRECTIONAL SIGNALS /PERM OIL FILTER /WINDOW WASHER
GOOD SELECTION GUARANTEED USED CARS
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
301 NO. BROAD ST., ELIZABETH • EL 5-S6OO
Elizabelb’i Only Authorized Dealer
CHRYSLER • IMPERIAL • PLYMOUTH • VALIANT * lIMCA
UNION COUNTY’S LARGEST VOLUME FORD DEALER
TOMORROW THE WORLD’S LARGEST
NAPPA FORD INC.
"Whir* An Autdfndblld It ield I
vary
M Mlnutai"
491 NEWARK AVI. lUZABITH
1L <MiO
Own ivai. 'lll It P. M.
WHEN lUYING OR TRADING
J etiM) I/jUAJII YOUR
DEALIRI
SS
123 Bait sth St.,
Plainfield
/(nrn HP
Thtmhb*.
MORE VALUE • MORI COMFORT
MORI ECONOMY • MORI STYLE
Call PL 6-8464
Hoblitzell Rambler
CLOSED WEDNESDAY EVENING*
rwennrineneeoooe
WHERE THE ACTION IS!
ONLY DIRECT FACTORY
TOWN
OLDS DEALER In the STATE
NEW and USED CARS
HU 6-553S
400 I. ST. GEORGES AVE. UNDEN, N.J.
ONE OF THE CHEVROLET BIG
Sll THEM ALL
AT MOORE
_
WHERE YOU lUY & SAVE
MOORE CHEVROLET
ELIZABETH IL 4-3700
Sftrvln* Union County For Over to Ytara Cltftftd Wftd. Evftft
’ ’ *
At BENICK DODGE
GET On The Brand New
ALL3
’64 DODGE
1. Lower Prices 2. Better Service 3. Immediate Delivery
Thij'i What Mthti th# Bit Dlllaranca bdtwatn Btnleh Oodla and othar
B to! linuS&YiWatt* 11 ““
Shop Banlck Today!
BENICK
tsmsM
DODGE
t Mila (ait at lardaa luta bit #ll7
REN W. MILANA, PRESIDENT
Still at the Beginning
...
Can We Stay There?
We are still at the beginning
of our mission task and we
cannot stand by idly. Only at
the beginning, yet geographers
have searched all the earth,
have reached both poles,
scaled most of its peaks and
sounded most of its depths.
What about the search for
the souls of men?
We are only at the be-
ginning; yet world powers
have divided the earth, sub-
jugated its people, organized
its commerce and made its
soil yield the utmost. What
about the gain in human souls?
For the sake of souls Christ
gave His mission command
2,000 years ago. Can we re-
main waiting in idleness? Your
help to the Society for the
Propagation is your share in
God’s work.
Because of Drought ,
Children Eat Roots
Writing from overseas, a
missionary reveals that “the
food situation in this part of
our young country is critical
due to lack of rain for two
years. Many of the school chil-
dren aro too weak to do*any-
thing, having eaten only some
roots and vegetables collected
in the bush. Mothers with ba-
bies and aged people come
to the mission for help, but we
simply cannot cope with the
situation.We need money."
Here in rich America the
average person eats 4.66
pounds of food a day. Every
year 400 pounds of edible food
arc thrown into a family gar-
bage can.
Yet In many mission areas
cases like that above are the
norm. Do we, who have so
much, ever think of those less
fortunate who have little or
nothing? Do we then think
flectlngly of them with a sigh
for their misery and turn end
look the other way? Or do we
act in their behalf?
Missions' Aid Needed
In Developing Brasil
Children are numerous in
the Planaltina area of Brazil.
This area is near Sao Paolo
and the new capital, Brasilia.
Educational works are de-
manding. Anew institute has
opened a kindergarten, laid
the groundwork for a secon-
dary school and anew work-
ers group.
Located in the geographical
center of the nation, Planal-
tina enjoys a delightful coun-
try with undulating hills and
Clearwater streams. The pop-
ulation.
In 1959, it was 2,247. It has
since increased to 7,000, and
including neighboring villages
the inhabitants now number
20,000.
The work of the missionaries
becomes more and more de-
manding as the heart of Brazil
is developing. One of their
principal tasks is to educate
the people and train them in
the ways of God. The mission-
aries’ apostolic sights are set
on today nad the future.
Bishop to Visit
St. Francis
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal for the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith July 5 at St. Francis
Xavier parish, Newark,
Msgr. Joseph A. Dooling,
pastor.
The Bishop thanks Msgr.
Dooling and the other pas-
tors of the archdiocese for
making these appeals pos-
sible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N.J. Phone 623-8308.
Hours; Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrassc St.. Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARraory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society lor the Propagation of the
Vaith are income tax deductible.
After the Beginning ,
The Need to Continue
Farm projects have gotten
off to a good start in Santo
Domingo, owing to the efforts
of a Cuban priest, three farm
technicians and a seminarian.
The priest gave the men spir-
itual guidance, and with the
seminarian gave special class-
es in Christian doctrine. The
farm technicians gave classes
in new farm techniques and
the formation of cooperatives.
Some 55 men from various
parts of the parish took the
course.
“We obtained 25 tarcas of
land from the town council for
farm experimentation," writes
Rev. Louis Quinn, S.F.M. “We
wired this off and last Decem-
ber held the first of our month-
ly three-day courses.
“Most of the men are cate-
chists coming one day a month
for Mass and class. We hope
that with more advanced agri-
cultural knowledge and train-
ing they will have greater
prestige in their localities.
Both projects have cost mon-
ey, and we hope that you who
read of our work will help.
Collecting Stamps
For a Needed Car
Brother Jerry of the Verona
Congregation is collecting
trading stamps because he
wants to buy a car for a needy
missionary. He already has
two thirds of the books re-
quired and he appeals for
more.
Brother Jerry also sells post-
age stamps, and he hopes that
anyone interested will get in
touch with him. This can be
dene by writing the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith.
A Record 340 Are Assigned
As U.S. Lay Volunteers
CHICAGO (NC) Assign-
ments are being made for a
record 340 Extension Lay Vol-
unteers to serve for a year or
more in depressed areas of
the United States and Puerto
Rico.
This is an increase of 40
over last year’s program. The
four-year-old organization is
described as the largest Catho-
lic lay volunteer movement in
the United States.
SEVENTY of last year’s vol-
unteers are returning to work
among migrants, Puerto Ri-
cans, Negroes, Indians, orph-
ans, Mexicans and other un-
derprivileged people. They also
promoted Christian principles
on university campuses, in
CCD classes and
_
by home
visits as part of their routine.
The added personnel has per-
mitted new missions in Ama-
rillo, Spur and San Jose, Tex.;
Chicago; Boulder and Monte
Vista, Colo.; Liberal and Elk-
hart, Kan.; Alamogordo and
Sante Fe, N.M.; New Orleans
and Cottonport, La.; Hollis,
Okla.; Bolivar. Mo., and
Aguiree and Villabla, Puerto
Rico.
Among the ventures:
• A trailer with built-in
classrooms and space for out-
door Mass will be used in the
Southwest for catechetical in-
struction and census work.
• Volunteers will begin
working with Newman Clubs
at the University of Colorado,
Tulane University and Louisi-
ana State University New
Orleans Branch. They are now
working at the Universities of
Mississippi, Chicago, Okla-
homa, Wyoming, Kansas and
Central State University, Ed-
mond, Okla.
• Six street workers and 10
teachers will be added to the
staff working in the depressed
areas of Chicago.
• Three parish nurses Will
be making home visits in the
poorest areas of the Pueblo,
Colo., diocese. Six parish work-
ers are now doing catechetical
work, census taking, organiz-
ing youth programs in the
same area and one nurse is on
a lohal hospital staff.
• A married couple in Hol-
lis, Okla., will help set up a
retraining program for mi-
grants along with married vol-
unteers in neighboring cities of
Altus and Magnum.
DEPARTURE- Some of the 16 Young Christian Workers who left this week for a sum-
merassisting the poor in Guatemala on a Catholic Relief Services project receive YCW
pins and blessing from Rev. Edward R. S. Cooke at a departure ceremony Sunday in St.
Pauls Chapel, Ramsey. The young missioned, who are teachers and secretaries are
from left, Carol Herring, Englewood; Cynthia Pritchett, Chicago; Marie Entwistle 'Little
Falls, Carol Ruffer and Rosemarie DiToro, Rutherford, and Patricia Kromka Mahwah.
Bulk of U. S. Church’s Aid
Goes to Teaching, Action
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Most of the fifth annual al-
location of $1,000,000 $334,-
500 from the U.S. Church
for the Church in Latin Amer-
ica will go to catechetical
work and the direct apostqlate.
The Pontifical Commission
for Latin America in Rome
has assigned $209,000 to the
direct apostolate, such Cath-
olic Action groups and social
centers, and $125,000 to cate-
chetical work, such as teach-
ers’ institutes and catechetical
centers.
These allocations by the
commission were detailed by
the Latin America Bureau of
the National Catholic Welfare
Conference.
Pope John XXIII originally
requested the annual alloca-
tion of $1 million of American
Catholic mission funds to the
pontifical commission for use
as an
emergency fund for
Latin America. Pope Paul VI
has made a similar request.
Other allocations are: Sem-
inaries, $250,000; Catholic ed-
ucation, $173,000; mass com-
munications, $59,500; and spe-
cial enterprises, such as sec-
retariats serving Bishops of a
country or region, $183,000.
St. Ann’s Plans
Pilgrimage
PATERSON St. Ann’s
(Melkite) Church here will
sponsor a 21-day pilgrimage to
the Holy Land, Aug. 5-25, un-
der the spiritual direction of
Rev. Albert J. M. Gorayeb.
Visits will also be made to
Portugal, France, Italy.
Greece, Lebanon, Syria and
Jordan. Audiences have been
arranged with the Patriarchs
of the Oriental Rites in Bbirut
and Damascus and it is hoped
that one will be arranged with
Pope Paul VI.
Those interested may con-
tact Father Gorayeb ‘(SH-
-2-2428) or Sal Tumino (271-
5533).
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN
HUSBAND and WIFE
Husband A Wlfa Retreat • July 24-24
Oblataa Ratraat (Third Ordar • Man
A Woman) Aufl. 7*t.
Conductad by tha monks of
Saint Paul s Abbay
Plaasa nmka reservations early
Wrlta for information to
DIRECTOR OF RETREATS
Quaan of Peace Ratraat House
St. Paul's Abbay. Newton, N.J.
CONTINUING OUR
TOP DIVIDEND RATE
PER ANNUM
PAID QUARTERLY
EQUITY
SAVINGS
KEARNY AVE. CORNER OF MIDLAND AVE.
KEARNY, N.J.
WY 14)101
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
BLAIRSDEN. PEAPACK. N. J.
Quest House for Women end
Retreat House
Artistic French Chateau of breath-
taking beauty In the Somerset llllla.
Ultra modem facilities. Healthful
climate. Excellent meals. Open year
round to Convalescents. Vacationists
and Permanent Guests.
Retreats from September to June
except the Thanksgiving.
Christmas
and New Year’s Weekends. Days
and Evenings of Recollection.
Directed by the Sisters of St. John
The Baptist. PEapack 1-0334 0105.
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSINING-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
Mass#* and Sacram»nts Availablo
Leo J. Palmer, M.D.
Charles A. Bright, M.D. Assncidtc Directors
Luis G. Murillo, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure on Request
INDIA: LEPROSY AND BLINDNESS
DRIVING TO A VILLAGE one Mark night la INDIA, an
American Journalist picked np an old man who had been hit by a
truck. The bystanders shook their
heads and said, “Only a foreigner
would stop and help one of ns!” . . .
The fact Is that. In INDIA, 99 per
cent of the people have virtually
P* nothin*. To help them is a privl-
”
lege and a Joy . . . Always hungry,
they snffer from leprosy, tubercu-
losis, dysentery, blindness. With
very little we can do a lot of help
...In MONIPPALLY, a village in
The Hoi, Father; Mission AU ?® "*‘'7®
,
,
-
. , . Bishop Is building a hospital. Tbe
tor tb* OrientalChurch hospital will care for the poor,
Hindus as well as Christians. It will help cure people, regard-
less of creed, as Christ himself cured them! . . . The Bishop tells
as, however, that he has gone as far as he can go: The hospital's
construction is at a standstill because there's no more money for
building supplies ...To finish the hospital will cost only
sls,ooo—not much In terms of hospital costs in the IJ.S.A. In
MONIPPALLY, however. $15,000 Is a fortune! . . . Won't you
help? Whatever you can afford—sl, $2, $5, $lO, or more—-
will give food, medicines, and medical eare, to the poorest of
God's poor. Mark your gift "MONIPPALLY”—and please send
It now. You’ll help lepers, the hungry, the blind.
WORLD ON A SHOESTRING
The Catholic Near East Welfare Association was established
In 1926 by the American bishops to support mission activity In
18 underdeveloped countries, some of them In the Holy Land
itself. It's a far-flung mission world—and we're holding h by a
shoestring. That’s why your help b so Important.
□ $2—Buys a blanket for a Bedouin.
□ $3—Cares for an orphan in Egypt for oneweek.
□ $5 New shoes for a native Sister in Jordan.
□ $7—Supports an Ethiopian priest for one week.
□ slo—Feeds a Palestine refugee family for one month.
□ $25—A crucifix for a mission church In Iran.
□ $lO0—A Mass kit for a mission In Eritrea.
WHY NOT “ADOPT" A SISTER?
She’ll do what you would like to do, as long as she lives . . .
She'll care for lepers, teach youngsters about God, be a mother
to orphans, an angel of mercy to the sick . . . She’ll write to
you, and you may write to her. You'll be always In her prayers
. . . Why not “adopt," for Instance, Sister Mary Llllosa, of the
Carmelite Sisters. In India? To complete her training, over the
next two years, she needs $3OO altogether. You may make the
payments at your convenience ($12.50 a month, $l5O a year,
or $3OO all at once). You’ll be blessed to have her as “your”
Sister . . . Write to us now. ' •
WHERE THERE’S A WILL, there’s a way, our mothers told
us—and the maxim applies to our mission overseas . . . Mention
the Catholle Near East Welfare Association (our legal title) In
your will, and the good you do goes on long after you are gone
. . . You can pay for the education of a native priest ($000). for
Instance, leave something to be used "where It's needed most."
or ask our mission priests to offer Masses . . . Why not speak
to your lawyer?
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NEWARK LIAISON, J 1 CLINTON ST.
NEWARK J, NEW JERSEY
1 ROOM J1417 - 572-4109
DOLLY MOUNT
Since 1955
A nursing home in a beautiful setting.
Complete facilities with homelike atmos-
phere.
Devoted Personalized
nursing service.
Licensed by State of New Jersey. Moderate
Rates.
Tel. I.A 5-7677
20 Valley Road
Clifton, N. J.
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ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
*••*•"» why Albert H. Hopper It tha largail
manufacturerof Mtmorlala In Naw Jaraay
hara at work progresses.
”• •« our plan) a large
aloe* of raw malarial, anabllng
u' ‘omplete your choice on
ahorf
notice.
From the raw granlta to the set-
ting ot tha
complatrd monumanl,
wa paraonatty handle.
» Wa past on to our customary ■
saving ot up
to Jo*6 by tailing
dlract to tha purchaser.
> All work la dona by local stone-
cutters A carvara hara at ovr
plant, assuring you ot Immadlata
dalivary.. .
You can Impact tha memorial— ini.. ...-kw-i i.w Wa raonauy n noia.
329-341 RIDGE ROAD, NORTH ARLINGTON
Opposite Holy Croat Camatary . WY -1-2266
In Time of Need
9 Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windsor 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N.J.
WEbster 9-0098
l. V. MULLIN & SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
McLaughlin downtown
FUNERAL HOME
591 Jersey Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
J. A. McLaughlin, Jr..
Manager
653-2266
McLaughlin journalssq
FUNERAL HOME
625 Pavona Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
J. A. McLaughlin
Manager
659-5466
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N.J.
ATlas 8-1362
EDWARD F. KUGLER
Community Home
For Funerals
311 FIFTH ST.
SADDLE BROOK, N.J.
Business Phone 773-6500
Residence Phone 777-0869
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY & SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, N.J.
HUbbard 7-1010
CSSCX COUNTY
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
J<arl W. Huelsenbeck
Director
ESsex 2-1600
CODEY’S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
k
£79 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
HUDSON COUNTY
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 Academy St.
(at Bergen Square)
Jersey City, N.J.
SW 8-8114
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 Willow Avenue
Hoboken, N.J.
OLdfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N.J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
519 Marshall Street
• Paterson, N.J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 Washington Place
Passaic, N.J.
PRescott 9-3183
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 New York Avenue
Union City, N.J.
UNIon 7-6767
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOF
27-28 Harding Avenui
Clifton, N.J.
PRescott 7-3002
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N.J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL JIOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N.J.
PLymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th St. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
Manager
HEnderson 4-0411
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC,
22a HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N.J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 Washington Place
Passaic, N.J.
PRescott 7-0141
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOME
E 28th St. & 12th Ave.
(1 Block North of B'way)
Paterson
SH 2-6433
UNION COUNTY
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
ORange 2-2414
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
330 Elizabeth Avenue
B Elizabeth, N.J.ELizabeth 2-1415
! - - For listings In this section call The Advocate, MArket4-0700
Pray for Them
Passionist Ex-Provincial Dies
UNION CITY - Rev. Ga-
briel Gorman, C.P., 60, for-
mer provincial of the Passion-
ist Fathers and brother of
Rev. Ralph Gorman, C.P., edi-
tor of Sign, died June 27 at St.
Mary’s Hospital, Hoboken. A
Solemn Requiem Mass was of-
fered June 30 at St. Michael's
Monastery.
Father Gorman was on a
visit to his brother, when he
was taken ill.
The former provincial had
been most recently stationed
at Immaculate Conception
Seminary, Jamaica, N. Y.
Born in Binghamton, N.Y.,
Father Gorman was professed
a Passionist in 1917 and or-
dained at Boston in 1923. He
•erved as professor of philo-
sophy and dean of studies in
Passionist monasteries and
was rector at St. Gabriel’s
Monastery, Boston, for nine
years.
His term as provincial (1917-
1950) was marked by visits to
Passionist monasteries in Hu-
nan, China.
It was later that he su-
pervised construction of the
church and monastery of St.
Paul of the Cross in Atlanta,
Ga.
Very Rev. Gerard Rooney,
C.P., Passionist provincial, of-
fered the Requiem Mass, as-
sisted by Very Rev. Martin
J. Tooker, C.P., rector of Im-
maculate Conception Monas-
tery, and Father Ralph
Gorman.
Other survivors include two
more brothers, James and
Paul Gorman of Binghamton,
and a sister, Mrs. Thomas
Loughlin, a resident of Flush-
ing, N. Y.
FATHER GORMAN
Condemn Polish
Religion Ban
BERLIN (NC) - The Cath-
olic Bishops of Poland in a
joint pastoral letter denounced
"immoral” and "illegal"
the Communist regime’s bar-
ring children at summer
camps from -religious obser-
vances.
The letter, read in churches
throughout Poland, said the
Red move Is part of "an evil
antireligious campaign" and
is a violation of the Polish con-
stitution. It said that inasmuch
as a majority of Polish citi-
zens are Catholics, the use of
their tax money for operating
such irreligious camps is
“even more illegal.”
First signatory to the pas-
toral was Stefan Cardinal Wy-
szynski of Warsaw, Primate ot
Poland, who condemned the
antireligious features of the
state-run camps in two public
sermons last August.
Telstar to Link
Boston, Vatican
BOSTON (RNS) The Bos-
ton Archdiocese will open Its
educational television station
in September with a live tele-
cast from Vatican City via the
satellite Telstar.
Richard Cardinal Cushing
urged pastors to get reception
equipment so that the telecast
Will reach "every pupil in
every classroom in the arch-
diocese."
;The date, to be determined
by the position of Telstar in
the second week of September,
will also coincide with the
opening of the archdiocesan
schools.
Congo Rebels
Hold 8 Priests
WASHINGTON, D.C. (RNS)
The White Fathers of Africa
reported here that eight of
their missionaries and two
Congolese priests had been ar-
rested by rebel troops In Al-
bertville, North Katanga.
Four of the White Fathers
were beaten by their captors,
according to reports from
Catholic missionaries in the
Congo province. The arrestJ
took place May 29 and it was
not known whether the priests
detained had been released.
The reports also said that
two Congolese priests in the
village of Nyunzu, 70 miles
e*at of Albertville, had been
beaten and imprisoned.
Captive Nations Week
WASHINGTON (NC) The
week of July 12 has been de-
signated Captive Nations Week
by President Lyndon Johnson.
Requiem Held
For Franciscan
PATERSON Rev. Linus
Verhelst, 0.F.M., 60, a native
of Paterson, died June 28 at
St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, Brigh-
ton, Mass. A Solemtf Requiem
Mass was offered July 1 at St.
Bonaventure’s Monastery here.
Father Verhelst attended St.
Mary’s School here and St.
Peter’s Prep, Jersey City, be-
fore entering the Franciscans
at St. Bonaventure’s in 1922.
He was ordained in Buffalo
in 1920 and was assigned to
Franciscan Mission Band. He
resided at St. Bonaventure's,
St. Anthony's Monastery, But-
ler, and St. Cecilia’s. Upper
Greenwood Lake, where he
built the church.
A heart condition forced him
to retire from the mission
band in 1962. He served since
then as teacher of public
speaking to theology students
at St. Anthony’s Shrine, Bos-
ton.
Surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Margaret Cullen of Pat-
erson, Mrs. Eleanor Coleman
of Saddle Brook and Mrs.
Mary McMann of Rochelle
Park.
Other Deaths
. . .
James B. Morgan, 70, of
Glen Ridge, a trustee of Sa-
cred Heart Church, Bloom-
field, died June 22 at home.
Thomas Sasiewicz, 72, of
Hartford, Conn., father of Sis-
ter M, Marcianna, C.F.M., su-
perior at Sacred Heart Convent,
North Bergen, and Sister M.
Hyacinth, C.F.M., of Cardinal
Cushing Villa, Gloucester,
Mass., died recently at St.
Francis Hospital, Hertford.
Roman Ccbula, 74 of Read-
ing, Pa., father of Sister Mary
Norberta, C.SS.F., principal
of St. Adalbert's School, Eliz-
abeth, died June 22 at home.
Brother Gervasc Carroll,
C.F.A., 49, former administra-
tive assistant at Alexian
Brothers Hospital, Elizabeth,
died June 23 at Signal Moun-
tain, Tenn.
Brother Arcenius Finnegan,
C.F.A., 68, who formerly serv-
ed at Alexian Brothers Hospi-
tal, Elizabeth, died June 23 at
Signal Mountain, Tenn.
Joseph A. Hoffer of Clifton,
father of Sister Joseph Rita of
Good Samaritan Hospital Suf-
fern, N.Y., died June 27 at
home.
Mrs. C. Oliver Morfit, 50,
of Green Village, sister of
Rev. James F, Cockerill of
New York City, died June 27
at Morristown Memoriil Hos-
pital.
In your prayers also remem-
ber these, your deceased
priests :
JSeivark
. . .
Rev. Francis Roliniki, July 3,
1928
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph H.
Brady, July 3, 1961
Very Rev. Joseph McSorley,
July 3, 1063
Rev. Matthew J. Farley, July
4, 1925
Rev. Henry J. Mahoney, July
5, 1937
Rev. Francis C. Barry, July
5, 1952
Rev. John V. Woods, July 6,
1935
Rev. Camillus Loponte, July
7, 1929
Rev. Francis J. Reilly, S.J.,
July 7, 1956
Rev. Henry A. Beale, July 9,
1921
Rev. William J. Baird, July 9,
1926
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John F. Ryan,
July 9, 1941
Honors 58
In Camden
CAMDEN The vicar gen-
eral of the Camden Diocese
and a Sister who has been at
one convent for 73 years were
among the 58 clergy and laity
of the diocese honored by Pope
Paul VI last week.
Msgr. Joseph H. Doherty,
pastor of St. Joseph’s Pro-
Cathedral and vicar general,
was named a protonotary
apostolic, as were four other
pastors. Seventeen other
priests were named domestic
prelates and 10 were elevated
to the rank of papal chamber-
lain.
Sister Mary Bernard, who
taught at St. Mary's, Camden,
for over 50 years and still lives
in retirement there, was
named recipient of the Pro
Ecclesia et Pontifice Medal.
Six laymen were named
Knight Commanders of St.
Gregory, 13 were designated
Knights of St. Gregory and
six lay women received the
Benemerenti Medal.
Bishop Tells Seven Ways
To Battle Pornography
STEUBENVILLE, Ohio (NC)
Bishop John King Mussio
has outlined a seven-point pro-
gram to guarantee that porno-
graphy does not "survive to
bury us all.”
Speaking at the annual Dio-
cesan Council of Catholic
Women convention, the Bishop
proposed:
• Insulate the home
"against the foulness of this
pornographic stench, principal-
ly through religious principles
• Discipline children strict-
ly, regardless of how lenient
the neighbors are
• Supervise closely every-
thing the children do
• Keep children busy
• Have family prayer, de-
velop good reading habits in
the young ones, have religious
art around the home, frequent-
ly talk with enthusiasm about
spiritual things
• Encourage those young
ones who wish to give their
lives to the service of God and
the Church
• Let them know that, while
you trust them in whatever
they can be trusted in. you are
still their protector and guard;
that "you arc ready to give
them guidance when they
come to you in trust and love.”
Family Life
PRE-CANA FOR THE ENCAGED
sr- ,m“'*
*** “ N“" n' *• Mury 1.. OR 2-
AM.' 2-9 - B«r(pn/iold. St. John
Evanftliat. WH 3-0120.
AoH’ MTii
L
‘
v ‘
, “
,w,,< *• Phllom.n.’r
Bishop Navagh’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, JULY 5
6:30 p.m., Convocation of
Christian Family Movement,
St. Mary’s, Denvllle
Viet Paper
Suspended
SAIGON (NC) The Saigon
Catholic weekly, Thang TTen
("Onward”) has been sus-
pended by the government for
two weeks because it called
the regime of the late Presi-
dent Ngo dinh Diem “the
legal government, which would
not yield to foreigners."
The official statement of the
ministry of information said
the paper was suspended be-
cause of an article “justify-
ing the dictatorial regime of
Ngo dinh Diem and thus cre-
ating confusion in public opin-
ion.”
THE OFFENDING phrase
occurred in an article which
representative Vietnamese
Catholics have found objection-
able on another score. It criti-
cized the renaming of Hoa
Binh ("Peace”) Square in
front of Saigon Cathedral as
"John F. Kennedy Square.”
The unidentified writer
quoted criticisms attributed to
Vietnamese, one of whom al-
legedly asked whether the
square was renamed because
the late president Kennedy
"presided over the operation
that led to the overthrow of
the legal government of Ngo
dinh Diem."
'STIRLING' ANNIVERSARY -Rev. Thomas H. Murphy,
pastor of St. Vincent’s, Stirling, celebrated the 25th anni-
versary of his ordination June 25. Bishop Navagh was
on hand to offer his congratulations to Father Murphy,
who is director of the Paterson Curia, Legion of Mary.
Vatican Pavilion
Shows New Art
NEW YORK (NC) - The
Vatican Pavilion at the New
York World’s Fair has opened
an exhibition of large enamel-
on-copper plaques designed for
shrines or for use as altar-
pieces.
The plaques are the crea-
tions of Pepi Weixelgartner-
Neutra and her daughter,
Elizabeth Soderberg-Weixel-
gartner, of Oslo, Norway.
Death Sentence
Was Premature
BOSTON—"The Lord choos-
es the foolish to confound the
wise," was Richard Cardinal
Cushing’s aphoristic explana-
tion of why he didn't die eight
years ago, when doctors said
he would.
The occasion was the Cardi-
nal's 25th anniversary of his
consecration as a Bishop, and
he revealed the doctors’ pre-
diction over a TV show.
In 1956, he said, surgeons
removed one kidney, which
had developed a malignant tu-
mor. They then gave the 200-
pound prelate eight months to
live.
BUT THE OTHER NIGHT
the now-svelte, 146-pound Car-
dinal was talking about "what
would I do if I had my life to
live over again?" with news-
caster Arch McDonald. His
answers were sure:
"I certainly would have
avoided mistakes ... I would
have dedicated myself more
fully to the scholarship oppor-
tunities that I neglected...
"I certainly would have be-
come a priest because you
have so many opportunities of
doing good for little people
who get pushed around.
“The greatest consolation I
get out of being a Bishop is
the consolation of making peo-
ple happy ..."
To Teach in Iraq
NEWARK - Vincent J.
Amabile of this city, a recent
graduate of Holy Cross Col-
lege, will leave in August to
spend a year as a volunteer
teacher at the Jesuit Univer-
sity in Bagdad.
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FAMILY MONUMENTS
john f. a. McGovern
/fflK MEMORIALS
NORTH ARLINGTON. N. i.
WYmon (*3473 Olliwara 3*1310
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
• Residential Roofing
• Leaders & Gutters
• Siding
EL 3-1700
645 NEW POINT ROAD
ELIZABETH, N.J.
ESTABLISHED I*ls
Joseph H. Browne
Company
1»04 OUR 60th YEAR 1964
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
• ASH CANS • MATS • SOAP
• POLISH • BROOMS • BRUSHES
• WAX • SPONGES • PAHS
• TOILET PAPER
• MOPPING EQUIPMENT
PAPER • PAPER TOWELS • CUPS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
HEndtnen 2-8678
WHY TAKE LESS ? ? ?
CURRENT
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
I 1
\
DIUIDEHD
ASSETS EXCEED
$50,000,000.
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
MAIN OFFICE: 392 Main Strut, Wyckoff
Othu Olflcen: Midland Park. Saddla Rlvar. Oakland L Franklin Lakaa
OPEN MONDAY . FRIDAYM FRIDAY NIGHT M
ADVOCATE CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE
■CrZK-sranr .‘n»_ -TTTrui ■ ..n.j;
I
Ratsu 1 imtrtion 42c
ptr lint
4 inisrtioni 40c
p«f lint Minimum 3 lints
Dtadlint: Monday 4 P.M.
Wrltt to Tht Advocatt
31 Clinton St. # Nswork, N. J.
or phont MArkst 4-0700, Ext. 32
HELP WANTED pMaLE
we HAVE OPENINGS FOR
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE • SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
"many others"
BURNS
employment agency
RnnA A Market MA 17101
NEWARK
COOK
Experienced. for rectory In Morrta County.
Prefer middle aled lady with no depend-
enta. to live la~ Reply Box Tile Advo-
caU. >1 Clinton St.. Newark. N. J.
Mature reeponaible woman, to Ill*e~Tn.
<*lUi coUete profeaaor, teacher wife, and
children work: car* of children, llfht cook-
aa.™- ■»» •»
*ijrsS rrss
rust* 'ZAfiLSTViJir
~and
Houaeworker Waitreaa
for rectory la EtUabeth. aleep la. other
Manure - * ****- 10"«*•*
-
diiir*d. RW«r«ncei
«■!?••<*<• Sox »«. The Advocate.
31 (Union .Si , Newark. N, J,
Middle Med. lor (eneral domeaOc work
AUTO-DEALERS NEW CARS
CADILLAC
■ALES ft SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Caatral
Ava. N»»
Ehon« MA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
N«w Jaraaya Urns Cadlllaa
Distributor
AuUtoruKl CADILLAC • OLDS
■ALES ft SERVICE
TM runs A**. clliloa N. j,
Ol 8-SflOO
MOORE CHEVROLET
Ealabtlihad Mnc* Ita
SALES . SERVICE - PARTS
I OR USED CARS
Dial EL 4-3700
Ml N. Broad EUltbolh
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS, INC.
Aathortiad
■ALES ft SERVICE
M Bids* Rd.. N. Arllnjlon WY 1-1000
CHEVROLET
CORVAIB CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
"°m oI Arnorlc.'. Larsaal
ChovroM bailors
4TS Bloom!laid Ava. Cildwall
CA 6-6666 - *
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
AaUwrlaad Salas Sarvlaa
CHEVROLET CHEVY Q
CORAIR _ CORVETTE
Cotonou Uaa aI Good Uaad Cars
MS AaSsnaa Ava., CUEMda Park
AUfo DEAUHt* - NEW dAfef
CHRYSLER PLY-MOUTH VAUANT
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Direct Factory Dealer
Sale* Parta Service
Uaed Cara Body Shop
13 St George Ava. W. Linden, N. i.
Phon# HUnter 6-1400
PATERSON
LINCOLN-MERCURY
“Larie Enough to Know You"
Small Enough to Serve You
Authorized Faetory Dealer
LINCOLN . MERCURY - COMET
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS
AR 1-2700
McLean Blvd. Palerton
FLETCHER
LINCOLN - MERCURY CORP.
Continental • Mercury a Comet
Salea * Service Parta * Acceaaortea
Sale Buy Uaed Cara
B FRANKLIN PL. SUMMIT. N. 1.
CR 7-0940
For Ik* Bui DU) ta
OIDSMOBILE
M JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
• Authartud Bala* A Sarviea
• Ouaraaiud Uaad Cara
PI 4-7500
171 Olm Bid** Av*. Montrlair
TOPPETA MOTORS INC.
VALIANT* • PLYMOUTH*
CHRYSLER* • IMPERIAL*
Guarantaad Uaad Cara
PARTS • SERVICE • BODY SHOP
Dial HU 3-0015
4)0 Bloomfltld Avo. Ntwirk
1964 PONTIAC • TEMPEST
AU Modal! aad Color* Availakl*
For Immadlat* Dallvary
REFT DEAL IN RATE
MAXON PONTIAC
Phon* WA 3-6900
1477 N. Brud BL HIUMda
PONTIAC
Now Car Sail! . Sarrlco • Part*
Guarantood Uaad Cara
Flaoat Bod* Work A Rapalr Sorvlu
TROPHY PONTIAC
M* I'war. Car. MU M. Bayooaa. N. J.
HE 7-4900
RAMBLER
■m Jtrrr l|Mn
ELM AUTO SALES
SALES • SERVICE ■ PASTS
WYmon 8-7311
a Kttrny Av«. Kmy, M, J.
VOLKSWAGEN
TAYLOR MOTOR SALES WC.
AulharlMd Dultr
BAUDS • (SERVICE * UDASINO • PARTS
Phons 489-1300
BWh« ruHS Av»., MsywaodAM County.
Auto DEAUttS - nlwJM5
65
C. J. DILLON INC.
Authoritad VOLKSWAGEN
•ALES • SERVICE - PARTS
Collision Work ■ Specialty
CA 6-8620
»a Rloomfltld Are.. Caldwall
AUTO SERVICE & REPAIRS
G. M. Transmission Service
2JSBales. Old.
. Cadillac. *fj>. ««>. nulai u«
JJlj. 7* aA. ,r,c? suoud. no
upa. tarmi. 1 day
aarvlce, 174 Acad-
A M lo S PSI
BUILDERS
Builders Over 40 Years
Altnratlona Maaonry
carpanlry -
Waiar proollns. Rhrtnaa.
MULCAHY BROS.
IOS Vail ay It., Sa. Oranyc. SO 1-1242
or eo Hffl Evaalaya DR S-J443,
BUILDING MATERIAL
VIOLA BROsTINC
Mitoa * Lumber Mart
COMPLETE LINK or BUILDING
MATERIALS A SUPPLIES
rot Prompt Delivery C«ll
NOrlh 7-7000
1M Weehiostoe Aim. Nutlty. N. J
DRIVING SCHOOLS
MARIAN'S
DRIVING SCHOOL
WOMEN INSTRUCTORS
W# Plrt You U» S Return You Homo
MU 6-0533 UNION, N. J.
FUEL OIL - OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUeTcO
"Maktaf S ItnlM rrlendi
su>» te»i°
OU Humor* lawelled « Serviced
Motored Dolltorw* >4 Hour Sorvloo
Dial Ml 2-2727
IM-llt Adorno St
Newark, N. J,
FLORISTS
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
NuUey'o Otdoot norm E*L IMS
Call Ui for Your PToral Ntoda
NOrth 7-1022
Storo and Creenhouee
MS Paaaolc A»e. NuUoy. N. J.
MOVING A STORAGE
M*«lM A Tmkln* ■•dut'td ralaa lor >ll
•""* “A »a«ra» couaUfi. I'ltiu call
bWto * AM. « Mar 7 p.M.
*<*•>*» WALTBH balzi
cV*"” Ott’ «< AU HtMlaoa Cauat»-
OALLAOHER
moving A ctoraob INC.
DEIWAW 3-7600
TW ItCil Hi If ittliai BMrllf
HENRY P. TOWNSBND
MOVING miAOI PACKING
At Yaw Prompt Barvtea
PI 3-1881 • AD 2-4464
MI NartA An. W. WaMflalA. N. J.
C«ll UmB Phon«ai
cH 5*2413 • MU 8*4465
NOVELTIES - FUND RAISING
Wholesale
To churches 4 orgenlzaUons. carnival
B*«af. School Suppllca. Give-away, toyv,
)'• display and alack over 20,000 Hama
(rom lc to $2O, Largest aacluaiva whole
**•«/• In New Jersey. Sava money and
vlalt our showroom. Eat. M2).
United Supply Corp.
201 HITKALO AVE-. PATEHSON
(1 blocks (rom Crooka Ava.)
AR 1-7474-5
NURSING HOMES
BROOKBEND
CONVALESCENT HOME
Where protaailonal nuralno cara
la
guaranteed to the medical,
surgical and aged patient by
RUTII D. HINSON, R.N.
Owner 4 Reg, Nuraa In Charge
Dial 432 Newark-Pompton Tpk.
Oxford 4-00tg Wayna N.J,
!™.RCL manor - A cotnym
HOME for elderly men and woi
''“•a atlanUon ami cara. rates reason,
able: ELmwood Mloa. p.o. Boa IM
Spring Valley. Naw York.
THE HEMLOCKS
• DtatlncUva Country Surroundings
• Kind 24-Hour Nursing Care
• Physicians In Attendance
• Surgical-Medical-Chronic-Aged
• ALL MEALS HOME COOKED
N PACCA ir* iUL" niifuau
PHARMACISTS
NUTIEY
BAY DRUGS CO.
Jamas Rlcelo. Rag. Phar.
Baby Needs
Prescriptions Promptly Puled
Cut Rale Drugs and Csamatica
HI franklin Ays. NOrth 7-24)3
NEWARK
•em k George Martorana. Prop*.
UU PHARMACY
Eetalillehed over 30 ytare
four Raiiaitrad Pharmariela
Proo Delivery Open Kvery Day
■V,™ ‘ani. to 11 p.m.
7*4 Ml. Pro*peel Avenue, cor.
Montclair Avenue.
HU M74J Newark. N. J.
PLUMBING t HEATING
JERSEY CITY
VALENTI'S PHARMACY
JOSEPH VALENTI. Rea Phar.
Preaorlptlona Baby Neede
Photo Dept. Free Delivery
73ft Wait Side Ave.t opp.Fatrvlew
Jeraey City. N. J.
PHONE: DE 3-2054
EY DOWN, No payment tor «
reari to nay. SORtHINI BROS.
Ell 1-4440. Plainfield PL 704*3.
NO MON .
mooli*. 7
Newark
ADVANCED DESIGNED ItATHROOMJL
bnihiub. tolleL vanity, beam, medicine
cabinet, tile walla and tloore ['
tef- A
ESeex
ROOFING & SIDING
Serving All North Jeraey
~
FREE ESTIMATES ON YOUR
ROOFING & SIDING
OutUre. Leader* 41 Repair., Aluminum
Storm Window*. Doors k Jalousies
HACKENSACK ROOFING
*3 PtRST ST.
487-5050
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
SLIPCOVERS
TRAILERS FOR SALE
NIMROD CAMP TRAILERS
MM.. Plooeer MHO. Safari
PjdMb MO- I»r week Jim
17* Rt M. Wayne. N. J. •8*
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
travel service
Servln* the Public Since 188S
Steamahlp 4t Air Reeervatlnne
'3*,rsroe<1
C
St**SS_nJHoneymoon TripeNewark
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BLOOMFIELD
MA 3-1740
THE JRa OP HEAL ESTATE For
RAPID RELIABLE RESULTS cell
R. MARASHLIAN & CO. Realtor
174 Breed St.. Bloomlleld, N.J. PI 30U7
FORKED RIVER
FORKED rTveR N J. -New retirement
!“"£• „l**oon lot. Urge
porch. ] bedrooms, well oven, hot weter
heat, rear round llvlm. 411.500.00. Reply
2°* “*• „Th* Advocete. Ji Clinton St ,
TOREED RIVER, ft. J. _ j bedroomb°oe* on corner lot, near the water, at-
tacbed year round llvtn*, J yean
old. 910.500.00. Reply Box 271. The
Advocate 31 Clinton & . Nthlark. N /
FREEHOLD
Moving to the Country??
«*»»tnr home.
SEND TOR TREE LIST
ALPERN, Realtor
Freehold. N. J.
GLEN RIDGE
NATHAN RUSSELL. INC.
Betehllehed Since 1800
»*AL estate insurance
J37 Rldeewood Ave. Olen Hldse, N J
PI 3-5600
KEARNY
BORGOS & BORGOS
REAL ESTATE IN ALL ITS PHASES
end APPRAISALS
Phone WYmon 1-4344
SM Eeeray Ave. Keanu
KINNELON
NEW COLONIAL STYLE
«x.“«w,,l'rnU,r?‘.Lru. ta
•* '*“«• * "van. 1 bedroom.. lull t
romrarjmented bath. There’, practice
**. additional home on the lower leiWith n.n.t./i recreation room with brl
lire place «aU,"I' U
a.Cr.aS-W'A. children *
attend the New Our Lady of Maanllli
Parochial School. ASKINIV m.ooo
FAYSON LAKES
COMPANY
???-“’* A**
tA
*> Fay*"* '-eke Rd.
TErmlnal |K* Couß»’ »
LAKEWOOD
ISSyjssint M
JAY KAPLAN REALTY CORP
UTTLI FALLS
JAMES E. MARSTON
Rtottora liuurori
U Fllli
UTTLI SILVM
4iiu\fi2r\c£«s: «pu* with
Weart-Nemeth Agency
MOKIMOUTHCOUNTY
f MS. r«dB X
§1WXP **W
THOMPSON AGENCY
II B. Trm* m.. lUd Bank. 7414700.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
MONMOUTH COUNTY
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE. 4 Bdrm Ranch.
2 Baths. Large Living Room. Kitchen with
separate breakfast area. Play Room Cellar.
18x32 swim Pool. $22,000.
J. LESTER RIGBY, Amoc. Inc.
504 Shrewsbury Ave., New Shrewsbury
Phone 741*7741.
PT. PLEASANT BEACH
YEAR ROUND OR SUMMER
Seven room ranch with full cellar and
garage, fireplace In the living room to
add that homey feeling bring your boat
Up to your lawn. Perfect for the children
$18,500
READY TO RETIRE
The herd work hu been done. Lnwn 1.
beautiful, fence. In food ahape. Awnlngi
are up. So are the «creen*. Present owner*
leavlntt area. S rooma and bath. *13.300.
D. A. MAHONEY REALTOR
1300 Beaver Deni Road, Point Pleaaant. N.J.
RED BANK
Red Bank Cuatom built brick ranch.
Beat location. Dead end atreet Three bed-
rooma. 2 full batha, Uvlni room with
fireplace, den, dinlnjf room, completely
finished baeement. barbequee. patio, many
extras. Convenient to shopping. trans-
portation
and St. James, Christian Bros,
achooli. River right.. Owner 741-9020.
RED BANK, RUMSON
SPREAD OUT
AND LIVE!
Need its or eeven bedrooms? I bath.?
Call us loday and Impact this 3 year old
home anions the tree*. Den, family room,
larse living room and 3 car garage u*
Just a few basic features. This home aleo
extra, at the right price.
WALKER & WALKER
REALTORS
681 Broad Street Shrewsbury. N. J.
741*521$
2063 Highway 35 Middleton. N. J.
671*3311
Member Multiple Listing!
Trade-Ins
Send for Catalogue and Map
Open 7 Days - 24 Hour Service
RIVERFRONT Charming century old.
runic eight room colonial on wide, drop
tree ahadrd plot. Four bedroonu. Ut batha.
22 It., living room. 22 It. dan. U It. marina
room, taxis dining room. 2t It kitchen,
aerrened porch, baaemenl, 9 car garage, oil
beat. Priced at e low 12*,000. Blown by
appointment only. Call,
ELWOOD A. ARMSTRONG
tewirri. A'"iu *
RIDGEWOOD
GILSENAN & COMPANY
•OUR REPUTATION IB YOUR
GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"
Lnoo Uatlaga « the rineet
>l. iTOSAJS"-
RIDGEWOOD k VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT OP TOWNER*
OVER 900 MULTIPLE LISTINGS
SITIIKNS REAL ESTATE Q) 9*ooo
OPEN V DAYS AND EVENINGS
12 Went Ridgewood Ave. Rldgewooo
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
Realtor Il'a Kurgan In So. Bergen
41 Park Avenue RuUieWoi
WE 80204
SEA BRIGHT
RUMBONAND SEA SHORE PROPERTIES
FOR SALE - SUMMER - RENTALS.
ELLA WILTSHIRE AGENCY. REALTORS.
1480 OCEAN AVE,.
SEA BRIGHT. N. i.
DIAL 842-0004 OPEN T DAYS
SCOTCH PLAINS
Near elem. ai£rtfe
■“
-*eewe, « I*IH M« wIrOOIDI,
ovjtr*lf«d Hi baths,
ias hoot, Urn Uvffij
dining room with wall-to-wall. 12x10
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SEA GIRT
GERALD A. MURPHY
Realtor . Multiple . Hating Member
Situated
only 1 block from beach aaeurea
cool, comfortable living In thii compact
Cape Cod. 3 bedroom*. 2 batht, garage,
aartr ttß
300 Waahln*ton Blvd. 8,1 Girt
Gt *-7373
SHORT HILLS
RITA COLE'S SUBURBAN REALTY
Sen
In* Short Hllle, Millburn
1 SHORT
REALTORS
ru * on n tt f UIDu
Sprinfflald and Vicinity
r HILLS AVE . SHORT
SOUTH ORANGE
BUYING OR SELLING A HOMET
C»U HERB CONNOLLY *t
SO 3-0405
RAYMOND CONNOLLY CO.
REALTOR
Specializing In South Oran*, *
Maplewood ovar M Year,
S W. So. Oran*, Ava, South Oran*,
SPARTA
E. G. ANDERSON, Raaltor
See Our Multiple
Office: Rt. 13, Sparta.
$16,000
Alt year home. 3 bedroom,, lar*, llvtns
room, dlnln* and recreation room, garua.
Near beach, churchea. public and catholic
•rhnola. t l.noo will purchaaa thla home
with low cloaln* leee.
$16,000
3 bedroom ranch home, llvlnf. and dining
room, atone fireplace. Easy walking dis-
tance to Catholic church and school a.
FHA. VA or conventional financing with
email down payment.
BEIERLE & FIRMAGE, INC.
REAL ESTATE AM) GENERAL INI.
19 it Tl.rn.y'. Comtr
Box lb. Lxko Hopxtconx, N. J.
Phono. 3*B 19*1 390-IGI ,
Eve. PA <4401
SPRING LAKE
LUXURIOUS flv* bedroom two year old.
French Provincial. Contain. Living room,
formal dining room, modern kitchen. T.V.
room and three and a half ceramio tile
bath.. Only IV* blocka from beach with
panoramic view of lake. Offered at redueei
price of <49.000.
LONGBTREKT AGENCY REALTORS
311 Morrl. Av.„ SPRING LAKE44M4W
SUMMIT
NDSON
rfiSSr cm WON14 Boochwood
L*4 our aptrlocM (UK
_
Had a horn* (or you
Wo Will Toko Your Homo la Trado
HOLMES AGENCY
„
Rooltor - KM. IN*
_
Ml Morrl* A»o.. Summit. CR MOM
UNION
t xrrtsjis
vour comfort and hoyplnodo.
Our oxporlaaoo Is your protection to
buy or toll, call oo
JOHN P. McMAHON
IMS tiorrlo A»o., Union MU HIM
WAYNI
„
JOHN WEISS CO* Rocllor
ISM Poltroon Tpko. Wo
SUMMER VACATION RENTAll
SPmiNO LAKE. attractive 7 room kerne
"
S!R2L ts!,ruon ,rom Auiuol I*L
Glon Cove. Now Jorooy, 4 room
on lo«ooa, o1o«m 4. mam
"
.
TE 1-0413
In Vietnam
Donohue Serves Everything
From Ctesiphone to Noodles
NEW YORK - Everythin*
from building techniques to
noodles is involved in Catholic
Relief Service work in Asia ac-
cording to a report received
here from John Donohue of
Belleville, program direc-
tor for the aid agency in
South Vietnam.
Donohue is a 25-year-
old graduate of St. Michael’s
College, Winooski, Vt., who
spent four years in Korea be-
fore going to Vietnam.
In Korea he introduced wind-
mills to help pump water from
the ground, established credit
unions and built noodle sta-
tions (i.e., places where the
flour provided by CRS could
be transformed into noodles
for easy distribution to the
people).
In Vietnam, a major con-
cern at present is the replace-
ment of sagging bamboo huts
with ctesiphone buildings,
which are constructed solely
of concrete, the most plentiful
and least expensive material
in the country.
CRS has distributed used
clothing, flour and milk to
some 14,000 persons in the
province of Kien-lloa, one of
the most critical areas in the
war against the Viet Cong.
The clothing is necessary for
the civil guard, who are given
the task of holding areas
cleared by the Vietnam army.
Foreign Aid Necessary,
CRS Head Tells Serrans
CLEVELAND
- Foreign aid
and American life, clergy-lay
cooperation and the practical
aspects of fostering vocations
were examined at the 22nd
convention of Serra Interna-
tional here.
Serra International is a
group of business and profes-
sional people devoted to pro-
moting vocations.
AUXILIARY Bishop Edward
E. Swanstrom of New York,
executive director of Catholic
Relief Services NCWC, told
more than 1,700 delegates that
the U.S. foreign aid program
is necessary to preserve the
American way of life.
“We do not seem to realize
that our foreign aid investment
is not only one of the most
Christian acts that this great,
powerful and rich country can
do, but it is an act of neces-
sity if we are to preserve our
image in the world, and our
leadership in the world, and
most of all our society,” he
said.
“We must help developing
countries because our own
welfare demands it,” said
Bishop Swanstrom. “It takes
no great gift of foresight to
realize that unless there is
progress and unless there is
growing satisfaction of just
desires, there will be discon-
tent and there will be restless-
ness.
"THE DEVELOPING world
would soon be a cauldron of
violence, hatred and revo-
lution without some assis-
tance.”
The prelate noted that only
six of more than 112 countries
in the world have an average
per capita income of more
than $BO a month Sweden,
Switzerland, Australia, New
Zealand. Canada and the U.S.
The rest of the world two
thirds of its people exist on
less, he said.
"Under such conditions,
Communism with its false and
easy promises of a magic for-
mula might well be able to
transform popular desires into
an instrument of revolution,"
Bishop Swanstrom said. "That
is why every American who is
concerned about the future of
his country must also be con-
cerned about the future of
Africa. Asia and our old
friends in Latin America.”
ALBERT CARDINAL Meyer
of Chicago asked the Serrans
for a better understanding of
the role priest and layman
play in the same mission
salvation of all.
"The laity will bear fruit in
proportion as it grows in ttf>
understanding and use of the
especially consecrated minis-
try of the priesthood," the
Cardinal said.
“The priest’s own apostolate
will grow in vitality and fruit-
fulness the better he under-
stands the place of the laity
in the Mystical Body; and the
consecrated role which they
have in virtue of their own
Baptism and Confirmation.”
The time also demands that
laymen be fully Catholic
"Catholics absorbed in their
Christian life; to whom Chris-
tianity is important, and whose
attachments to the Church are
not just the result of social
environment or family tradi-
tion, but a personal willing-
ness and a total commitment,"
he said.
EARLIER I\ the session,
Rev. James O’Callaghan, New-
man Club chaplain at Los An-
geles City College, asked the
Serra movement to consider
becoming involved in Newman
Club programs.
He suggested particularly ef-
forts in the direction of coun-
seling. retreats, scholarships
and libraries.
These would be most effec-
tive on secular college cam-
puses, where Serrans might
even sponsor workshops for
students interested in the
priesthood.
Thomas P. Coughlan of
Mankato, Minn., was elected
president of Serra, replacing
Matthew H. McCloskey 111 of
Philadelphia.
More than 100 Serrans from
North Jersey, with their wives
and children, attended the con-
vention. They were led by Jo-
seph B. Reilly, retiring Dis-
trict 22 governor; his succes-
sor, Albert Commette, and
William Mercurio, District 47
governor.
Six Serra Club chaplains
from the area also attended.
AFRICAN VISITOR -Bishop Peter P. Dery Woof Ghana
visited Bishop Navagh at his residence June 23. Bishop
Dery Wa's visit to the City of Paterson was part of his
tour of the U.S.
PROMOTION -Rev. Frederick J. McTernan, right, Army
chaplain from Elizabeth, receives from Col. Henry J.
Richter of the 193rd Infantry Brigade, Canal Zone, the
gold oak leaf symbolic of his promotion to the rank of
Major. Father McTernan has been serving with the 193rd
for the past 19 months.
English Motet
Competition
PITTSBURGH (NC) - The
Diocese of Pittsburgh Music
Commission has announced a
competition for English-lan-
guage motets honoring the
Blessed Sacrament.
Intended for use in modi-
fied Forty Hours services, the
motets are in keeping with the
decree permitting vernacular
languages in liturgical serv-
ices.
The commission will award
prizes of $l5O, $lOO, and $75 in
each of two categories: mo-
tets for three equal voices a
capclla, and motets for any
combination of two to four
voices with organ accompani-
ment.
Plan Fair in Iselin
ISELIN - The Iselin Fair
will be sponsored here by St.
Cecilia’s Church, July 20-25, it
has been announced by Rev.
John M. Wilus, pastor. It will
be held on Green St., opposite
the railroad station and it open
nightly from 7 p.m.
JN -THESE ecumenical
times, why not take out a gift
subscription for a non-Catho-
lie neighbor?
At Hospital Convention:
Responsibility, Security
Community Interest Urged
NEW YORK Catholic hos-
pitals have been urged to give
their 375,000 employees a
greater voice in management
and policy-making and a
greater assurance of job' se-
curity.
The urging came from Sis-
ter Anna Cecilia Brennan.
C.S.J., of St. Louis, and was
aimed at delegates to the Cath-
olic Hospital Association Con-
vention here.
Sister Anna noted that the
858 Catholic hospitals have an
annual payroll of $1.5 billion.
They represent an investment
of $5 billion and cost more
than $2.5 billion to operate
annually.
IN RUNNING this large-
scale enterprise, she said, lay
employees “must be permitted
to exercise their creative abil-
ity.
“Lay personnel in our or-
ganizations,” she declared,
“must know what the policies
of the hospital are and they
must have a voice in the for-
mation of these policies —and
they can only have a voice
in their formation when thev
are made a part of the or-
ganization by being appointed
to policy-making boards."
Placing a lay person in a
position of responsibility and
failing to delegate sufficient
authority to carry out those
responsibilities has done
more to frustrate persons in
supervisory positions than per-
haps any other one failure on
the part of administration, she
said.
JOB INSECURITY
among
lay personnel in religious-run
hospitals, she stated, ranks
high, if not highest on the list
of worker dissatisfactions.
Fear of being replaced by a re-
ligious often prevents the lay
worker from giving everything
he has to the job. The layman
also may have spent a con-
siderable sum of money over a
number of years in educating
himself for job qualification.
She called upon Catholic hos-
pital administrators "to dem-
onstrate our sense of justice
and charity by assuring the
lay employees of job security.
From that day forward we can
depend on having this new
generation around with us for
a long time, and we will have
fully dedicated lay personnel,
totally committed to our goals
and objectives. We can all to-
gether feel a sense of ‘mis-
sion’ the work of the Church
will be advanced.”
TWO PROMINENT hospital
authorities backed up Sister
Anna's contentions with a plea
for greater Catholic hospital
identification with the com-
munity.
Said Charles E. Berry, as-
sociate director of the Catholic
Hospital Association of St.
Louis: "the public has a right
to participate in some degree
in their (the hospitals’) man-
agement.
”
He listed four ways to
greater community contact:
participation in community
planning; use of lay advisory
boards; inclusion of laymen on
governing bodies and employ-
ment of laymen in executive
positions.
John G. Steinle, a consultant
from Garden City, L.1., urged
local government and super-
vision, rather than mother-
house control of hospitals.
Community responsiveness
in the form of financial sup-
port and a favorable press
con only be achieved if “the
hospital has its nerve centers
going Into every clement, life
and part of the community."
THE ASSOCIATION passed
resolutions pledging to fight
racial discrimination and urg-
ing all hospitals to achieve full
accreditation. It noted that
87% arc accredited.
Msgr. James H. Fitzpatrick,
associate director of health
end hospitals in the Brooklyn
Diocese, was reelected presi-
dent. Rev. Paul Moore, New
Orleans, is president-elect.
Sentenced by Red Court?
Driest Hitches to Freedom
VIENNA (RNS) - A Cath-
olic priest, under sentence for
"anti-state" activities in Com-
munist Poland, hitch-hiked his
way to freedom from his
parish post in Ksiaz Wielki to
Austria via Yugoslavia.
Rev. Henry Grondek, 31, of
the Kiclce Diocese, applied for
asylum to Austrian authori-
ties the first priest to do
so in nine years. State ap-
proval was said to be auto-
matic.
The young priest evaded the
last border-check at the Yugo-
slav frontier while lying on the
floor of an American couple's
car, completely covered by
luggage.
He said he had been sen-
tenced to two years' imprison-
ment by a Polish court for
alleged engagement in "anti-
state" activities. The prosecu-
tor, he said, had charged him
with assisting another Polish
citizen in a legal matter that
was considered contrary to the
state's interest.
Father Grondek said he was
jailed for a short period, then
tried and convicted. The court
granted him "conditional re-
lease" until July 1 when he
was to begin serving his sen-
tence. During the interval he
decided to escape to the West.
Because he knew it was pos-
sible for Poles to join or-
ganized tours to Yugoslavia
without passport or special
documents, he joined such a
tour. Soon after his arrival he
began thumbing rides toward
the Austrian border.
Rides were not hard to get,
despite the fact the sight of a
priest in a long black cas-
sock, soliciting transportation
was certainly unusual in a
Communist country.
The last ride the border-
crossing to freedom was the
hardest to obtain, he said.
Many couples, on discovering
he lacked documents, refused
to carry him into Austria.
To Get Award
NEW BRUNSWICK - Jo-
seph B. Reilly, governor of
Serra International in New
Jersey, will receive an award
at the second annual July 4
celebration sponsored by the
Msgr. O’Grady General As-
sembly, fourth degree Knights
of Columbus, at the convent
of the White'Sisters here.
Jerseyan
On Council
CHICAGO - Brother Aiden,
C.F.A., formerly of Elizabeth,
has been elected to the pro-
vincial council of the Alexian
Brothers and has jurisdiction
over nine institutions in this
country, including Alexian
Brothers Hospital, Elizabeth.
The former George Machu-
zak, Brother Aiden worked at
the Elizabeth hospital as a
volunteer while in high school
days.
He entered the Alexian con-
gregation in 1951.
In 1953 Brother Aiden made
his profession of vows and
was transferred here wheie
he attended engineering
school. He was maintenance
engineer at the hospital at the
time of his election to the
provincial council earlier this
month.
.
Brother Aiden will make an
official visit to the Elizabeth
hospital in July and will also
visit his family.
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Bridal f Bridotmaidi • Formal
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65 LAKEVIEW AVE.
CLIFTON, N. J.
GRegory 1-2945
Parking In Tha Roar
Parisian Beauty School
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HONOR EMBLEM SCHOOL
..
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NEW
CARS
$
FINANCED
4
Per
YEAR
Per
$lOO
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
(Your Auto Insurance May Be Included)
Used Cars Also Financed At Low Rates
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
JERSEY CITY
BAYONNE
HOBOKEN
UNION CITY
WEEHAWKEN
NORTH BERGEN
GUTTENBERG
100YEARS
couples have
asked us to help
plan their futures.
More dreams come true for those
whouse our varied services.
k
17 NATIONAL BANK
/ Of PASSAIC COUNTY
f
COMPLKTK | CHILDREN'S WEAR
C
o
rnell
s
Gotdcn SluiePluJO . MUbUud 9-9777
BUY
Your
Next ,
Car
from
BENNER
RAMBLER
9AI IS • SERVICE
I oralInn »tn,r |WW'*
14* HacUentark St. E. Rutherford
4314200
On Union Avo. 1 htiirk wont of
Ilf.Vfti A*'tn off Rniito 17
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Call MArket 4-0700
■ HACKENSACK MUTUAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION*
SAVINGS
RECEIVED ON
OR BEFORE
'■so
EARN EXTRA
DIVIDENDS /
FROM
4%
1964
JULY
nrrr1 1!
• -i
A7 8 9
JULY
1964
a
1012 13 14 15 16 1719 20 1821 22 2326 2427 28 2529 30 31
CURRENT ANNUAL
DIVIDEND. COMPOUNDED
AND CREDITED . . .
TIMES
PER YEAR
HACKENSACK MUTUAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
242 STATE ST. CORNER SALEM HACKENSACK, N. J.
HACMNSACKJ OiOUT FINANCIALIMSTIIUTION I BEDEL;
**** Parking Naxt To OKleo Opan Monday Kvanlnga lto a r V/"'[«o^
KVKRY MONTH
SMTW T F S
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9|
10 11 12 13 14 'l5 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28‘ 29 30
31 32 .33 34 35 36 37
38 39 4010 EXTRA
INTEREST DAYS
EVERY MONTH
AT TC
Make deposits on or before the 10th day
of any month, earn interest from the Ist.
Start your savings account with as little
as $5, as much as you please, at any of
our offices. Or, if you prefer, save by
mail. We pay postage both ways.
*
The
Trust Company
of New Jersey
12 OFFICES SERVING HUDSON COUNTY
All Open Monday Eveninpe 6 to S P.M.
Jersey City • Hoboken • Weehawken •
Union City • West New York • Sccaucus
Member Vaderal D»t>o»lt Insurance Corporation
SAVE with the RELIANCE
HOME IMPROVEMENT PACKAGE
as simple as ABC
\\\ I ///
Lilt >ll tlx Improw-
mtnti your homa nwdt;
on Ikd coupon belt™,
phOM Dt 3-5588 or
moll tkt coupon to Re-
lionet.
Ciploln )our aaadt to
Rtllonct'l rtprttontotiit.
Ht *lll girt rot a llrm
cootroct (no upt or t<-
troi) for tht Mllro top
and orrongt No Down
Paymant Finoncing
ur budget,
guortmit
Vou nttd pc, nothing
until 6 monthi ofttr tht
lot It compltttd . . .
and you may trtn toko
i* to men years to pay.
W»y put up *lth in-
conmnltnco and dis-
comfort for trtn one day
moriT
for example Mr. Weston needed several improvements:
Brick steps, new bedroom closet, anew roof, anew storm
door, on Iron railing, ond the trim on the house needed
pointing, The cost of the job wos $1195 (for below the cost
if contracted for Individually), The job wos begun April
first, completed April seventeenth. Hit tmoll monthy pay-
ments will not begin until November 17th. Mr. Weston
received new gutters as a special bonus because the entire
job was over $lOOO.
SPECIAL BONUS-
Without obligation have your representative eall
to discuss the following:
]
I Aluminum Rifling
l Permanent Minna
Roofing
Riding. All T?m«
linn* Pronli
Forrhf i, Jaloualei
Dormert
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I Addition!
I Alteration!
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□ Brickwork
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Q Remodeling
D Electrical
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Q ■•traatlae Kaaaaa
D Oultara * l.aadara
Q PiumSlaf *
Htallaa
NAME
__
ADDRESS ,
CALL ON -AT A,M. P.M. PHONE-
LAMOT FAMILY COMPANY M county
RELIANCE
construction co.
448 MARKET ST., SADDLE BROOK, N.J.
JTST
t MUghm M. Paua AiattSf.
Charles Carroll—of Carrollton
By THOMAS KISSLING
NCWC News Service
On July 4 Americans will
celebrate the adoption of the
country’s Declaration of Inde-
pendence.
, The occasion serves to recall
the role of Charles Carroll of
Carrollton, Md., friend and
supporter of George Washing-
ton and the only Catholic sign-
er of that document.
CARROLL WAS born in An-
napolis, Md., in 1737. He in-
herited his father’s wealth and
at the time of the American
Revolution he was the wealth-
iest man in the colonies, ac-
cording to John Adams
° Elected to the Continental
Congress on July 4, 1776, he
took his seat there on July 18,
the first Catholic to serve on
the highest council of the col-
onies.
On July 19 he voted for
the resolution ordering the dec-
laration to be engrossed, pre-
paratory to its being signed.
Not all of the 56 delegates
who eventually signed it were
present on July 4. Most of
them, including Carroll, af-
fixed their signatures to it on
Aug. 2, 1776. Carroll, because
of his wealth, had more at
stake than any of the other
signers, who in the words of
Benjamin Franklin "must
hang together or most as-
suredly would hang separate-
ly.”
ONE ANECDOTE, Inter
csting though not entirely true,
concerns an incident involving
John Hancock, president of
the Continental Congress. He
asked Carroll if he wished to
sign the declaration. Carroll
took the pen and wrote
"Charles Carroll" in a bold
and beautiful script. A by-
stander remarked to Carroll
that he would easily escape
any royal vengeance because
there were many Charles Car-
rolls. Unhesitatingly, Carroll
took the pen again and added
the words “of Carrollton” thus
giving positive idontification-in
case he had to answer for his
“treason."
ON AUG. 2, 1826, the 50th
the Declaration of Independ-
ence, Carroll was the only
signer then alive. Visited by
an official delegation from
New York City, the venerable
patriot was asked to make a
statement. He said:
"Grateful to Almighty God
for the blessings which through
Jesus Christ our Lord, He has
conferred on my beloved coun-
try in her emancipation, and
on myself in permitting me,
under circumstances of mercy
to live to the age of 89 years,
and to survive the 50th year Of
American Independence, and
certify by my present signa-
ture my approbation of the
Declaration of Independence,
adopted by Congress on the
fourth of July,, 1776, which I
originally subscribed on the
2nd day of August of the same
year, and of which I am now
the last surviving signer:
"I DO HEREBY recommend
to the present and future gen-
erations the principles of that
anniversary of the signing of
important document as the
best earthly inheritance their
ancestors could bequeath to
them and pray that the civil
and religious liberties they
have secured to my country
may be perpetuated to remot-
est posterity and extended to
the whole family of man.”
Shortly before his death In
Baltimore on Nov. 14, 1832,
Carroll expressed what being
a Catholic meant to him. He
said:
“I HAVE lived to my 96th
year. I have enjoyed health;
I have been blessed with great
wealth, prosperity, and mast
of the good things which the
world can bestow public ap-
probation, esteem, applause
but what I now look back on,
with the greatest satisfaction
to myself, is that I have prac-
ticed the duties of my reli-
gion.”
ANNIVERSARY-Msgr. William F. Louis, chancellor of the Paterson Diocese, second from
left, is congratulated by an old friend, Rev. Eugene F. X. Sullivan, pastor of Good Coun-
sel, Washington Township, at a dinner which marked the 30th anniversary of his ordin-
ation. Bishop Navagh was present for the occasion. At left is Mrs. Ruth O'Byrne, who
headed a committee which presented anew car to Msgr. Louis.
Scotch Plains Woods
Site of New Parish
SCOTCH PLAINS - Rev.
George E. Byrne moved into
his new quarters on a 7 1/2-
acre wooded lot off Martine
Ave. here last week and be-
gan plans for a parish which
doea not yet have a name nor
final boundaries.
Father Byrne celebrated
the first Sunday Masses at Un-
ion Catholic High School au-
ditorium June 28 at 8 and
10:30 a.m. There will also be
Masses in the
school's, chapel at 8 a.m.
rTHK PLOT on which Father
ltyrne will eventually build his
parish plant Is across the road
Cram the diocesan high school.
He describes his rectory as
looking like Kilmer's "House
With Nobody in It” from the
outside, but quite comfortable
inside.
The people of the south
Scotch Plains area wasted no
time welcoming Father Bryne.
"Some 40 or 90 came around
to say hello and promise their
help in anything I might ask,”
be said. "There are about 850
to 1,000 families in the area
according to Msgr. John J.
Cain, pastor of St. Bartholo-
mew's.”
Though he will use its facili-
ties, Father Byrne will have
n6 official connection with Un-
ion Catholic, which remains
under the personal supervision
of Msgr. Cain, whose parish
now embraces all of Scotch
Hains and Fanwood.
For the past 11 years,
Father Byrne had been chap-
pain to the dependant children
cared for by the Sisters of St.
Joseph of Newark, first at En-
glewood and then at St. Jo-
seph's Village, Rockleigh.
[When the new parish Is for-
mally established, Father
Byrne will be the third in his
family presently serving as
pastors in the Newark Arch-
diocese.
Msgr. John H. Byrne,
an uncle, is pastor of Our
Lady of Sorrows, South Or-
Orange, and Rev. W. Gordon
Byrne, a cousin, Is pastor of
Our Lady at Perpetual Help,
Oakland.
Red Journal Opposes
Closing of Churches
BERLIN (NC) - A Czech
Communist periodical said it
would be a mistake for the
govrvnment to seize churches
and remove priests.
Cckoslovensky Vojak said
millions of people in the coun-
try are still Catholics, and the
Church would simply go under-
ground, holding its services in
private houses, clubs and even
prisons.
The effect would be to
strengthen the Church, it said
Apostleship of Prayer
Have Respect
For Others
"Greater respect for the dig-
nity of the human person” is
the general intention of Pope
Paul, for which he asks the
Apostleship of Prayer to pray
in July.
Lack of respect for those of
another race, for those who
are less gifted Intellectually
or physically, for those who
are deformed or weak or sick
or simply in the.way for one
reason or another, is the ex-
planation of such epic atroci-
ties as the Nazi extermination
camps and for the daily
misery of so many who are
neglected, imposed upon and
even mistreated by relatives
end friends, employers and
fellow workers.
Supernatural love is the only
adequate foundation of respect
for others; it is a virtue which
secs everyone as a beloved
child of God, to Whom we owe
respect in accordance with
such a high dignity.
Christ gave us the parable
of the Good Samaritan, and He
has given us His own examnle
of universal charity.
At this time of awful anguish
in human relations, may we
offer ourselves each day and
all our prayers, works, joys
and sufferings to Our Lord
through Mary in particular for
greater respect for human be-
ings.
* • •
MorningOffering
O Jesus, through the Im-
maculate Heart of Mary, I of-
fer Three my prayers, works,
joys and sufferings of this day
for all the intentions of Thy
Sacred Heart, in union with
tho Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
throughout the world, in
reparation for my sins, for the
intentions of all our Associates,
for the reunion of all Chris-
tians, for the consecration of
families, and in particular for
greater respect for the dignity
of the human person.
• • •
Mission Intention: Increase
end Support of Seminarians
Say Farewell
To Curate
PASSAIC - A farewell din-
ner for Rev. Bernard V.
Lebiedz was held June 28 at
Holy Rosary Church auditori-
um. He has been transferred to
St. Joseph’s Church here.
Father Lebiedz served at
Holy Rosary since his ordina-
tion in 1959. He is a member
of the diocese's priest’s voca-
tion committee and is a .no-
tary of the marriage tribunal.
Last September, he was ap-
pointed to the faculty of Pope
Pius High School to teach re-
ligion.
Brother Leo
Is Provincial
NEW YORK (NC) - Broth-
er Bertrand Leo, F.S.C., 48,
has been appointed provincial
of the New York-New Jersey
Province of the Christian
Brothers. He succeeds Brother
Anthony John, F.S.C., provin-
cial for nine years, who has
been assigned to the Sangre de
Cristo Center for • Advanced
Religious Studies, Santa Fe,
N.M.
Brother Leo, (Robert James
Kirby) a New York native,
has been director general of
De La Salle Superior Scholas-
ticate, affiliated with Catholic
University for 10 years.
The New York-New Jersey
Province is the largest of the
worldwide brotherhood. It has
630 Brothers in two colleges,
two boy’s welfare schools, 19
high schools and 12 elemen-
tary schools.
Priced From $21,990
3 Colonials at Longview
A London Release
FREEHOLD TWP. (PFS)
Sales have reached a total of
18 in the first section of
Longview at Freehold accord-
ing to Cavanaugh E. Brown,
sales agent for the new 117-
home community being de-
veloped by Peter Petillo As-
sociates, Inc., on Colts Neck
Rd., in this Monmouth County
township.
Buyers are offered a choice
of three models priced from
$21,990 with terms of 10%down
and 30-year mortgages avait-
able to qualified prospects.
“The Country Squire” Co-
lonial split ranch, priced at
$21,990 has eight rooms, three
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, wood-
panelled recreation room and
oversized garage. “The Clas-
sic” Colonial two-story, priced
at $22,490, has nine rooms,
four or five bedrooms, 2 1/2
baths, panelled recreation
room with wood-burning fire-
place and attached garage.
All homes include York year
’round central air conditioning
and nine Hotpolnt and Caloric
color-coordinated appliances.
In Piscataway
24 Homes Are Sold
At Whispering Oaks
A London Release
PISCATAWAY (PFS) The
sales total has reached 24 at
Whispering Oaks, new 36-hpmc
community located on DuPont
Ave., off Hamilton Blvd. here,
according to Bob Gonzalez,
sales agent.
Lackland Bros., Inc., is the
developer of the project which
offers ranch and bi-level
homes priced from $18,990. Fi-
nancing terms of 10% down
with 30-year mortgages are
available to all qualified buy-
ers.
The homes have three and
four bedrooms, 2 1/2 colored
ceramic tile baths, big pic-
ture-windowed living rooms.
full-size dining rooms, family
looms with sliding glass patio
doors, “eat-in” kitchens with
built-in wall ovens, counter-
top range, natural finish wood
cabinets with Formica work
counters oversized garages
with inside entry to the house
and entrance foyers.
City sewers and all utilities,
paved roads and curbs are in
and paid for.
The furnished model home*
are open for inspection daily
and weekends.
The location is convenient to
schools, churches shopping
centers, golf courses, express
highways and transportation
facilities, according to tha
developers.
LAKE HOME-"Tradewinds" is the name given to the
latest model being constructed by Forde Homes Inc. at
Blue Mt. Lakes, near Stillwater. Easily converted for year
round use, homes start at $2,995 less lot.
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FOREST
LAKES
for
"Unspoiled Natural Beauty"
ROUTE 206
ANDOVER, N.J.
YOU WILL LIKE IT
MOST PEOPLE DO
'/4-ACRE BUILDING SITES
MANY LARGER
From 1,995
Terms to Moot Your Budget
Buy now for protont ute
or future Investment
Not only one— but many
builders ready to serve
you.
You will be glad you saw
Forest Lakes on Route 206,
Andover.
~ HOME BUYERS £
SUMMER
CLEARANCE
SALE!
up to
50%
off Reg.
Prices
Your Flxturo
Allow anco
Always Go*s
Furllisr At
PIPiWUB
Ughtlriß
POUII 4, Ps%RAMUV N I
HU 7-1705
The Virginian—s22,9oo
★★ ★ ★
a communityof
Early American Residences
SCOTT
FARM
located in rustic Wall
Township Monmouth
County
4 models
$21,900 to $26,000
Walter Pfeiffer Architect
DIRICTIONti Gordon Slat* Parkway fa Ralmor
Ixlt (#97), ta Pout* 31, than taka flnt la/).
AlUnwood Road, OR via Rauta 34 to l.lmor
llvd., than right at bllnkar (Af!»nwood Road).
.Modalt located on Allonwood Road batwoan
Itlmor llvd. and Rout# 31.
T*l«phon* 611>2420
VACATION OR LIVE YEAR-ROUND!
IN YOUR OWN WATERFRONT HOME!
Buy Now To Insure Summer Occupancy
6990 V
wiUrfrtat lot!
ONLY *690 DOWN • ‘53.16 MONTHLY
NO CLOSING COSTS!
6*#ry homo has 3 largo bodroomt/living room with
•crooned 12-f*. sliding glsu wall loading to roofed-in
porch/paneled wall«/tlled bathi/kitehen with 40-gel.
Hotpoint hot water heater/coppar plumbing/baie-
boord heat and iniulstlon. City lower* and city wator
included!
ALL ON YOUR OWN PRIVATE LAGOON!
Only 3 irinvHt to hi »c«an bathing
-Haven,
WEST
JuMt 3 Minutes From Ocean Bathing!
BeachHaven Weet, N. J.
NO EASY TO REACHI South on Gordon State Parkway to
E»lt «; then East on Routs 72 for 5 miles directly to BEACH
HAVEN WESTi turn right to models.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK e PHONE: IOJ-NT 2-24N
M. L SHAPIRO / BUILDERS AND DtVELOftIS SINCE IMB
LOCATION
SEACREST BEACH HOMES
(ON THE ATLANTIC OCEAN)
SEACREST, N.J.
• Private Beach Club
• Fine View of Barnegat
Bay
• Liberal Financing
available
• Select your lot now
FREE GAS DRYER WITH AU GAS
Directions: Garden State Parkway South to Exit 82; then
East on Rt. 37 to Seaside Heights; then north (approx.) 2
miles on Rt. 35.
SEACREST REALTY CO. 793-4241 - 349-5487
111
°PEN iU* iNSPECfiV*
TITLE SERVICE
THROUGHOUT NEW JERSKY
* * * •
NewJerseyRealty
TITLE INSURANCE CO.
NEWARK
TRENTON • HACKENSACK
FREEHOLD
NOW! in one of New Jersey’s
most famed lake recreation areas
4 BRAND NEW
value packed
mm
THE EDtSON—Brick and aluminum. 3-bed-
room bi-levol rancher. 1-car garage, larga
•ving room, dinijag. room, and Ml base;
men*— Only $18,300.
model Homes
for you to choose from
PLIJS
4 existing all-brick models
Superb value In a prime suburban
location
. . . Enjoy year 'round
vacation living—fishing, boating,
swimming and water skiing at
famous Budd Lake, only a mile
away. Bask in the privacy of
your own half-acre plot—Just
40 minutes from Newark
and NewYork. Choose from
8 different models—cus-
tom designed to your
specifications. Stop by
today: weekends 9 *til
dark; weekdays cell
347-4241 or 347-
3651 for on op-
pointment. Homes
from
THE ELDORADO - 3-bedroom aNbrfck
ranch, 1-car garage, 1 bath, spacious liv-
ing room, dining room, kitchwu big cios ts,
full basement. $19,200.
$18,300
THE JEFFERSOH 81-LEWL-Brick and
aluminum siding] living room* dining roomi
kitchen; 3-bedrooms, bath off master bed-
room; den, family room; utility, storage
and laundry rooms; 1H baths, fireplace, 1-
cargarage. From $21,700.
10%
ffliuR »*■ “* *i"’
THE
_
JfJPjV** 2 ful batßs, 3bedrooms, large
room, dining room,
kitchen, breakfast room with sliding glass
$2245a
baMment
* I<ar B«rage. From
DOWN
LIBERAL nNANcwa
1/-ACRE
/z PLOTS
(Tlwm sopwtorftaiMMi
IMpoM Mm Rmcm
• Ctsstom KkkN Cabinets
PH-oncK txwnofi
• M«Ma Wfndoar SRIt
• Hart
S Macadam DrivMisys
directions: Route 46 wet peat Meteor*
and Budd Lake to Smlthtoam Road, tern rlgff
on Smlthtown Roadjad
Road Intersection, 750
.
Springs Road; turn right to I
Model Homes.
New Jersey’s
Book Return
Law Upheld
WASHINGTON, D.C. New
Jersey’s law requiring distri-
butors to pick up unwanted
publications within 48 hours
passed its final constitutional
test last week when the U.S.
Supreme Court refused a hear-
ing for want of a substantial
federal question.
The law was passed in 1963
to strengthen the state's ban
on tie-in sales.
The regulation provides that
any retailer receiving books or
magazines which he has not
ordered and does not wish to
stock may call the distributor
who must then pick them up
In the prescribed time or face
possible fine or jail sentence or
both.
THE HUDSON County News
Cos. had challenged the law as
a form of “prior restraint” on
the distribution of literature.
But the N.J. Supreme Court
had ruled that the law was
constitutional and added that
it merely prescribed what
should be the normal pro-
cedure of legitimate merchan-
dising.
Prior to the passage of the
law, retailers had complained
that it was almost impossible
to get rid of the unwanted pub-
lications, which they had to
pay for on receipt and then
give storage space. At first, a
bill was passed which would
have penalized distributors for
delivering unordered ma-
terials; this was conditionally
vetoed by Gov. Richard J.
Hughes and replaced by the
present law.
THE DECISION by the U.S.
court came on the final day
oMts term when it also treated
several other cases involv-
ing alleged obscenity in pub-
lications or movies. Among
these were a summary rever-
sal of a Florida ban on the
Henry Miller novel “Tropic of
Cancer”; a challenge to Mary-
land’s movie licensing law.
which the court agreed to con-
sider in its next term, and the
refusal to review the convic-
tion of a New York bookseller,
Harry Fried, for selling al-
legedly obscene publications
there.
For Paterson
Convocation
On Family
DENVILLE The first dio-
cesan convocation of the Pat-
erson Christian Family Move-
ment in Paterson will be held
July S at St. Mary's School
here, starting at 6:30 p.m.
The evening will include 11
workshops on various phases
of CFM and a Mass at 8 p.m.,
at which Bishop Navagh will
preach.
Mass will be followed by re-
ports from the workshops and
refreshments.
Among topics to be discussed
are:
“Introduction to CFM";
“What CFM Can Do for the
Parish”; “Leadership Prob-
lems”; “Personality Problems
in the Apostolate”; “Racial
Problems”; “Spiritual Devel-
opment” and “Parents Teach-
ing Children About Religion."
Chair coiple for the convo-
cation are Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Schweitzer of Morristown. Rev.
James L. Fallon is diocesan
CFM director.
Hanley Named
To Alumni Post
JERSEY CITY - C. John
Hanley of Fords has been
elected president of the St.
Peter’s College Alumni As-
sociation.
Hanley is a 1954 graduate of
St. Peter’s. He has been a
member of the alumni board
of trustees for five years and
was chairman of the 1961 fund
drive.
Other officers are William F.
Sues of Jersey City, vice pres-
ident; John Backus of Union,
aecretary; and John Delaney
of Jersey City, treasurer.
Given Jail Term
For Beating Nun
ELIZABETH A 25-year-
old man who Invaded St. Pat-
trick’s Convent here last Feb-
ruary and beat an elderly Sis-
ter Into unconsciousness was
sentenced to a five to seven-
year prison term last weak.
Alexander Ellish Jr.,
pleaded guilty to breaking in-
to St. Patrick’s Convent Feb.
11 and beating Sister Rose
Perpetua so badly she was In
critical condition for many
days, she was released from
the hospital April 12 and re-
turned to her native Phila-
delphia to recuperate.
St. Margaret's Parish
Plans Pilgrimage
LITTLE FERRY St. Mar-
garet's parish here is planning
an eight-day pilgrimage to St.
Anne de Beaupre, Quebec,
Aug. 8-15. Reservations may be
made through Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Pytlik, 342-1431.
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DRINKING
FOUNTAIN
RICKEL
SUPER SPECIAL!
"EVERAIN"
OSCILLATING
LAWN
SPRINKLER
'CHARGE
IT"
TAKE
MONTHS
TO PAY!
m 50-FT. • 100% VIKYL
GARDEN
HOSE
69*
ATTACHES
TO OUTDOOR
WATER
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SENSATIONAL PURCHASE!
50%SAVE
ALMOST
WESTINGHOUSE HOUSE & GARDEN
ELECTRIC INSECT TRAP
Enjoy Outdoor Living Insect
FREE.
16“
>I«EL
ni J
WITH
WHEELS
Uni card
FORMALLY
SOLD AT
32.95
RICKEL
LOW
PRICE _
_
. HELPS TO DISPOSE ’'BUG
PROBLEM”
THE FIXTURE.
• whi[enot br“uht to t'„V„u«*n eye. is attractively brilliant
to
. HIDDEN FAN LOCATED UNDER
THE TUBE CARRIES INSECTS
ON CURRENT OE IN RUSHING AIR
TO
SPACE IN THE BASE OFTHE
UNIT.
THE VERSATILE
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC IHSECT TRAP
HANGS .c MOUHTS!
X
2%
GALLON
PLASTIC
GAS CAN
C
25-inch
ROUND BRAZIER
GRILLE
99
G-2120
FOLDS FOR EASY STORAGE!
RICKIL
LOW
PRICK !
25-inch
ROUND BRAZIER
GRILLE
988
RICKIL
LOW
PRICK
RICKIL
LONT
PRKI
G-1740
WITH POURING SPOUT
AND AIR VENT 2112
C-2324
WITH HOOD
SWIVII MOTOR aM| SPIT!
bb
w>
)
.-'ff'-vr*
1
in
HI-LOW DELUXE
CHOW WAGON .
With Fixed Hood and UL Approved
Electric Motor Operated Rotisserie.
2288 >u'i
• Rounded Square eUp Front Grid
Adjustment
* L76, Sq Lnch#* °* * Blotk-n-BroM
Working Space Finish
RICKEL
LOWPRICE
I CHARCOAL
LIGHTER ,U&
33*®1
Quart o »44
POST MOUNT
8-QUART
PLASTIC
SPRINKLING CAN
RICKEL
%LOWPRICK
44
fl
TREE MOUNT
*-• •?-? tv •' . v.j V.'i’i. . , W ;#fj
STEEL
HOSE
HANGER
MELNOR
AQUA GUN
HOSE
NOZZLE
YOUR CHOICE
c
WALL MOUNT
G-SO 4
SWIMMING
POOL
LADDER X
Clear Knot Free720
Pond«foto
Finis hod with
LiU Enamel
P.nr.
Long
48 INCH
MCKU PRICELOW
25
RSA 109
10" X 10" SIZE
HIBACHI
GRILLE
£BB
RICKEL
LOW
PRICK
0-23A2
“rfl
ALUMINUM WALL POOLS
TUBULAR STEU SUPPORTS • DOUBLE THE VALUE...
WITH DOUBLE THE UPRICHTS!
• 2" STEEL UPRIGHTS ARE SPACED 27” APART
100% VIRGIN VINYL PLASTIC LINER
G-1126
will* QemlilihLull
18x48
99®8
ANTHRAFILT
99!
"PARKWAY" ANTHRAFILT
POOL FILTER
COMPLETE WITH V* H.P. 1725 RPM MOTOR
• 2400 GPH Pump
Capacity
• Motor w Grounded
Cord and Plug
• 10 Gallon Tank
w/Bolt-on Cover
• Epon Phenolic
Lining
• Brats Pump and
Strainer
• 30 Ibt. Anthrafilt
Filter Media
• 2 Super Flex Hotet
• 2 Hose Holders
GIANT 24-GALLON
PLASTIC TRASH BARREL
NATIONALLY SOLD AT 9.9S
RICKKL
LOW
PRICI
• 20"
x 14Vi x 24" DEEP
• POLYETHYLENE COVER WITH 2
SELF-LOCKING HANDLES
• SANITARY AND EASILY CLEANED
W-416
LIMIT ONE TO A CUSTOMER
J.OCKHSG FEATURES
STRONG, SECURE SELF-LOCKING
METAL HANDLES WITH TIGHT
FITTING COVER.
FAMOUS "DURALITE
7-WEB FOLDING
[ADJUSTABLE ALUMINUM'
CHAISE
599LIST84.95 8 95
2614
High Str engt
Furniture Grode,
1-ln«h Polished
Aluminum Tubing
JT IG-3121
•Ml 0.1.1.t... lull
RSA 101
PARKWAY
SUPER-FLEX
DO YOURSELF
POOL FILTER KIT
USES YOUR OWN MOTOR
COMPLETE WITH
ANTHRAFILT
ai
ACCESSORIES
88nd
Loo
LAWN FURNITURE
5-WEB
FOLDING
ALUMINUM
CHAIR
99
Double Tubular
Hairpin Formed
Arm> With 4-
Adjuitment>
• Plastic
Webbing
• High Strength Furni-
ture Grode. 1" Polithed
Aluminum Tubing
• Heavy Duty Aluminum L!
Intruded Arms
• Plaitlc Webbing G-2612
HOSE
059"PAKKWAY"
SUPfR FLOAT
FLOATING HOSI
itA si 29c h
RSA 9
POUND30
BAG 6-FT. UNGTH
mn mCopyr Prlcis EffectiveIncorporated nArlvee.n sing Ona Items
CARPENTER
CONTRACTORS
, WELCOME
MAHOGAN
PANELING
FULL 32" x 84" SHEET
NO SECONDS... NO REJECTS!
REDWOOD
I TRELLISES I
RICKIL
LOW
PRICI
RICKEL
LOW
PRICE
FREE t
PERSONAL
DO-IT-YOURSILF
INSTRUCTIONS
RT. 10, SUCCASUNNA
I 4 Mile East of Ledgewood Circle
Open Daily & Saturday 9-10 Jlktice 4-8101
SmTcsAMlKbTa. WiTHervilhV Right T»lJmit*Dusnffite
1.69 VALUE
G-1976
RT. 22, UNION
I Mile West of Flagship
Open Daily & Saturday 9-10 MiiriWk i
RT. 17, PARAMS
4 Mlie’s North of Route 4* A'
